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Dedicated To Our Families.

Preface

This book, Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media: A Longitudinal
Study of the Mediatization of Socialisation, is based on an investigation
of the role of media within the socialisation of socially disadvantaged
children and their families in Austria. It was initiated by Ingrid PausHasebrink in 2005 and subsequently extended to cover adolescents. Our
study, therefore, aligns with three German books (Paus-Hasebrink &
Bichler, 2008; Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014; Paus-Hasebrink (Ed.),
2017) and many articles in journals and chapters in edited volumes. It
provides insight into over twelve years of research in a challenging field
and tackles issues in developing theory and those of methodology. In
doing so, we pay special attention to the last six years, when our children
passed through their late childhood or adolescence, respectively.
Such a long-term project may be considered something akin to a gold
standard in order to research not only in the short-term but also cater
for development. The project was underpinned by the firm belief that
socially disadvantaged people, and children in particular, deserve the support of the whole society, of which academia is no less a part. Therefore,
the book follows the premise behind Norbert Elias’ idea of research,
namely that it is obligated to serve humanity (Elias, 1987); this means
its goal is both academic and social. On the one hand, it provides evidence-based research on the role media plays at various stages in the lives
of the children in our panel. On the other, it advocates developing concepts to enable different stakeholders to provide individualised support
vii
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for children and their families. This book intends to draw attention to,
and raise awareness of, the situation of socially disadvantaged children,
their needs and rights.
However, we have to emphasise that it would have been impossible to realise such a long-term project alone without support from
a wide range of people. We, therefore, wish to thank all those who
have supported us. Firstly, we want to thank all 20 (later on 18) families who invited us to their homes over and over again, although they
were simultaneously coping with everyday demands and challenges.
Secondly, a project like this needs a reliable partner keeping faith with
us. In this respect, we would like to thank The Anniversary Fund of the
Oesterreichische Nationalbank (OeNB) for financing the whole study in
three separate peer-reviewed projects from 2005 to 2017. We felt particularly honoured when the project was invited to the 50th anniversary of the fund and named a unique flagship project. Our thanks also
go to Salzburg University Library for supporting an open-access publication such as this. Without money nothing is possible, of course,
yet money is not everything. This saying is even more true of people.
Our thanks go to our great team: our project’s researchers, Michelle
Bichler, Anna Bramböck, Andreas Oberlinner, Fabian Prochazka,
Daniel von Reinersdorff and Sebastian Reeh, and our secretary, Monika
Hoppenthaler. Furthermore, we want to thank Uwe Hasebrink for his
critical reading of an earlier version of the manuscript and Hans-Ulrich
Sinner for his support in reviewing the citation and the references
of this book. Finally, we want to thank Uwe Hasebrink and Andreas
Hepp; we are glad that our book is part of their series, Transforming
Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research.
The German author, Thomas Mann, once said: To think and to thank
are related terms … (Denken und danken sind verwandte Wörter…).
With this in mind, we hope that this book will be a fruitful contribution
to the community at large. More specifically, we hope that it will serve
as a springboard for further research on socially disadvantaged children,
adolescents, families and the media.
Salzburg, Austria
Klagenfurt, Austria
Salzburg, Austria

Ingrid Paus-Hasebrink
Jasmin Kulterer
Philip Sinner
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CHAPTER 1

Framing the Study

Poverty is not only a severe problem in so-called poor countries. The
rich countries of the Western society are also having to face rising figures of poor people or people at risk of poverty or marginalisation.
This development goes hand-in-hand with a widening inequality gap in
most of the OECD countries (UNICEF, 2016, p. 2). People nowadays
often feel bewildered and insecure and many of them are afraid of being
pushed to the margins of society. Unfortunately, for younger people poverty or the risk of poverty or being marginalised is an increasing problem
(UNICEF, 2016, p. 2). At the same time, we witness far-reaching societal and medial transformation processes, which we discuss as aspects of
the “meta process” (Krotz, 2014, p. 137, emphasis in original) of mediatization. However, it should be emphasised that social disadvantage in
rich countries is strongly connected to a lack of participation opportunities, which, in turn, are quite often linked with communication and
media. It is against the backdrop of these developments that we have formulated the central research question of our project: How do socially
disadvantaged life circumstances affect adolescents, their socialisation and
their opportunities to participate in society, and what is the role of media
in this context?

© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02653-0_1
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1.1  The Concept of This Book
Our study, “Social inequality, childhood and the media: A longitudinal
study of the mediatization of socialisation”, focuses on precisely these
questions to deal with adolescents growing up in socially disadvantaged
families. Such adolescents are at risk of lacking social opportunities and
may well not be able to perceive and profit from the possibilities of the
social space in which they grow up. Here it is important to note that
it is scarcely enough only to think about the adolescents’ social rights.
Rather more, being able to benefit from these rights is what counts. In
this context we must recognise that the term “socially disadvantaged
circumstances” does not only concern the material level of living in
everyday life, but also includes individual living conditions as a whole
(see Rosenmayr & Majce, 1978). So, we are setting out to observe the
“‘cumulative disadvantage’, in the sense of a reciprocal reinforcement
of poverty, illness and social isolation” (Hörl, 1999, p. 172, translated
by the authors). The concept of social disadvantage clearly indicates the
contrast with adolescents in better circumstances (see Hörl, 1999 as well
as Fehr, 2017) and points to inequality. The term social inequality connotes the imperative (see Hörl, 1999, p. 172; see as well Fehr, 2017) to
remove disadvantage.
This particular understanding, coupled with the object of serving society forms one of the starting points of the longitudinal study
we present here. Following Norbert Elias (1987), we offer “dedicated
social research” (for details see Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008; PausHasebrink & Kulterer, 2014) with not only a scientific outcome but
also a social one. Our initial impulse derives from different analyses
that focused on an emerging gap in society’s socio-economic structure.
Today, society is a consumer society, but, of course, not everyone is able
to participate equally in its prosperity. Several scientific studies suggest
a growing socio-economic gap in society and warn about further and
increasing discrepancies between “winners” and “losers” during the
process of growing up (see Rauschenbach, 2011, p. 5). It is likely that
socially disadvantaged children, even in rich countries like Austria (see
Chapter 2), will be pushed towards the edge of society. This prejudices
their socialisation and their opportunities for participation in society.
Finally, there is a close connection between family and social structure1:
The allocation of core resources, like income, formal education and the
profession of the wage earner(s) in a family, is highly unequal. In this
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context, the media are important since they are an integral part of everyday life. It stands to reason that the resources of social participation via
media are unequally distributed, as are the social and cultural resources
of different social groups (see Niesyto, 2009). With developing mediatization, manifested in the convergence of old and new media as well as
with the temporal and spatial dissolution of boundaries of media contents and services, media are becoming increasingly important for society
as a whole, as well as for the everyday life of every individual in it (see
Krotz, 2013).
The media determine many of our everyday practices and, therefore,
produce new communicative practices as they shape everyday life. This
raises the questions: How does this manifest itself in the everyday life of
socially disadvantaged children and adolescents? How is their everyday
life shaped?
This study specifically asks how socially disadvantaged adolescents
use media, which practices they develop to cope with their everyday life
and how they integrate media contents and services meaningfully into
it, against the background of their current lifeworld situation. How does
the socialisation (see Chapter 3) of adolescents within socially disadvantaged conditions proceed, and how are the media relevant during their
socialisation? The important issues are, hence, the construction of an
individual identity, the structure of knowledge, the perception of ways
to participate in society and the mediation of values in and through the
media, as well as the socio-economic and socio-emotional changes in
core relationship groups. Against this background, it is crucial to consider the double, interweaving dynamic of the ongoing media-technological changes in media contents and services, on the one hand, and the
dynamic governing the development of children in their socialisation
their specific social situation, on the other. Socialisation today is mediatised socialisation (see Couldry & Hepp, 2017, p. 151).

1.2  An Overview of This Book
Chapter 2 of this book is devoted to outlining the connections between
social inequality, childhood and media. The first part is dedicated to
national contexts of social inequality. It provides a discussion of social
disadvantage in rich Western societies, with the specific examples of
Austria and Germany, in order to better understand the specific circumstances that socially disadvantaged families encounter in the national
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context. The second part deals with the connection between inequality
and mediatization, and what implications emerge for children affected
by an unequal distribution of resources and opportunities as they grow
up. One central argument is that a disadvantageous position in a mediatised society often leads to a lack of participation in society (education,
job perspectives and so on). In our mediatised Western societies, participation is closely connected to (digital) media, so that socialisation often
becomes media socialisation. Following, we will preface a survey of relevant trends in global mediatization with a literature review covering
the evidence of the links between social disadvantages and media experiences. To conclude, we will discuss the consequences of mediatization
for academic research on young people’s growing up in general and for
our study on media socialisation among socially disadvantaged adolescents in particular.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical framework that underlies this
study. It presents a praxeological research perspective on the processes
of the media socialisation of children and adolescents. One of the main
arguments is that socialisation has to be contextualised in a dynamic
and interlinked process, that is connected to both the individual child
and the relevant social contexts like family, peers, institutional contexts
such as kindergarten and school, and non-institutional recreational contexts. The interactions of these contexts have to be systematically analysed, in order to understand how children make sense of their life and,
in this context, of the media within their everyday lives. The chapter
starts out by providing an overview of how socialisation is theorised in
different disciplines, such as psychology and sociology, and then moves
on to the perspective of media and communications, where we look at
the rich empirical evidence on young people’s use of media devices and
products. By introducing the theoretical concept of developmental tasks
(Havighurst, 1972), the chapter explores a way of theoretically grasping the interface between the individual, subjective level and the level
of society and of objective factors in the process of growing up. At this
point, definitions of childhood-specific and adolescence-specific developmental tasks are discussed as well. Subsequently, we look at the relevance of different socialisation contexts in a child’s life and in a child’s
attempt to come to terms with its developmental tasks; the concept of
doing family gains particular relevance in this discussion. Finally, based
on the assumption that the conduct of everyday life is manifested in
social milieus where individuals attempt to realise their specific goals in
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life, including their own particular plans and wishes, the authors introduce the three analytical concepts: options, outlines and competences for
action, that allow a theoretical and empirical understanding of the connection between a social milieu, and the subjective structure of making
sense of one’s life. It is argued that, based on these three analytical concepts, the role of the media becomes understandable and comprehensible as it relates to the interlinkage of subjective perception, action-driven
orientations, and everyday life practices against the backdrop of sociostructural conditions.
Chapter 4 outlines how the theoretical foundation of the study
(Chapter 3) calls for a specific methodological concept. This chapter
focuses on the ways in which the methodological approach was designed
in order to grasp the complexity of the topic and later on revised in order
to grasp new challenges caused by the longitudinal character of the project. In order to understand the processes of socialisation, this study
has been designed as a qualitative panel study on a selected sample of
20 (later 18) children who were five to six years old when the research
started in 2005 and who were 17–18 years old when it was ended. At the
core of the chapter, we deal with the questions how to collect, to process
and analyse data from a qualitative longitudinal study over the 12 years
from 2005 to 2017 (Fig. 1.1).
Following the logic of triangulation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 2),
we discuss the development of a rich design where all the components
draw on, complement, and control each other in the processes of data
collection and analysis; that way, we will argue, research becomes transparent and comprehensible in terms of intersubjectivity. The whole
process of developing and using the methodological design is covered
in much detail to allow for a deeper understanding of the logic behind,
the purpose and the demands of a qualitative longitudinal study. The
chapter covers all the relevant steps from the recruitment of the families,
the ethical challenges and the actual data collection to the methods that
were used. At the core of the methods to be presented and discussed
are the guided in-depth interviews with children and parents over six
waves of research (from 2005 until end of 2016), moving on to additional methods like observations protocols, a short standardised questionnaire for the parent(s) concerning income, formal education, and
other topics, and finally later additions to the design—the adolescents
were asked to draw network maps concerning important persons and
media and to demonstrate their most favourite social media application,
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using the method of thinking aloud, and to take photos of their favourite
spots in their rooms—are explained. Furthermore, after the sixth wave of
research, we conducted telephone interviews with the adolescents in our
panel and their parents, in order to get a final update on their personal
situation. The chapter also addresses how the collected data was processed and prepared for analysis, including transcription and thorough
anonymisation of the sensitive data and how the actual analysis was conducted. This part of the chapter is especially important and innovative
from a methodological perspective, as in existing literature this issue is
rarely discussed extensively with regard to longitudinal research.
Chapter 5 consists of brief descriptions of the 18 families that were
still part of the sample by the time the study came to an end. The chapter consists of a short summary of each family’s situation as it developed
over the years. With regard to the relevant selection criteria (see Chapter
4) at the beginning of the project, the focus is on the socio-economic
situation of each family, with particular attention being paid to income,
job situation, housing situation, formal education (of parents), family
constellation (nuclear family, patchwork family, single-parent households,
extended families, migration background and so on). The summaries
give an idea of the dynamic that each family experienced throughout the
years, especially with regard to their socio-economic and socio-emotional
development.
Chapter 6 provides a perspective on the dynamic media environment
and patterns of socialisation within the panel over nearly twelve years of
research. This chapter focuses on the core aspects that are the heart of
the study: the dynamic development of the children and their media repertoires (Hasebrink & Popp, 2006), on the one hand, and, on the other,

Fig. 1.1 The waves of research at a glance
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the role of different contexts of socialisation as they affect the children in
different ways at various stages of their personal development throughout
the years. Twelve years is a long time, during which the children in the
panel not only get older, but also a lot can change as far as the situation of
the family in general is concerned. The chapter unravels what happened
between the time when the study began in 2005, when the children were
between four and six years old, when their lives were mainly framed by
their experiences at home or in kindergarten, and then later, when other
contexts such as schools and friends became more relevant, so that by the
time it ended in spring 2017, they were teenagers about to make important life decisions. This chapter highlights how the children’s media usage
and especially their motives for using certain types of media content
changed in this context. We argue in this chapter that, at the same time,
technology is progressing and it leads to transformations on the level of
media products and media use. Among them are the processes of digitalisation and convergence that have greatly affected and altered the media’s
role in society and in individual lifeworlds. Against this background, the
chapter sheds light on the variety of manners in which the children incorporate media (classic as well as “new” media) into their everyday lives,
how they form media repertoires and how media are part of a complex
array of socialisation contexts with varying functions and purposes.
Chapter 7 has a stronger focus on the interplay between family and
media as socialisation contexts in the sample where it looks at ways in
which parents approach parenting and the mediation of media literacy.
As a first step, the chapter introduces insights from relevant studies and
theoretical concepts. Secondly, it focuses on parents’ mediation practices
and how they changed over time with respect to both the children’s age
and the changing media over nearly twelve years of research. Against
this background, the following different practices of parents’ mediation
practices that were uncovered in the panel will be discussed: laissez-faire,
unmethodical restriction, arbitrary control and exploitation of dominance,
amicability and child-centred and how they are related to options for
action, outlines for action and competences for action.
Chapter 8 presents a typology of the families in the sample of the
study at hand. We explain how the discovery of similarities and differences of living as a family were the starting point for developing a typology in which the main dimensions for characterising the families were
the socio-economic situation, the socio-emotional climate and the identifiable coping strategies. The four types of families we discovered are
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explained in detail, and each family in the sample is portrayed and discussed with regard to their allocation to the specific type. The typology
focuses on the most recent data but also takes the development of the
families over the years into account. The arguments in the chapter are
amplified through selected cases that delve deeper into the individual
lifeworlds of the children and their families. This chapter helps to understand how many of the researched families are often overtaxed in multiple ways and experience different forms of deprivation on many levels.
Finally, Chapter 9 discusses the scope of the approach as presented,
its limitations and benefits and its potential. Based on the results of the
longitudinal study, it discusses how the complex interplay of factors that
were shown to shape the lives of children as they grew up can help policymakers and stakeholders to develop more individualised approaches
for the support and encouragement of children and their families. While
the empirical work of this study has been done in Austria, the theoretical
framework and the methodological approach have a general scope, since
they can be applied in any country. Furthermore, we wish to emphasise
that the findings do not reflect particularities of the Austrian context.
Within the theoretical framework they will be interpreted as empirical
evidence showing how contextual conditions, patterns of doing family, and individual factors shape socialisation processes; this interaction
between the different contexts and individual factors is not a regional
particularity but a general pattern that is relevant for understanding
socialisation within mediatised worlds in general.

Note
1. Following the poverty report of the Bertelsmann Stiftung (2016), the
growing up of children in poverty-vulnerable families is often shaped by a
package of problems. In addition to chronic financial issues, there are factors like illnesses, the divorce of the parents, cramped housing and unsafe
routes to school (Laubstein, Holz, & Seddig, 2016, pp. 12–15, 51, 55).
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CHAPTER 2

Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media

2.1  Introduction
Our study deals with socially disadvantaged children and adolescents in
Austria. Hence, we discuss their life circumstances, their opportunities to
participate in society, the process of their socialisation and, in this context, the role of media. To better understand the specific challenges facing them as they grow up in a rich country like Austria, we will initially
examine the framing conditions in Austria and in other countries, as well
as the relevant analytical concepts. Our topics are the national contexts of
inequality, the particular nature of being socially disadvantaged in a rich
Western society (particularly the examples of Austria and Germany) and,
as a consequence, the inequality gap. We then go on to connect these
findings with the concept of mediatization and to outline what our findings mean for academia. In conclusion, we offer an insight into the state
of research and will, against this backdrop, set out the concrete aim of
our longitudinal study.

2.2  National Contexts of Inequality
2.2.1   Social Disadvantage in Rich Western Societies
In rich countries, social disadvantage is normally not synonymous with
severe poverty or material deprivation on an existential level. But poor
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02653-0_2
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people, or people at risk of poverty or of being marginalised, run the
risk of being further pushed to the margins of society due to a lack of
opportunities and possibilities for participation. It is children and adolescents who are particularly at risk: in many rich countries, where the
percentage of younger people who are poor or at risk of poverty or marginalisation is higher than that in the population at large. However, there
are examples, like Austria and Germany, which demonstrate the opposite case, because this relationship is reversed in these two countries
(see, for example, Guio, Gordon, & Marlier, 2017, p. 217; UNICEF,
2016, p. 2). Nevertheless, even in our specific examples, young people
are especially at risk where they are affected by the conditions of their
families. Poverty or social disadvantage do not mean material deprivation
alone. A lack of financial resources also has a major impact on educational achievement, and thus children’s life prospects (for example, access
to the labour market). In addition, leisure opportunities, social participation, physical health and well-being are also affected. And in consequence, children from lower-income households tend to be sick more
often, not only when they are young but also as adults. This results in
a poorer state of health than that displayed by the population at large
(cf. SOS Kinderdorf, 2017). These recent findings are specific to
Austria and fit in with recent research on social disadvantage (cf. Berka
& Trappel, 2017, pp. 122–124; Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2016; Einböck,
Proyer, & Fenninger, 2015, pp. 14–16; Laubstein, Holz, & Seddig,
2016, pp. 12–16 and 18–24; Paus-Hasebrink, 2017, pp. 15–17; PausHasebrink & Bichler, 2008, pp. 17–23; Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer,
2014a, pp. 18–24; UNICEF, 2016, p. 2). Further aspects of disadvantage are higher rates of obesity, addiction developing at a younger age,
underachievement in education, fewer friends and peers outside the family and smaller personal networks, limited access to cultural events and
sports communities, as well as inability to participate in public discourse
and problematic patterns of media usage. In more general terms, these
facets and categories of social disadvantage can be subsumed under the
headings: “Income”, “Education”, “Health” and “Life satisfaction”
(UNICEF, 2016, p. 12). In particular, living a satisfactory life is closely
linked to current living conditions, future prospects and opportunities to
participate.
There are numerous differing approaches to defining social disadvantage. They include simpler ones only based on formal education
and family income, but also the more complex, taking into account
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additional factors. In the last analysis, the design of a particular project will be aligned with research questions and the resources available. However, as far as social disadvantage goes, the national contexts
are of prime importance, because specific living conditions have to be
seen comparatively across an entire country. In this respect, it is also
important to note that poverty or social disadvantage in some regions
of Asia, Africa, South America, or even in some countries of Southern
and Eastern Europe, is not comparable to being poor or socially disadvantaged in rich Western societies, like Austria or Germany, with their
well-developed welfare states. In such countries, social disadvantage
is closely linked to a lack of opportunities for participation in society
(cf. Berka & Trappel, 2017, pp. 66–68, 122–124; Paus-Hasebrink,
Sinner, & Prochazka, 2014, p. 2; van Dijk, 2013, p. 35). People risk a
sense of being left behind, with children and single parents being particularly vulnerable. Guio et al. (2017, p. 213) have compiled a list of 18
items in order to build a material deprivation “indicator related to the
children (aged 1–15 years) population”. This list of items is closely linked
with the 2009 EU-SILC (EU Survey on Income and Living Conditions)
data on material deprivation related to child deprivation (Guio et al.,
2017, p. 210). Beside obvious material items, such as food, clothing
and shoes, house heating or the ownership of a car, it includes also farther-reaching needs, such as access to suitable books, a personal place to
do homework, leisure activities, opportunities to celebrate and to invite
friends and to participate in school activities or trips. Unfortunately, we
have to state that, in rich countries too, there is a remarkable percentage (3–18%) of deprived “children lacking at least 3 out of 18 items”.
The value for Austria is 12% and for Germany 15% (Guio et al., 2017,
p. 217, quotation is bold in original). The percentage of such deprived
children is very low for non-poor children in rich countries, but it rockets upward when it comes to poor children: “even the best performing
countries (with the exception of Sweden) do not manage to protect
income-poor children from material deprivation” (Guio et al., 2017,
p. 218). It should be noted that. alongside Belgium and France, Austria
is one of the countries facing the most serious inequality between
poor and non-poor children, indicating the impact that poverty has on
Austrian children’s lives.
Based on several studies of childhood, adolescence, poverty and
social disadvantage in Germany (AWO-ISS, 2012, 2013; Bertelsmann
Stiftung, 2016; Palentien, 2003) and Austria (Einböck et al., 2015),
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but also considering more detailed studies of selected regions (for example, Caritas, 2016), we have to state that poverty and social disadvantage, with their concomitant consequences for the everyday life and the
future prospects of the persons concerned, are serious problems in rich
countries. Even though there is a positive development (Guio et al.,
2017, p. 217), and the poverty rates of children in Austria or Germany
are lower than in many other countries, there are some countries doing
still better. Norway, for example, is rich, whereas the Czech Republic is
less so, yet both countries display a poverty rate among children significantly lower than in Germany and Austria (cf. UNICEF, 2016, p. 4).
However, (national) efforts to lower the proportion of young people at
risk of poverty or being marginalised are laudable, given that the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child stipulates that the goal
should be a reduction to 0.0%. In accordance with this, new Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030 were adopted by the United
Nations in 2015 in order to replace the Millennium Development Goals:
Goal 1 is named “End poverty in all its forms everywhere”, this includes
topic 1.1 “by 2030, eradicate extreme poverty for all people” and topic
1.2 “by 2030, reduce at least by half the proportion of men, women
and children of all ages living in poverty in all its dimensions according to national definitions”, while goal 10 represents the aim to “reduce
inequality within and among countries” (Atkinson, Guio, & Marlier,
2017, pp. 44–45, emphasis in original). The SDGs are more ambitious
than the social inclusion target of the European Union for 2020. But
“halving poverty by 2030 should not be beyond the resources of a rich
continent” (Atkinson et al., 2017, p. 47).
2.2.2   The Case of Austria and Germany
Austria and Germany certainly belong to the wealthiest countries in
the European Union and the world at large. We highlight the example
of Austria because it is the source of the study presented here. But in
addition, we also focus on Germany for several reasons. To begin with,
two families moved to different parts of Germany during the study,
and one girl was attending school on the other side of the border—the
State of Salzburg shares a common EuRegio with parts of the State of
Bavaria. But even more important is the fact that Austria and Germany
are closely interlinked in many ways, although their national contexts do
differ: firstly, they share a common language area (but also with parts of
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Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg, Italy and Switzerland), which means
that their national media systems are interwoven; secondly, they share
a long and eventful history; thirdly, they share common cultural values
and traditions; fourthly, the scientific communities of both countries
are closely linked as well, and research findings concerning Germany
are often utilised by Austrian authorities too, because of their lack of
national data.
Based on a comparison of the gross domestic product (GDP), Austria
is the fourth richest country in the European Union, while Germany
is the seventh. However, the individual consumption expenditure of
households (goods and services, adjusted for purchasing power) ranks
Germany second and Austria third. Unchallenged leader in both rankings
is Luxembourg (ORF/APA, 2017). Germany, in particular, is currently
characterised by stable growth, high tax revenues and the lowest unemployment rates since 1989 (cf. Eurostat, 2017c, pp. 30–31). That said,
the reforms of the German welfare state and labour market, the so-called
“Gesetze für moderne Dienstleistungen am Arbeitsmarkt” (Four Laws
for Modern Services on the Labour Market), have resulted in a rising
number of so-called “working poor” (AWO-ISS, 2012, pp. 6–7) and a
growth of inequality. Compared to Germany, economic development
in Austria has been lagging behind in recent years (cf. Eurostat, 2017c,
pp. 60–61). But the Austrian state’s social welfare system is somewhat
more comprehensive than that in Germany. Austria has higher pensions,
higher unemployment benefits over a longer period, study grants, social
housing and family allowances (Statistik Austria, 2017a, pp. 4–6). Such
transfer payments reduce the income inequality gap by 39.2% in Austria,
but only by 31.5% in Germany. By contrast however, the reduction is
even greater in the UK, at 48.4% (UNICEF, 2016, p. 16).
What has come to be called the refugee crisis is another important aspect of the situation in Austria and Germany (see Chapter 6 on
socialisation in different contexts). Together with Sweden, Italy, Spain,
and Greece, in recent years Germany and Austria have had the greatest
problems in dealing with very high numbers of refugees. In addition,
both countries are preferred destinations for people called economic
migrants and for poor people from South-Eastern countries of the
European Union. This situation was one reason behind the favourable
electoral results for right-wing parties like the FPÖ in Austria and the
AfD in Germany, both of which have tried to capitalise on people’s fear
of being left behind. Difficult times (see Lange & Xyländer, 2011), as
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exemplified by the refugee crisis, are challenges for the state and society in
general, because people who are already socially disadvantaged are afraid
of becoming further marginalised and alienated from the rest of society.
But despite the increase in social inequality and the national and regional
disparities in the European Union, being poor is not a one-way street in
Germany (AWO-ISS, 2013, p. 19). Social advancement or a sustainable
improvement of your socio-economic situation are possible. Social disadvantage is often closely linked to a migration background. However,
a relevant aspect here is the way poor migrant adolescents tend to deal
better with economic problems than poor German non-migrant teenagers, in part because the former are supported by stronger social networks
through strong family structures (AWO-ISS, 2012, p. 2). Therefore, it
is important to keep in mind that a migration background is not, per
se, a reason for social disadvantage. It is much rather the case that relevant contexts have to be taken into account, and a migration background
should not be advanced as a simple explanation for lacking participation
opportunities or lower formal education.
2.2.3   The Inequality Gap in Western Societies,
and in Austria and in Germany
Although some findings on Austria and Germany generate a positive
image, we should nevertheless remember that all that glitters is not gold.
“The gap between rich and poor [is] at its highest level for some three
decades in most OECD countries” and all “across the OECD, the risks
of poverty have been shifting from the elderly towards youth since the
1980s” (UNICEF, 2016, p. 2). In contrast to the current positive situation, these developments apply to the European Union as a whole, as
well as Austria and Germany. We have seen increasing rates of poverty
and social exclusion since the mid-1980s in Europe, due to rising unemployment rates, changing ways of living together and reductions in social
benefits (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2016; Palentien, 2003). The unequal
distribution of resources and opportunities affects family life (Jokinen
& Kuronen, 2011, p. 45). Socially disadvantaged families have to face
and to cope with particular challenges, such as unemployment, often
interlinked with health problems, and critical socio-emotional problems (Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014b). However, socially disadvantaged people need and merit the support of society, and children and
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adolescents particularly so, because they are not responsible for the economic circumstances they are facing. “In addition, few dispute that childhood experiences have a profound effect not only on children’s current
lives, but also on their future opportunities and prospects. Likewise, social
and economic disadvantages in early life increase the risk of having lower
earnings, lower standards of health and lower skills in adulthood. This
in turn can perpetuate disadvantage across generations” (UNICEF,
2016, p. 2).
Today, the child poverty rate (measured as 50% of the national median
household income) is 7.2% in Germany and 9.6% Austria. On this measure, Finland (3.7%), Norway (4.5%) and Denmark (4.8%) (UNICEF,
2016, p. 4) are the leading countries. In contrast to the UNICEF data,
it is more common in the European Union to make use of the indicator,
“risk of poverty or marginalisation”. This includes those people exhibiting
at least one of the following three criteria (see Statistik Austria, 2017b, pp.
80–81): (a) living in a household with a household income of less than
60% of the national median (2016: 14% of the population); (b) significant
material deprivation (2016: 3% of the population); (c) people under 60
unemployed or with very low earnings (2016: 8%). According to this, the
proportion of people at risk of poverty or of being marginalised in Austria
decreased from 20.6% in 2008 to 18% in 2016 (Statistik Austria, 2017a,
p. 2; see Eurostat, 2017a, pp. 30–31, for a comparison between EU-28,
Euro-area 19, EFTA and EU candidates). Compared to this percentage
for the whole population, the respective percentage for young people up
to 19 was 20.0% in 2016 (see Table 2.1). While these figures, taken in
isolation, do not indicate a particular risk of poverty threatening children
and adolescents, the results become more problematic if we take a closer
look at family structures. The risk of poverty or being marginalised is considerably higher for single-parent families: 38%. In addition, the number
Table 2.1 Risk of poverty or being marginalised in different groups in Austria
2016
Total population
Children (up to 19 years)
Single parent families
Multiperson households + 1 child
Multiperson households + 2 children
Multiperson households + 3 or more children
Statistik Austria (2017b, pp. 80–81)

18%
20%
38%
12%
13%
31%
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of children in a family is also linked with a higher risk of poverty or being
marginalised: for multiperson households with at least three children, the
risk of poverty or being marginalised is 31% (Statistik Austria, 2017b, pp.
80–81). Furthermore, long-term unemployment and low formal education are relevant factors behind poverty in Austria.
Across the whole population in Germany, the proportion of people at
risk of poverty or being marginalised turns out to be a bit higher than in
Austria, at 20%. The risk for younger people (under 18 in Germany) is
slightly lower than in Austria (19%) (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2017a). It
is worth noting that the situation is not uniform throughout Germany;
there are notable differences between the German Länder (Federal
States) and in particular between Eastern and Western areas of the country (see Statistisches Bundesamt, 2017b). In addition, single-parent
households are particularly at risk in Germany: the quota of such families
at risk of poverty or being marginalised was 40% in 2014 (Statistisches
Bundesamt, 2016, pp. 173 and 176). And just as in Austria, people
unemployed long-term and people with a low level of education are also
particularly at risk.
These figures are in line with the results of the UNICEF report
on inequality in children’s well-being in rich countries. Austria and
Germany both belong to a group of countries in which the relative
gap of income inequality remained more or less stable in the period of
2008–2013: Austria reports a reduction of the relative gap in income
inequality by 0.8%, while Germany reports a small increase of 0.5%
(UNICEF, 2016, p. 15). Having this in mind, we should nevertheless
emphasise: “Income gaps have widened in the majority of rich countries” (UNICEF, 2016, p. 14; quotation is bold in original). However,
developments in Austria and Germany actually appear more favourable
if we look back to the middle of the first decade of the twenty-first century, when the long-term study on which this book is based started (see
also Eurostat, 2017b, p. 2). The groups of people who are especially at
risk were the same as today, but the proportion of people at risk of poverty or being marginalised was, according to the data of Statistik Austria
and AWO-ISS, significantly higher. 27% of adolescents under 20 years
old in Austria were at risk of poverty (see Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler,
2008, pp. 18–19). A broad overview of the development of “persistent
poverty rates” between 2008 and 2011 is provided by Jenkins and Van
Kerm (2017, p. 401).
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2.3  Inequality and Mediatization
The above findings on social disadvantage, inequality, and child poverty
in rich countries become particularly important when we think of our
rapidly changing world. We describe it by popularly using terms such as
globalisation, individualisation, digitalisation or information society (see
Castells, 2011; van Dijk, 2012).
2.3.1   The Concept of Mediatization
All these concepts are based on knowledge, communication, exchange
and participation, and they refer to a transformation process where technological innovations, changing lifestyles, new work and life patterns, as
well as emerging needs, are inextricably linked (Carpentier, Schrøder,
& Hallett, 2014). In communication and media studies, this fundamental change is primarily discussed as the “meta process” of mediatization (Krotz, 2014, p. 137, emphasis in original), which is itself “a
concept with which to grasp media and societal change” (Krotz, 2009,
p. 21). Mediatization refers “to the meta process by which everyday
practices and social relations are increasingly shaped by mediating technologies and media organizations” (Livingstone, 2009, p. 3). Even
beyond ongoing discussions regarding the correct term, “mediatization or mediation” (Couldry, 2008, p. 373), or “Mediatisierung (mediatization) and Medialisierung (medialisation)” (Livingstone, 2009, p. 3;
see also Couldry & Hepp, 2013), the concept of mediatization itself,
its outreach and its relevance to the field are matter of debate (Lunt &
Livingstone, 2016, p. 462). The discussion is moving between two
antipodes: For one thing, Deacon and Stanyer (2014, p. 1032) argue
that mediatization is at risk to become a “concept of no difference”.
Furthermore, they (Deacon & Stanyer, 2015, p. 655) voice their criticisms, because they see “the rise of a concept that claims to provide ‘holistic’ theoretical framework for explaining and analysing such processes” as
the fundamental change of media, institutions, technologies and society.
Otherwise, Hepp, Hjarvard, and Lundby (2015, p. 314) highlight “how
mediatization research engages with the complex relationship between
changes in media and communication, on the one hand, and changes in
various fields of culture and society on the other”. Hence, they see “the
concept of mediatization” as a “part of a paradigmatic shift within media
and communication research” (Hepp et al., 2015, p. 314).
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Regardless of the discussion about the term and critical voices, the
concept of mediatization is widely accepted and within the past ten years,
the observable phenomena that are interpreted as indicators of mediatization have become more intense and ubiquitous and have gained
speed (see Hepp & Hasebrink, 2018, p. 17). It has become increasingly difficult in our society to preserve media-free times and places,
locations Hepp and Hasebrink (2018, p. 18) term “temporary oases of
de-mediatization”.
What does this intensified process of mediatization mean to children
and young people? How do they make use of the abundance of media?
In this respect, we can identify some global trends (see Hasebrink &
Paus-Hasebrink, 2013), which are shaped by the changing media environment. Empirical evidence regarding these trends is provided by
national studies on children’s and adolescents’ media use in different
countries—for example, the Ofcom Children and Parents Report in the
United Kingdom (Ofcom, 2017) or several studies from the United
States (Common Sense Media, 2015, 2016, 2017; Rideout, Foehr, &
Roberts, 2010). Similarly, for Upper Austria we can refer to a series
of annual surveys on children’s and adolescents’ media usage (most
recently, Education Group, 2016, 2017). The main studies for Germany
are JIM (Youth, Information and [Multi-]Media) and KIM (Childhood,
Internet, Media) (most recently, MPFS, 2016, 2017). In what follows
we will outline some of the most important global trends. After that, we
will illustrate recent developments through selected statistics for Austria
or Germany. We take the data from these two countries as illustrating the
general media-related context, in which the socially disadvantaged children and adolescents of our study grew up.
2.3.1.1 Availability of Media Services
Our premise maintains that children’s and adolescents’ everyday lives are
particularly affected by the meta-process of mediatization. An increasing
number of media devices, in a child’s own bedroom and elsewhere in the
family’s household, the expanding range of functions offered by new services, the continuous and omnipresent availability of services which overcome temporal and spatial limits—these aspects mark a significant trend
in children’s and adolescents’ media use. Today’s children and young
people have far more options for communicating than any generation
before them (Rideout, 2016, p. 138). The media content and media services available to them are indeed potentially omnipresent.
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2.3.1.2 Amount of Media Use
One consequence of the omnipresence of media services seems to be
that children continue to spend more and more time with media. For
example, in 2009 the 8- to 18-year-olds in the United States spent more
than 7.5 hours per day with media (Rideout et al., 2010, p. 11); this
was more than one hour longer than five years earlier. Over those years,
the proportion of multitasking increased, indicating that young people
increasingly use two or even more media simultaneously, so that the total
time of media exposure added up to 10.75 hours, some 2.25 hours more
than five years earlier.
2.3.1.3 Cross-Media Patterns of Usage
The media industry is increasingly developing cross-media strategies,
with the goal of distributing content on as many platforms as possible.
Famous media brands for children may originate from games, movies,
television, comics, or even books (for example, Harry Potter), but are
now available almost everywhere, as the same content is now marketed
across different media platforms. Such media brands represent the elements integrating and characterising children’s and adolescent’s media
repertoires (see Paus-Hasebrink & Hasebrink, 2015).
2.3.1.4 Mobility and Connectivity of Media Usage
Connectivity is increasingly moving away from the desktop and towards
the mobile and wireless environments (see Horrigan, 2009). The Pew
Report from 2010 declares: “cell phones are nearly ubiquitous in the
lives of teens” (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010, p. 9). Today,
most children and adolescents use smartphones to remain almost permanently connected in some way—be it communicating with friends and
peers, be it playing online computer games or just ensuring that they are
constantly contactable.
While our study focuses on socially disadvantaged children and adolescents, we will illustrate some of these trends by citing some general findings
on the media usage of children and adolescents in Austria and Germany.
Already in 2005, when our study started, almost all adolescents in
Austria and Germany used the internet at least occasionally. In this
respect, the indicator age is the most relevant factor. Our Fig. 2.1 is based
on the KIM survey in Germany and shows that throughout the years of
our study the difference between age groups remained stable, with most
children starting to use the internet between seven and twelve years.
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Fig. 2.1 Children (6–13 years) in Germany who use the internet (at least occasionally) (percentages; n = 1200) (Source KIM 2006–2016; www.mpfs.de)

The main driver of dynamic change in children’s and adolescents’
media environment has been the rapid spread of smartphones. Figure 2.2
illustrates how many adolescents (12–19 years) in Germany owned a
cell phone or smartphone. It took less than five years for nine out of ten
adolescents to be identified as owning a smartphone. Today, almost all
adolescents have their own mobile smart device. In Upper Austria, the
development has been almost the same (see Education Group, 2017):
smartphone ownership among adolescents between eight and 11 years in
increased from 4% in 2008 to 24% in 2011 and then to 60% in 2013,
77% in 2015 and 85% in 2017.
2.3.2   Mediatization and Its Consequences
for Socially Disadvantaged Young People
At first glance, mediatization and social disadvantage do not seem very
closely related. But the actual case is that, in general, social and material
well-being is strongly connected to a high level of formal education and
knowledge about media and communication. This applies particularly
to digitalisation, so-called new media, automation, data processing and
so on: “Information and communication technologies (ICT) have
a considerable impact on living and working conditions. Nowadays, an
increasing number of businesses rely on ICT for their daily operations
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Fig. 2.2 Cell phone and smartphone ownership among adolescents (12–19 years)
in Germany (percentages) (Source JIM 1998–2017; http://www.mpfs.de)

and this often requires the development and maintenance of ICT systems by specialists” (Eurostat, 2017d, emphasis in original). As a result,
unemployment rates in this sector are very low in the European Union;
the employment rate for people with ICT training is 91% (EU-28), but
it rises to 97% in Germany, Hungary and Estonia and even up to 98% in
Malta (Eurostat, 2017d). However, permanent employment is one of the
key factors protecting individuals from poverty or social disadvantage (cf.
Statistik Austria, 2017a, p. 3; Statistisches Bundesamt, 2017a; UNICEF,
2016, p. 14; van Dijk, 2013, p. 29). This example, then, shows clearly
how people and their everyday lives actually are affected by processes
of mediatization. The consequences of mediatization, and how to deal
with them, have become huge challenges for many people all around the
world (see van Dijk, 2013, pp. 29, 34). They reflect processes bringing
fundamental change, and they affect virtually every human being, and
two groups above all: young people and socially disadvantaged people.
Firstly, children and adolescents growing up are still searching for
their identity (see Packer, 2017, pp. 477–487). They are not yet experienced in media usage and are particularly exposed to “content-related
risks”, “contact-related risks”, and “conduct-related risks”, but also
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to “other specified risks”, such as for example, “health related risks”,
“spending too much time online” or a “lack of internet safety in general” (Livingstone, Kirwil, Ponte, & Staksrud, with the EU Kids Online
Network, 2013, p. 5) and other contract-related risks. Therefore, they
need help and support from adults, in the first instance from their parents, teachers and youth workers, but also from peers, companies,
organisations, the state and all other stakeholders involved (see O’Neill,
Staksrud, & McLaughlin, 2013, for a broad overview). We here emphasise one context of socialisation applying to these two groups: in mid
childhood and especially adolescence, peers are of prime importance
for identity formation, but also for wider questions and when practical
help is needed (see Packer, 2017, pp. 487–493). But no single context
of socialisation fits it all, and, in fact, the interplay of different groups
succeeds best. A comparison of international surveys in 2013/14 (“Net
Children Go Mobile”) and in 2010 (“EU Kids Online”) generated evidence that joint information and mediation strategies are helpful and
“levels of digital skills are rising slowly” (Livingstone, Mascheroni,
Ólafsson, & Haddon, with the networks of EU Kids Online and Net
Children Go Mobile, 2014, p. 18).
Secondly, socially disadvantaged people benefit less from the opportunities given by new possibilities for communication, information and participation, even where access is possible. “However, class is an important
aspect of the structuring of inequalities, intersecting in complex ways
with all inequalities” (Walby, Armstrong, & Strid, 2012, p. 232), in particular in combination with “age” (p. 224). Today, we can benefit from
the new possibilities of mass communication and from specific ways of
interpersonal communication and we can participate in new fluid public
spheres. But there is empirical evidence that this holds good, above all,
for those with a better education, whose average income is higher and
who live in urban areas with well-developed infrastructure (cf. Vorderer
et al., 2015, p. 259; Wessels, 2013, p. 17). This problematic development gains in importance where the freedom of (digital) expression, the
freedom of information and the freedom of access to government information and participation are considered to be universal rights for all citizens (cf. Berka & Trappel, 2017, pp. 66–68; see also Dutton, Dopatka,
Hills, Law, & Nash, 2011, pp. 22–23; van Dijk, 2013, p. 35). Against
this backdrop, the concept of a “second-level digital divide” (Hargittai,
2002) has received much attention. Its premise maintains that differences in people’s online skills and access may be affected not only by
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age and experience but also by education and family income: “In particular, research in both the US and the UK has shown that children
from a higher socioeconomic background are more likely to experience
educational gains from home computer and internet use than others”
(Hargittai & Walejko, 2008, p. 240). We must bear in mind here that,
if this applies for online media, it will take on an increased importance
with traditional media as well, since people are using a broad set of different media. However, the findings on computer use and the internet
cited above “are in line with work on the differentiated uses of more
traditional media such as the viewing of educational television programming in earlier decades (Cook et al. 1975)” (Hargittai & Walejko, 2008,
p. 240). In addition, “access and use are the main topics of almost all the
studies covered” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2014, p. 1), as regards online
media and socially disadvantaged adolescents. “But for Europe we can
state that a lack of access to the internet is not the key problem” (Berka
& Trappel, 2017, pp. 116–117; Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2014, p. 1).
However, there are differences in the “quality of access” (Livingstone,
Haddon, Görzig, & Ólafsson, 2011a, p. 25): for example, mobile access,
types of smartphones, data volume and speed of the connection. This
equates with concerns by Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma, Robison and
Weigel, as already published in 2006 (p. 3, emphasis in original) and
referring to a participation gap: “The Participation Gap—the unequal
access to the opportunities, experiences, skills, and knowledge that will
prepare youth for full participation in the world of tomorrow”. Again,
socio-economic status is highly relevant for internet usage and vice versa:
“The ways in which we use the Internet, our skills and digital background, our digital and social capital, all influence our social status”
(Ragnedda, 2017, p. 73). Therefore, it seems reasonable to follow Eszter
Hargittai and Gina Walejko (2008, p. 239, emphasis in original) using
the term “PARTICIPATION DIVIDE” instead of digital divide, and
to “note that access to technology no longer wholly determines potential inequalities derived from differential information and communication technology uses” (p. 241). From research on intersectionality, we
know that there might be a strengthening effect when two or more factors come together (Walby et al., 2012, p. 224). There is general agreement that all children and adolescents need our awareness, and that no
less where we collect evidence for research. Furthermore, there should
be more effective analysis of social disadvantage. However, we should
pay special attention if these two factors coincide and we are dealing
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with socially disadvantaged children and adolescents. “Socially disadvantaged children are at risk in a double way. On the one hand, they
suffer from the effects of their parents’ socio-structural problems, on
the other hand they use media very intensively which means that their
socialisation is dominated by media” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2014, p. 1).
Unfortunately, they are more often left alone when using media or being
online and do not have the chance to ask for help or guidance. There
is a high correlation between the economic well-being of a family and
its educational background. The educational background of the parents has a large influence on the ways media are used in a family (see
Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, & Ólafsson, 2011b, p. 2). Parents’ formal
education may be named the “key indicator of socioeconomic status”
(Paus-Hasebrink, Ponte, Dürager, & Bauwens, 2012, p. 258). However,
beside socio-economic aspects as income and educational level, the
socio-emotional conditions in a family also play a major role (see PausHasebrink et al., 2012; Paus-Hasebrink, 2017, p. 19). Socio-economic
factors include, inter alia, a lack of financial resources or restrictions in
the way of living (for example, a lack of healthy food, clothes and spare
time activities, low formal education, non-prestigious jobs or bad housing situations). Socio-emotional factors are stable and trustful relationships within the family, strong ties to other important reference persons,
competent contact persons in case of problems, or effective approaches
to deal with problems and meet challenges. A serious problem occurs
in what is termed an “Unskilled Family” (Paus-Hasebrink, Bauwens,
Dürager, & Ponte, 2013, p. 122, emphasis in original), where parents
often cannot support their children and their media usage in an appropriate way. In these families, “parents have a low educational background
and SES”, and “the parent-child relationships are characterized by low
levels of active mediation and a strong tendency to restrictive mediation” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2013, p. 122). At this place, active mediation refers to parents talking to their children about what they do on
the internet or helping them when something is difficult to do or find on
the internet. Restrictive mediation refers to parents limiting or restricting
their children’s internet use.
2.3.3   Social Disadvantages and Media Experiences
In contrast to the importance for the future of our society and of
media usage and media socialisation among (socially disadvantaged)
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adolescents, studies on these topics are currently not the main field of
activity in media and communication research. However, there is academic evidence on different aspects of the topics that are relevant to
our research interest. In the following, we will provide a brief overview
of selected studies that help us to better understand the role of media
within children’s socialisation, with a particular focus on socially disadvantaged children. It has to be emphasised that these studies are quite
heterogeneous in how they define social disadvantaged and which particular aspect of the topic they deal with. Therefore our overview cannot
provide a coherent story; instead we demonstrate the range of relevant
approaches. In Chapter 3, we will present a comprehensive theoretical
framework that allows for integrating the different lines of research.
To cover the field, we primarily used two sources: The European evidence database, made available by The EU Kids Online Network (2018),
and the database concerning media socialisation research at https://
uni-salzburg.at/mediensozialisation (Paus-Hasebrink, von Reinersdorff,
& Sinner, 2017). In addition, a concurrent literature review was conducted. In order to cover a wide range of studies, including those with
somewhat marginal topics, we followed a broad approach, using several
combinations of search terms (see also Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2014, p. 8).
It is striking that a great many studies originate from Southern
European countries or from such countries with greater social inequality
as, for example, Brazil or Russia. Simões, Ponte, and Jorge (2013) compared people recruited in a social inclusion centre for vulnerable children
and adolescents in Portugal to the results of the EU Kids Online data
set. Concerning skills, they found only minor differences: for example,
the socially disadvantaged adolescents had less online access at home, but
they tended to use more entertainment services. A Spanish study conducted by Cabello (2013, p. 62) paid special attention to the impact of
“segregated and stigmatised neighbourhoods”. Based on a multi-method
approach he tested their abilities to participate and deal with online
media—with positive results. However, he highlighted the importance of
non-family institutions to teach skills and to empower socially disadvantaged adolescents. Milioni, Doudaki, and Demertzis (2014) compared
two parts of a divided country: The Republic of Cyprus/Greek-Cypriot
community and Northern Cyprus/Turkish-Cypriot community. They
confirm findings on the positive effect of higher education and age as
regards experience and skills, but with the unexpected addition that family income is not of importance in this context in Cyprus: “In Cyprus,
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income does not appear to be related either to access, experience, and
use the internet [sic!] or to specific activities online” (Milioni et al.,
2014, p. 12). In contrast, in a Dutch study already published in 2006,
Peter and Valkenburg confirmed the impact of the socio-economic background, but they underlined the relevance of cognitive resources as well.
Concerning aspects of the digital divide, they state: “once access gaps are
bridged, other gaps open, most notably in terms of adolescents’ use of
the internet […]” (Peter & Valkenburg, 2006, p. 18). Another study on
digital parenting in Russia conducted by Ravve (2012) shows both, differences between higher and lower income families in their use of technology and tremendous differences within one country relating to access
and costs: “The gap between wealthy and poor parents is significant not
only in terms of children’s access to devices, but also in their attitudes
towards technology. Higher income families tend to see a more positive impact of the digital media on kids’ development” (Ravve, 2012,
p. 12). Data transfer rates are high in metropolitan areas like Moscow
and St. Petersburg but low in rural areas, in particular in the Eastern
parts of the country, but the relation is reversed when it comes to the
costs (Ravve, 2012, pp. 5, 21). These findings underline the importance
of (digital) infrastructure also in more rural areas or such parts of a country that do not belong to the central or capital area in order to provide
an equal standard of living. This becomes even more evident when we
have a look to South America: One rapidly developing country, and
member of the BRICS-states, is Brazil. However, its infrastructure and
economic indicators are not yet comparable with the industrialised countries of Western Europe. A comparison of the ICT Kids Online Brazil
2012 data (Barbosa & cgi.br, 2013) with the EU Kids Online data set
reveals that the area where people live and their socio-economic status
both have a great influence on their access to and use of ICTs in Brazil:
“Internet access for the lowest socio-economic households was 6%,
while it was 97% for the highest” (Barbosa, O’Neill, Ponte, Simões, &
Jereissati, 2013, p. 6). In contrast, three studies from Italy and Turkey
underline the important role of usage: Marco Gui (2013) compared
high school students (n = 3634, aged 15–18) and teachers (n = 980) in
Lombardy and Trentino, two rich regions in the Northern part of the
country (see also Gui, Micheli, & Tamanini, 2015). The positive impact
of the parents’ educational and socio-economic background on three
aspects stood out: the digital literacy of the children, the use of privacy
setting on social networking sites by the children, the choice of personal
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information to be published on social networking sites. As far as risks
and opportunities go, a Turkish study conducted by Akbulut, Sahin, and
Eristi (2010) is very interesting. 1470 representatively chosen teenagers
(aged 15–18) were interviewed about their online experiences and about
victimisation through cyber-bullying: “The victimization scores of the
high-income group were significantly higher than those of the middle-income group, whereas the low-income group was in between and did not
differ from other groups significantly” (Akbulut et al., 2010, p. 199).
This could not be explained by their increased internet usage of the
high-income group, but by their making more frequent use of foreign
websites. Children with a higher socio-economic background were
also at more risk in another study, also conducted in Turkey, on internet addiction (Batigün, Kiliç, Akün, & Özgür, 2010). In the United
States, the study, “Ownership and use of new media” (Lauricella, Cingel,
Blackwell, Wartella, & Conway, 2014) was conducted among 8- to
17-year-old children and adolescents nation-wide. It covered different
internet devices, mobile devices and other forms of newer media technologies in order to analyse the motivation and the ways of usage of the
different age groups. The authors are able to demonstrate the diffusion
of new mobile devices even among younger children and they point out
that they are avid to make use of them. Furthermore, they prove the
different functions of internet usage among children and adolescents of
different age groups, reflecting their interests and motivations. Another
nationally representative study from the United States, “Opportunity for
all?” (Rideout & Katz, 2016), is providing a special focus on lower-income families with children attending primary and secondary schools.
It reported problems with slow internet connections, which is comparable to Russia or Brazil, and connections turned off due to unpaid bills.
Mobile devices like smartphones and tablets are considered substitutes,
but they are not suitable when it comes to more complex tasks and
acquiring digital skills.
The next study has a similar orientation but with a more lifeworld
oriented focus: The qualitative study conducted in Austria pays attention to poor children and adolescents (8–15 years) and sets out their
own perspective on poverty and their living conditions compared to
other young people, who may be at risk of becoming poor, or to others
who do not qualify as poor (Einböck et al., 2015). The subjects report
on different access to activities and locations in their leisure time (for
example, outdoor activities, sport clubs, youth centres, music schools)
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(Einböck et al., 2015, pp. 15–16). The poor children and adolescents
report feeling embarrassed, because their parents are not able to support
them with money, and furthermore, some of them report becoming victims of bullying due to their poverty (Einböck et al., 2015, p. 5). More
detailed, cyberbullying is the specific topic of a German study from 2015
(Stodt, Wegmann, & Brand, 2015), in connection with internet addiction and online skills. It should be emphasised that this study is not dealing with social disadvantage in general, but the authors present highly
relevant characteristics and functional mechanisms that are related to the
usage of internet and social networking sites as well as to internet addiction and victimisation due to cyberbullying. Particularly introverted and
shy persons tend to use internet and social networking sites more intensively. The authors assume that this might be connected to a higher risk
for uncontrolled usage. A high level of involvement (active, engaged and
creative participation online) is likewise a predictor for being at risk of
becoming internet-addicted. When it comes to cyber-bullying, victims
tend to more often report timidity, depression and uncertainty in dealing with social contact. These topics are related to a study conducted by
Marjon Schols (2015) in the Netherlands that deals with the results of
everyday internet usage among 12- to 18-year-old teenagers: intensive
usage is able to foster cohesion within peer groups. Being actively online
on platforms on the internet is also a starting point for political participation online and offline. However, this study also strongly suggests that
an adolescent’s higher level of formal education is pointing to a more
probable interest in cultural and political activities. In Norway, the digital divide and information literacy among pupils was the topic of a study
by Ole Edvard Hatlevik and Greta Björk Gudmundsdottir (2013). They
interviewed 3727 pupils at 50 different middle schools characterised
by a multi-ethnic student body and relatively high rates of pupils with
a migration background. New information and communication technologies were considered as well as “spoken language”, “the number
of books at home” and the young people’s academic aspiration. Their
“findings indicate that the number of books at home, the language spoken at home and the students’ academic aspirations explain a very large
proportion of the variation in information literacy between schools, and
a considerable part of the variation between students–within–schools”.
In all the studies discussed above, only one country is covered (or
rather two communities of a divided country in the case of Cyprus).
Such national research is important, but it is equally important to pay
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special attention to groups of countries for comparison purposes. Since
2006, this has been the aim of the EU Kids Online research dealing with
21, and subsequently 33, countries in Europe (plus affiliated projects
in additional countries). In order to better understand how the context
of particular countries shapes the situation of children and adolescents,
The EU Kids Online Network (2014, p. 8) has proposed five dimensions
of country-specific characteristics, based on its work over eight years:
“socio-economic stratification”, “regulatory framework”, “technological
infrastructure”, “education system” and “cultural values”. In the context
of poverty and social disadvantage, the economic situation (for example,
economic growth, labour market, unemployment rates), the concept of
statehood (for example, political system, social system, responsibilities)
and the social fabric (for example, harmonious life together, social gap,
rate of inequality, integration of refugees and migrants) are of prime
importance: “Countries differ heavily in terms of income, education,
social welfare and other factors, leading to different perceptions of what
counts as being socially disadvantaged between, and even within, countries and regions” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2014, p. 8).

2.4  Conclusion
(Child) poverty and social disadvantage are not only problems of
so-called poor countries but also of rich Western societies like Austria
and Germany. Social disadvantage is in most cases strongly connected
to lower formal education and worse future prospects. This goes handin-hand with a lack of participation opportunities within society. As
regards processes of technological and societal change—framed as the
meta-process of mediatization—we have to consider that socially disadvantaged people, in particular children and adolescents, are at risk of falling further and further behind. Therefore, we need to investigate how
socially disadvantaged children and adolescents grow up in their specific
life situation.
As has been shown in the literature review, the majority of the respective studies deals with differences between socially disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged adolescents in terms of internet access, usage and
skills. Only a few of them take a closer look into the particular situation
of children and adolescents who grow up in socially disadvantaged contexts. From our own research on the role of media for socially disadvantaged children and young people, we draw the following conclusions.
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Firstly, mediatization is closely linked to what we call cross-media. Therefore, we have to ensure we not only pay attention to single
media usage but also to “cross-media practices” (Hasebrink & Hepp,
2017, p. 362). In a mediatised cross-media society, doing single-media research, such as, for example, television research, radio research
or online research, falls short. We need an integrative approach which
allows us to answer the questions as to which media services are used by
young people, how they are combined and why young people make use
of them (see Vorderer et al., 2015, pp. 272–274). With the concept of
“media repertoires”, Uwe Hasebrink and Jutta Popp (2006) introduce
an idea into the debate on how audience studies might capture people’s
use of various media. Media repertoires reflect “patterns of behaviour”
and “meaningful practices” (Hasebrink & Dohmeyer, 2012, p. 757).
Such an approach is able to breathe life into the concept of cross-media
because it pays the same attention to more traditional media, like TV,
radio, books and newspapers, as it does to online media or new communication tools.
Secondly, we have to focus on children and adolescents within the
context of their lifeworld and their social environment. The central
question in this respect is how young people make subjective sense of
media in general and of the specific kinds of content and services they
use in order to deal with their everyday challenges. We need to reflect
the interplay between socio-economic and socio-emotional aspects
of socialisation and to carefully look at children’s and young people’s
opportunities within their socialisation, which are narrowly connected
to the social situation where they grow up. Against this background,
the research question of our study is: How do socially disadvantaged
life circumstances affect adolescents, their socialisation and their opportunities to participate in society and which role do media play in this
context?
In order to answer this question, we developed a theoretical and
methodological approach which will be presented in Chapters 3
and 4. As we set out to gain a deeper insight into children’s lives—
embedded in their families and the families’ social situation—we
decided to conduct a qualitative long-term study with a panel of
socially disadvantaged children and families, extending from 2005,
when children were five years old, until 2017, when they were on the
edge of adulthood.
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CHAPTER 3

The Role of Media Within Young People’s
Socialisation: A Theoretical Approach

3.1  Introduction
Contemporary societies are characterised by rapid social change, which is
furthered by developments in media and technology. Mediatization, as a
societal meta-process (Krotz & Hepp, 2013; Livingstone & Lunt, 2014),
is regarded as a highly “transformative process” (Silverstone, 2002, p.
761); it refers to “how changes occur when communication patterns are
transformed due to the communication tools and technologies” (Lundby,
2014, p. 3). Mediatization has not only changed the everyday lives of
adults but accompanies far-reaching changes in the lives of children and
adolescents. In Western societies at least, media are omnipresent companions in the everyday lives of young people, at home and at school, during
training and in leisure time. From the earliest years of childhood, today’s
young people are confronted with media devices and media content in
a vast diversity that would have been nearly inconceivable in previous
generations. Rideout refers to the growth in media activities among children as “phenomenal” (2016, p. 138). As with adult life, contemporary
childhood and youth are, in their essence, deeply mediatised (Hasebrink
& Paus-Hasebrink, 2013; Livingstone, 2014). Such increasing mediatization means that we need to understand how it is transforming the interplay of structural and individual aspects in everyday life for young people
(see Hoffmann, Krotz, & Reißmann, 2017, p. 7). What does this mean
for research that sets out to understand young people’s socialisation?
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
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Due to the increasing relevance of mediatization in society as a whole,
and for young people in particular, scholars have to pay attention to the
ways in which adolescents relate to media in the course of their everyday socialisation: “It seems rather obvious to state that children’s use of
media and exposure to media content does not happen in a vacuum, it
occurs in the wider contexts in which they live their lives” (Vandewater,
2013, p. 51). Therefore, researching the role of media in socialisation
requires an integrative approach that conceptualises socialisation as a
contextual, interwoven process, in which children and adolescents construct their approach to life against the background of the specific social
place, in which they grow up, and of their psycho-social development as
individuals. On this basis, we will argue that we need to conceptualise
and operationalise socialisation in terms of the interaction between the
individual child, or, respectively, adolescent, and the relevant contexts
of its growing up. This seems necessary because of the two parent disciplines underpinning previous research on socialisation: psychology,
which discusses the individual side of socialisation processes, and sociology, which sheds light on the socio-structural side. Both have long been
characterised by their isolated and specific disciplinary perspectives (for
a deeper insight, see Prout, 2008). They do, however, have two things
in common: firstly, viewing several socialisation agents as “next to” others (for examples of this, see Prout et al., 2015), particularly parents and
peers, educational institutions and extracurricular socialisation agents,
and such as youth centres, secondly, by and large they do not attend to
media at all. This is unsatisfactory because children grow up in interwoven contexts, all of which are saturated by media.
Before we look at socialisation processes as they relate to media and
communications, we will discuss the relevant perspectives of psychology
and sociology, in order to bolster our argument on the need for an interactive perspective on the process of socialisation in general.

3.2  Socialisation from Different Disciplinary
Perspectives
Psychology and/or sociology have developed theories on socialisation
from an individual and/or societal perspective, and further research on
socialisation processes derives from them.
Many contemporary theories and models dealing with the psychology of personality have substantial biological components (Krueger &
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Johnson, 2010). And a field recently become popular, neuroscience and
genetics, also offers insights, which play an important role in understanding human behaviour (Grusec & Hastings, 2015, p. xii). Here, the focus
is on the interdependence between biological conditions and experiences, an issue also relevant in socialisation research. While we acknowledge the relevance of biological conditions, we will not discuss them in
more detail, because our main objective in this chapter is to conceptualise the way children are situated in their relevant contexts.
3.2.1   Socialisation from a Psychological Perspective
From the psychological perspective, socialisation has been described
using such examples as the maturationist theory (for example, Gesell,
1933), constructivist theories (for example, Bruner, Goodnow, &
Austin, 1962; Piaget, 1980; Wygotski, 1977), psychodynamic theories
(for example, Freud, see Mayer, 2017; Erikson, 1959, 1968; Adler, see
Hoffman, 1994) and ecological theory (for example, Bronfenbrenner,
1977, 1979).
The history of psychology suggests that psychoanalysis has tended to
neglect how people perform as active agents. The perspective of agency
has not been considered relevant in the psychology of perception and
in cognitive psychology until the cognitive turn of the last forty years.
These theories then proceeded to reject biological models of personality development and instead examined social and societal influences,
returning to the active subject as premise. Agency has also been considered relevant in the developmental psychology pioneered by Piaget,
which focuses on the “physical, cognitive, and social-emotional changes
that occur during the life span” (Piotrowski & Valkenburg, 2016, p. 1).
Bronfenbrenner developed Piaget’s thoughts into an “ecological model”
to place the ecology of human development in the context “of the progressive, mutual accommodation, throughout the life span, between a
growing human organism and the changing immediate environments in
which it lives, as this process is affected by relations obtaining within and
between these immediate settings, as well as the larger social contexts,
both formal and informal, in which the settings are embedded” (1977,
p. 514). This viewpoint sees human development taking place within
“a set of social contexts, including local ones such as family, household
and neighbourhood, and more distant ones such as social structure and
policy” (Prout, 2008, p. 28). The revised Ecological Systems Theory
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(EST) (Neal & Neal, 2013) describes children’s development in the context of several environmental systems, which can be seen as an overlapping arrangement of structures. This model constructs social contexts as
“environments”, in which individuals develop their identities on the basis
of social patterns. According to these theories, socialisation is a “bidirectional process” (Smetana, Robinson, & Rote, 2015, p. 60): “The shift is
part of the more general change from the top-down perspective of early
behaviourists and psychoanalytic theories to interactive viewpoints which
place increasing emphasis on the agency of the child as well as the parent
in socialization” (Maccoby, 2015, p. 25). However, EST does not cover
the process of transforming social contexts into personal characteristics.
3.2.2   Socialisation from a Sociological Perspective
Sociology’s initial theories on socialisation considered how an individual may internalise successfully social values and norms (Abels, 2015).
Abels emphasised that the verb “to socialise” had first arisen in 1846 and
meant “to make fit for living in society” (Abels, 2015, p. 51). Sociology
looked for aspects of social order (for example, Cooley, 1902); Simmel
(1908) and researched different forms of sociality and social control.
For many years, sociology focused on individuals as objects (or even victims) of external, societally determined influences on their socialisation.
According to a functionalist point of view (Durkheim, 1972), individuals
were believed to simply adopt the roles given to them. Parsons focused
on the relevance of the roles and norms dominating society; in this
sense socialisation means integration into a social order as default setting
(Parsons, 1951).
However, the concept of socialisation has changed since the end of
the 1960s, initiated by the idea of an “active subject” (see for overview Hurrelmann, Bauer, Grundmann, & Walper, 2015). Theories of
action were developed by Berger and Luckmann (1966), who based
their work on Weber (see Schöllgen, 1998), and Mead (1934). Berger
and Luckmann outlined the reality of everyday life as “an intersubjective
world, a world that I share with others” (1966, p. 37). They showed
how social reality is constituted through social actions and can be understood as the practice of everyday life, which, in turn, influences the
development of individual actors.
During the 1980s, the socialisation researcher Klaus Hurrelmann
(2009) developed these insights into a model of “productive processing
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of reality” that connects sociological and psychological elements.
Hurrelmann states that “personality does not form independently from
society any of its functions or dimensions but is continuously being
shaped, in a concrete, historically conveyed life world, throughout the
entire space of the life span” (Hurrelmann, 2009, p. 42). This model
puts the human subject into a social and ecological context, which is subjectively perceived and processed. While the social and ecological contexts influence individuals, the latter also always influence, change and
co-create the former (Hurrelmann & Bauer, 2015). Thus, this approach
is characterised by a multi-dimensional perspective, taking into account
both subjective and objective factors of personality development. The
objective factors are the circumstances of the social and physical environment (exterior reality), whereas the subjective factors encompass a subject’s bodily and mental qualities and traits (interior reality). From this
perspective, children are neither “becomings” nor “full beings” (James,
Jenks, & Prout, 1998) but “active constructers of social knowledge”
(Laible, Thomson, & Froimson, 2015, p. 47).
Whether emphasis is placed on individual or social perspectives, socialisation is always an “interactive process” (Hurrelmann & Bauer, 2015,
p. 146) and is contextualised in a dynamic process of interwoven macro
and microstructural factors within the framework of social interaction
between individuals and the specific social context of their everyday lives.
Specific practices of socialisation are mainly developed in social contexts
(for example, family, peers or friendships), in institutional contexts (for
example, kindergarten, schools, job training), or in non-institutional,
recreational contexts. Communicative practices, including media-based
practices, are developed as integral parts of these social practices.
3.2.3   Perspectives on the Process of Socialisation in Media
and Communications Research
Media and communications research provides rich empirical evidence
on young people’s use of media devices and products (for example,
Lauricella, Cingel, Blackwell, Wartella, & Conway, 2014; Rideout,
Foehr, & Roberts, 2010). Particularly in recent years, many researchers
have fundamentally questioned how children use media within their process of identity construction (Buckingham, 2008; see Hoffmann et al.,
2017, p. 6).
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Studies show that children and adolescents use media to acquire a
view of the world, to build contacts with peers and friends, and to deal
with the self (Paus-Hasebrink, 2010; Subrahmanyam & Šmahel, 2011).
As agencies of symbols and meanings, media offer children orientation
and the potential for identification (Lemish, 2007; Livingstone & Bovill,
2001; Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014), and the internet offers a particularly wide range of opportunities for self-presentation. When using
“the Internet the self is presented without bodily presence [(…]), the
presentation of the self requires resources to mediate not only the setting
and appearance but also the manners, the dramatic realization” (Skaar,
2009, p. 252).
Media can have a supporting function in young people’s socialisation and further the development of social understanding (Livingstone,
d’Haenens, & Hasebrink, 2001, p. 5; Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer,
2014). This “means they can offer children stimuli and suggestions for
an active engagement with themselves and their surroundings” (Charlton
& Neumann, 1986, p. 32). In formal education, inserting “popular
culture, media and/or new technologies into the communications, language and literacy curriculum have a positive effect on the motivation
and engagement of children in learning” (Marsh et al., 2005, p. 6).
In addition, many researchers have, particularly in recent years, questioned how, given the background of different social contexts they are
involved in, children and adolescents make sense of media within their
everyday life. So, such research fundamentally investigates how children
use media within their process of identity construction (Buckingham,
2008; see Hofmann et al., 2017, p. 6). Here, Drotner, and Livingstone
(2008) and Lemish (2013), for example, have made a positive advance
by demonstrating how research is needed to “strengthen the depth of
contextualisation within studies of media and of childhood both in theoretical and empirical terms” (Drotner & Livingstone, 2008, p. 4).
With reference to increasing mediatization, we have to take transformation processes within the interplay of structural and individual aspects
of young people’s everyday life into account and show how they interact (see Hofmann et al., 2017, p. 7). Therefore, it is not sufficient to
do cross-sectional research only, because this cannot trace how socialisation processes occur over a number of years and indicate which roles
different media play within this process. In order to understand young
people holistically as they engage in a range of specific social contexts
(see Furlong & Davies, 2012), we need, on the one hand, a theoretical
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approach, taking into account immediate and broader social contexts
and providing deeper insights into the interplay between relevant contexts within the process of socialisation (James, 2013). These questions
correspond to Ien Ang’s understanding of contextualism (2006). As she
emphasises, the key challenge for such an approach is to identify the relevant contexts, which shape the structure of the child’s everyday life (Ang,
2006, p. 69). On the other hand, we need a methodology which is able
to empirically show how the process of transfer between social contexts
and personal characteristics—and vice versa—takes place within young
people’s socialisation processes as they grow up, in order to illustrate
these interactions in relation to the role of media within socialisation.
Against this background, we intend to deal more broadly with socialisation within children’s and adolescents’ relevant socio-cultural contexts (see Wartella et al., 2016) and to shed light on the role of media
in today’s mediatised socialisation. This approach takes account of the
fact that media infiltrate all contexts of socialisation, considered here as a
contextual, interlinked process. In it, children and adolescents construct
their approach to life against the background of the specific social situation in which they are growing up and of their individual biological and
psycho-social development.
In order to examine these processes, we will firstly discuss the concept
of developmental tasks. Secondly, we will focus on the family as the most
relevant social context for most children and adolescents, which at the
same time also reflects the other social contexts, such as peers and friendships, institutional contexts like kindergarten, school, job training and
non-institutional, recreational contexts. Thirdly, we propose, therefore,
a praxeological approach built on three analytical concepts developed by
Paus-Hasebrink (see, for example, Paus-Hasebrink, 2017, 2018), which
help to analyse the interaction between the individual child and its social
contexts and are based on Bourdieu’s “Theory of Practice” (1977; see
also Weiß, 2000).

3.3  On the Role of Developmental Tasks
in the Framework of Socialisation Processes
At the centre of an adolescent’s socialisation is the process of identity
formation, in which it develops its personal as well as its social identity (Erikson, 1968; Krappmann, 2016). According to Erikson, identity construction is a basis for growing up: “In the social jungle of
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human existence there is no feeling of being alive without a sense of
identity” (1970). Against the theoretical framework of developmental
tasks, as presented by Havighurst (1972), children grow up and learn
to deal with the age-specific challenges they encounter in their everyday
lives. Development is conceived of as a learning or working process. In
order to cope with the relevant developmental tasks related to the different stages of growing up and with various daily life experiences, young
people seek to acquire expertise. Hence the process of growing up is
built on dealing un/successfully with developmental tasks, for example building stable social relationships with peers and dealing with the
self. “Erving Goffman describes ‘the presentation of self in everyday
life’ (1959) as a perpetual process of social performance” (Skaar, 2009,
p. 251). Developmental tasks—closely linked to children’s and adolescents’ age, gender and social background—shape their perception and
action when dealing with their environment. This process takes place
within the framework of developmental tasks shaped by a person’s biography and guiding an individual’s perception, cognition and action
(Havighurst, 1972), while not wholly determining it. “A developmental task is a task which arises at or about a certain period in the life of
the individual, successful achievement of which leads to his happiness
and to success with later tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness in the
individual, disapproval by the society, and difficulty with later tasks”
(Havighurst, 1972, p. 2). This concept was developed within developmental psychology and has since been frequently applied to societal
changes and adapted to explain them (see Hurrelmann, 2009). For our
purposes, it serves as a relevant insight into how children build their
identity in the context of their everyday lives. Heckhausen and Schulz
(1999) have stressed that Havighurst’s concept does not only apply to
children but to adults as well. In order to distinguish between children’s
and adults’ tasks, we use the term developmental tasks with reference to
children and the term life tasks with reference to adults.
3.3.1   Childhood and Adolescence—More Than Age-Based Phases
The concept of developmental tasks recognises children’s active role in
co-constructing the symbolic and material world in which they live and
grow up (James et al., 1998). At the same time, it reflects James’
(2013, p. 15) recent argument that children’s individual agency has, in
fact, been somewhat overemphasised, as children’s agency cannot fully
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override socio-structural conditions. Following this perspective, identity formation can be regarded as a dynamic process of construction, in
which children form their beliefs and their attitudes towards themselves,
including cognitive, emotional and motivational components. In this
process, a child is confronted with basic challenges that arise from his
or her particular situation and biographical context: the “developmental tasks” (Havighurst, 1972). These tasks include finding one’s place in
life, learning about oneself by relating to others, and interacting with and
positioning oneself within the family, the peer group, and other social
contexts (Hurrelmann, 2009, p. 42).
When children grow older, they have to cope with the special challenges of adolescence; socialisation research calls this phase a “distinct
developmental period” (Smetana et al., 2015, p. 60).
Historically, the phase of adolescence is a fairly recent concept. A
transitional phase between childhood and adulthood has been identified
since antiquity, but in its current form this phase is the result of massive changes in productive and social structures caused by the industrial
revolution in Western societies. In this sense, adolescence has developed
into a phase not marked by gainful work, but by education and preparation for adulthood (see Kimmel & Weiner, 1995, p. 7; Oerter & Dreher,
2008, p. 271). During the post-war years especially, adolescence continued to be differentiated and has expanded at the expense of adulthood,
until it has today become a central phase in an individual’s life cycle (see
Hurrelmann, 2010, pp. 17, 36).
In terms of its duration, the phase of adolescence is very ambiguous
and hard to define. Simple age in years is often used to set its boundaries,
especially in legal contexts, but a look at the extensive literature on it
shows that definitions vary greatly with regard to any framing by age (see
Göppel, 2005, pp. 3–5). On the social level, many societies maintain certain rites of passage (often linked to religious rituals like, for example, the
bar mitzvah or the Christian confirmation) that mark the beginning of
adolescence. Other definitions concentrate on biological factors to mark
at least the beginning of adolescence with the beginning of the biological and physical changes associated with puberty, which do not always
correspond with definitions based on age, since such development varies
among individuals (see Kimmel & Weiner, 1995, pp. 2–3).
Each and every age-based definition is, thus, first and foremost an
artificial and pragmatic limitation and does not necessarily correspond
with an individual’s reality. It is, therefore, much more feasible to focus
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on a definition that concentrates on shared patterns of experiences
or crises, in the sense of developmental tasks as characteristic for adolescence in today’s society. In this sense, dealing with the same developmental challenges can be used as a marker to subsume individuals in
the same developmental phase. At the same time, it must be pointed out
that youth or adolescents do not exist as a homogenous mass; even with
shared developmental tasks, these collective terms cover a heterogeneous
group of individuals.
3.3.2   Adolescence—A Phase of Transition
What most definitions of adolescence do, however, have in common,
is the notion of transition, the transition between childhood and adulthood (Kimmel & Weiner, 1995, p. 15). Where young people have to
cope with “with unstable forms of community integration, identity is
seen as much more dynamic, multiplistic, relativistic, fluid, context-specific, and fragmented” (Mayseless & Keren, 2014, p. 64). Arnett (2007,
p. 69) describes the end of this phase of transition as a time “between”:
“no longer adolescent but only partly adult, emerging into adulthood
but not there yet” (Arnett, 2007, p. 70). This phase is characterised by
“unsettledness, exploration, and instability” (Arnett, 2006, p. 7). Issues
such as the context in which this transition takes place, what is expected
from adolescents and what is deemed “successful” or “unsuccessful”
coping with developmental tasks are subject to cultural and historic differences (see Kimmel & Weiner, 1995, p. 4).
In 1972, Havighurst first formulated developmental tasks that are
specific to various periods in life. His work serves as the basis for later
adaptations that account for social changes in the years since the tasks
were first formulated. Despite social changes in the past decades, literature shows that the core topics remain fairly stable, but recently we
have observed that dealing with certain tasks is being pushed backwards
by dint of, for example, longer periods in education and a later entry
into work, women becoming mothers at a later age and so on, all coupled with changing priorities (see Fend, 2005, p. 152; Noller & Atkin,
2014, pp. 5–10; Oerter & Dreher, 2008, p. 283). Mayseless and Keren
(2014) point out coping with love and work as the central developmental task: “(…) love and work, are described as the focus of identity exploration in emerging adulthood. (…) Current postmodern processes in
Western industrialized countries set the stage for the saliency of a new
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developmental task in emerging adulthood: finding the meaningful life”
(Mayseless & Keren, 2014, p. 63). With regard to Havighurst’s conception, and to further differentiations from other authors, we can subsume
the relevant developmental tasks for adolescents in today’s Western societies as follows: coming to terms with one’s body, establishing and negotiating relationships with peers, forming an idea of one’s role in society,
developing first romantic relationships, dealing with one’s sexual identity,
detachment/independence from parents, gathering resources to build a
personal economic basis, developing an idea of one’s self, obtaining values, thinking about forming a family and making plans for the future
(see Havighurst, 1972, p. 45; Kimmel & Weiner, 1995, pp. 15f.; Noller
& Atkin, 2014, pp. 2–10; Oerter & Dreher, 2008, p. 279).
3.3.3   “Meta-Developmental Tasks”
Above all this stands one large “meta-developmental task” (Friedemann
& Hoffmann, 2013, p. 375; translated by the authors) that basically
influences all other areas and tasks: the construction of a unique identity
to set oneself apart from others (see Friedemann & Hoffmann, 2013,
p. 375). It can be argued that this task is one that continues throughout life, and one’s identity is, in this context, never ultimately fixed.
Nevertheless, the phase of adolescence is where this task becomes especially prominent.
Young people often live under particular pressure (see Quenzel, 2015,
p. 23); they have to cope with many changes, both on an individual and
a social level. When we look at the employment market and the insecure
employment situations today, it is evident that young people have to face
numerous demanding situations, such as the need for flexibility and more
and more higher qualifications. Hence, the task of acquiring qualifications
for a career has gained importance in recent years. This is highly relevant
for less educated adolescents especially and frequently leads to pressure
on them to perform (see Albert, Hurrelmann, & Quenzel, 2015, p. 40).
So, socially disadvantaged young people often have to deal with frustration and disappointment (see Quenzel, 2015, p. 23). Confronting situations like these leads to strain and emotional pressure and quite often to
capacity overload. In this context, Quenzel talks about another relevant
developmental task for young people: they have to know how to recuperate and to relax and, in this context, to manage leisure time competently
and deal with consumer culture (see Quenzel, 2015, p. 34).
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3.3.4   Developmental Tasks and Media Contexts
By coping with developmental tasks, young people develop and stabilise
their capacity for action. Where they are confronted with specific developmental tasks during the socialisation process, they attribute specific
meanings to media and communicative practices. The context for coping
with developmental tasks is an individual’s everyday life. In this sense,
young people are always moving in fields of tension and are challenged
by crises, which can also be understood as possible turning points. They
must cope with these challenges to make daily life liveable. To do so,
they require information and orientation, as well as support, and counsel.
The process often includes an increased desire for experience, while such
desires and needs also typify an individual adolescent’s situation in the
world. Against this backdrop, and the range of available media options,
young people select media products and services based on their individual preferences and aversions and with regard to their usefulness in coping with everyday life challenges.
So far, we have discussed socialisation as the process of interaction
between individual adolescents and their relevant social contexts. We
have referred to the concept of developmental tasks to specify how children form identity by coping with these tasks, in part by using media.
We will now proceed to examine the most relevant social context, the
family, and its role in children’s and young peoples’ socialisation. As
mentioned above, there are several relevant contexts, such as the family,
peer-groups or friends (and later, romantic partners), institutional contexts, such as kindergarten, school or job training, alongside the overall societal context (Hurrelmann, 2009) and the media system (Lange,
2015). These contexts will be discussed later on by considering children’s and parents’ perspective on them against the background of
our empirical data. As our study progressed, we focused on the family,
because our empirical research indicated how the families of the children
in our panel crystallised as the main socialisation context, and, with this,
the fundamental basis for children in developing their view on the world.
Against this background, the interaction between the individual children
and their family contexts will be discussed more explicitly, before we
present our empirical conceptualisation of our study.
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3.4  The Family Context in Socialisation
The family is the most relevant context of (most) young people’s everyday lives because their lives are deeply embedded in it (see Noller &
Atkin, 2014). Keeping in mind that the concept of “family” cannot be
understood as referring only to a stable, nuclear group of mother and
father and children, we use this term in the wide sense of the core group,
in which a child grows up. Particularly in early childhood, the family,
and especially the parents, remain the most important actor in most children’s socialisation (Grusec & Hastings, 2015, p. xiii; Huston & Wright,
1997). This also continues as they grow older and enter the often turbulent and challenging phase of adolescence (see Noller & Atkin, 2014).
Accordingly, we will now proceed to discuss children’s and young people’s socialisation in greater depth.
3.4.1   On the Relevance of the Parent–Child Relationship
We recognise the relevance of the interaction between family members
(Goldberg, Grusec, & Jenkins, 1999), given how the degree of proximity, trust and reciprocity that parents and children show towards
each other shapes the styles of parenting and family communication.
Parenting styles and practices are observable in the specific way parents
interact with and manage their children and indicate how highly relevant
they are to children’s socialisation (Schofield Clark, 2013; Smetana et al.,
2015, p. 66). Given the correlation between parents’ socio-structural
background and their specific ways of interacting with their children and
managing them, it can be assumed that the cognitive, social and cultural
resources that parents acquire from their education, professional lives,
and social networks influence their ability to support their children in
their socialisation: the socio-cultural capital of parents shapes the acquisition of that capital by their children (Paus-Hasebrink, Bauwens, Dürager,
& Ponte, 2013). In this regard, we emphasise how families differ in their
abilities to cope with and to support children in growing up and tackling their own developmental tasks, especially when they begin to seek
independence and strive for individuality during adolescence (Noller &
Atkin, 2014, p. 2).
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3.4.2   On the Relevance of Doing Family
The ways family members interact with each other—Jordan calls this
the “family system” (2003)—are connected to “family ‘climate’, family
paradigms, family coordinated practices, and family myths and rituals”
(Maccoby, 2015, p. 24). Analogously to what Livingstone and SeftonGreen (2016, p. 169) show for the area of education, this process may
also have longer roots reaching back to earlier generations. This dynamic
and affective process takes place every day, is continually renegotiated
and reconstituted by the family members, and includes specific communication practices and media-based practices of sense-making. Taken
together, these practices characterize the specific way of “doing family”
(Morgan, 2011).
However, the process of doing family is influenced not only by children coping with biographically determined developmental tasks but also
by the way their parents and other family members cope. In this process,
the parents and/or other reference persons participate against the background of their own life tasks: for instance, they have to deal with the
role distribution between mothers and fathers, to cope with the particular challenges of being a single parent or of unemployment, to manage
potential new relationships, to find a balance between work life and family life, to fulfil their personal ambitions, or to maintain, or even improve,
their position within the broader societal context. In this respect, the
family also reflects other social contexts of children’s socialisation, such as
the neighbourhood, the parents’ professional environment, and the family’s position within the wider societal structure. In this way, the family
sets the framework for a child’s growing up and learning to deal with
everyday challenges and to realise his or her own interests.
Furthermore, research also shows that there is a correlation between
the relationships among family members, the ways in which they interact with each other, and the children’s own ability to form their own
relationships with peers, as well as in a romantic sense later in life. As
Noller and Atkin (2014, p. 2) point out: “It appears that adolescents
may model their dating relationships on what they have seen in relationship between their parents (Steinberg, 2005). Thus, adolescents whose
families have poor relationships and relationships that are highly conflicted are less likely than those from harmonious families to learn the
skills necessary for successful relationships outside the family. In addition,
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the quality of their adolescents’ relationships with both parents and peers
influences the quality of their romantic relationships (Brown, 2004)”.
As regards media usage, a rich body of research on family communication and media has shown that a child’s actions in general, and media
related actions in particular, cannot be understood adequately without
reflecting on families’ specific modes of “doing family” (see, for example, Jennings & Wartella, 2013; Lull, 1980; Wilson & Drogos, 2013),
which is, in turn, influenced by their socio-economic backgrounds. As
Nathanson (2013, p. 304) emphasises, “family dynamics can shape children’s vulnerability to the media and, likewise, media use can influence
family dynamics”.
Having said that, social contexts—the family as well as others–shape
children’s and adolescents’ socialisation (Kimmel & Weiner, 1995;
Lamb, Ketterlinus, & Fracasso, 1992, p. 465; Noller & Atkin, 2014; see
also Packer, 2017). Our study will demonstrate conclusively that we need
to specify how these contexts, and the underlying social structures, are
transformed into an individual child’s personal orientation and identity.
In the following section, we will propose a praxeological approach that
allows us to understand how the socio-structural conditions influencing
the everyday life of all members of a family are transformed into the specific ways children see and experience the world, how they orient themselves in this world, how they develop individual goals and plans, and, in
doing so, how they make sense of media within their everyday life.

3.5  A Praxeological Approach to Researching
Children’s Socialisation
The following questions are central to the praxeological approach of
researching the role of media within socialisation: How do children make
sense of their media usage? How is this sense-making process connected
to the children’s interaction with their immediate reference persons in
the context of the family? A fruitful starting point for our research lies
in the perspective of Cultural Studies on society, individuals and the
media: “The central emphasis here is not on the effects of the media on
behaviour and attitudes, but on the ways in which meanings are established, negotiated and circulated (…) this research regards children’s
uses and interpretations of the media as inherently social processes to be
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characterized by forms of power and difference” (Buckingham, 2008,
pp. 221–222).
However, as Ralph Weiß (2000) argues, research conducted in the
sphere of Cultural Studies has not successfully demonstrated the link
between the “maps of meanings”, which show how subjects appropriate
and interpret mediated points of view, and the practical rules that individuals use to organise their everyday lives in their specific social places
(Weiß, 2000, p. 44). As early as 1992, David Morley, one of the proponents of Cultural Studies, stressed this point: “What is needed here is
an approach that links differential interpretation back to the socio-economic structure of society, showing how members of different groups
and classes, sharing different ‘cultural codes’, will interpret a given message differently not just at the personal, idiosyncratic level, but in a way
systematically related to their socio-economic position” (Morley, 1992,
p. 54). Nevertheless, the question of how social structures transform an
individual’s “subjective sense” remains a challenge for Cultural Studies
because researchers lack a theory that systematically explains how to
translate the objective structure of the relationship between power and
social inequality into the subjective structure of points of view, habits of
feeling and need to experience (Weiß, 2001, p. 12). The praxeological
approach serves to answer this question.
Our focus is on young people and their reference persons in their
everyday lives and thus in the particular social places that are materially
and symbolically at their disposal. It is in these social places that individuals invest their “capital” and gain their competences for the action,
through which they then make sense of everyday life, including, as one
aspect of it, their use of media. In the following, we will set out the theoretical components of our approach systematically.
3.5.1   The Lifeworld and Related Contexts
As stated above, socialisation processes are shaped by social contexts,
ranging from the inner circle of family and the most significant reference persons to the societal level characterised by the medially permeated
political, economic and cultural contexts of a region or a country, such as
the labour market, family-related laws and support programmes, educational institutions, and the availability of recreational facilities. Everyday
life derives its specific character from the social situation of the family and
the factors that characterise it: income, job, formal education and the
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living situation of the parents (Hradil, 1987). The social space in which
the child learns to act is marked by the family’s social situation, while
that space’s specific structure arises from the different fields of everyday
life.
Socio-phenomenological or social-constructivist conceptions of
everyday life provide an opportunity to avoid both a one-dimensional
objectivist perspective on social phenomena and a purely subjectivist one. In his concept of the Lebenswelt, the “lifeworld”, Alfred Schütz
laid the foundation for a phenomenological sociology which strives
to uncover the universal structures in the everyday. Following Schütz
and Luckmann, the Lebenswelt may be conceived of as what individuals
consider to be the given sphere in which they act (2003, p. 30). The
lifeworld is realised in the “conduct of everyday life” (Jurczyk et al.,
2015). This term goes back to Max Weber, and it is defined “primarily
as practice (it means the structure of activities that are part of life
on an everyday basis)” (Jurczyk et al., 2015, p. 45). The “conduct of
everyday life” is understood as both the individually constructed and
the institutionalised ordering of everyday life over time. Both endow
daily actions with direction, efficiency and meaning and lend stability, coherence and continuity to life as a whole (Kudera, 2001, p. 51).
As discussed earlier, the way children conduct their everyday lives is
influenced by how they cope with impending developmental tasks; the
same holds good for the children’s adult reference persons and their
respective life tasks.
The individual’s activities, with their connections and consequential effects, are at the centre; however, based on patterns of interpretation and biographical schemata, how individuals classify these activities
meaningfully cannot be ignored (Hörning, 2001, p. 158). So, beyond
subjective representation, the conduct of everyday life is shaped by “classifying practices”, which are a symbolic order presenting significant distinctions (Bourdieu, 1996, p. 175). These practices are connected to
the social space where children and their parents gain their experiences
(both medial and non-medial), build their identities, gain competences
for action, and judge, value and classify themselves and their social space.
Bourdieu’s work on social fields provides a theoretical framework for
understanding the interaction between structure and action. Each field
values particular sorts of resources (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992), which
Bourdieu metaphorically calls “capital”. He distinguishes three different
types of resources: economic, cultural and social capital. Furthermore, he
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introduces symbolic capital, which is related to honour and recognition
and is earned on an individual basis (Bourdieu, 1989). “Thus, on a social
field, economic, social and cultural capital is converted to symbolic capital” (Walther, 2014, p. 10).
The composition of the different forms of capital is always unevenly
distributed, leading to the formation of specific social milieus. These are
shaped by fundamental points of view, which are shared by members of a
milieu and through which they distinguish themselves from other social
milieus (Weiß, 1997, p. 259). In this way, social milieus demonstrate the
social arrangement and structure of a society (Weiß, 1997, p. 246).
The different types of capital are gained through education and socialisation (Bourdieu, 1986). With respect to the social milieu in which social
action takes place, Bourdieu explains how certain aims are followed, how
certain patterns of orientation and perspectives can be formed, and how
particular patterns of action are socially accepted (Weiß, 2000, p. 47). In
the framework of socialisation, the patterns of action and orientation that
are developed during childhood are culturally rooted, refer to individuals’
particular societal status and their social milieu, and shape their specific
habitus, which is developed through common social contexts and formed
by similar existential backgrounds. As Benson (2016, p. 3) maintains, it
is via their habitus that individual agents internalise their experiences of
social structure; “habitus-endowed agents constitute and reconstitute the
fields of which they are a part” (Benson, 2016, p, 3). In Bourdieu’s own
words: “The habitus (…) enables an intelligible and necessary relation to
be established between practices and a situation, the meaning of which
is produced by the habitus through categories of perception and appreciation that are themselves produced by an observable social condition”
(Bourdieu, 1996, p. 110). As the habitus operates “at the unconscious
level of taken-for-granted assumptions, tastes, and bodily hexis (embodied practice or way of using one’s body)” (Benson, 2016, p. 4), it can
be understood as an incorporated social structure (Weiß, 1997, p. 246),
or as “socialized subjectivity”, which can be seen as “a system of dispositions” (Bourdieu, 1996, p. 6). These dispositions are shaped by conditions for the conduct of everyday life that are socially unequal and
structurally distributed (Weiß, 1997, p. 246).
Patterns of action are culturally rooted and refer to people’s social status. Transformed into everyday opportunities and competences, they influence individual actions and the processes of social and personal identity
development and interact with people’s subjective ways of making sense of
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societal conditions (Weiß, 2000; Willis, 1977). To conclude, the habitus
as a concept following Bourdieu`s ideas and provisions has a dual nature:
It covers the individual predisposition of a single person on the one hand,
but also it incorporates the conditions of the social environment of living
and the social surroundings during the process of growing up and socialisation within a social milieu (see also Paus-Hasebrink, 2013, p. 80).
Within this general praxeological perspective on socialisation, we are
focusing especially on young people’s relation to the media, because
these provide a way to deal subjectively with topics arising from developmental and family-related challenges.
When considering the ensemble of practices that are used to conduct
everyday life and to cope with everyday challenges, our focus shifts to
the individual context. At the same time, we go beyond subjective representations and take into account the social milieus which are—actually
or symbolically—at an individual’s disposal. In their practical actions,
meaning their specific conduct of everyday life, individuals use their
capital to seize opportunities in their social spheres (Habermas, 1988,
p. 473), such as their working life (employment, income, capital), in politics and law (social order, law, morality), and the private sphere (love,
personal relationships, happiness), as efficiently as possible (Weiß, 2000,
p. 47). Individuals, including children, attempt to employ their own
capital to realise the opportunities of their specific social places (Weiß,
2000, p. 48). The objective structure of socially unequal conditions for
action is transformed into the subjective structure of diverging outlines
for action. This transformation takes place as a psycho-social process
within the identity formation outlined above. It is co-determined by factors such as formal education, gender and the bodily experience of growing up in the framework of an individual biography. In this respect, the
media fulfil several functions in the process of a child’s socialisation, and
these are connected to its specific developmental tasks against the backdrop of its own and its parents’ conduct of everyday life within the process of doing family.
3.5.2   Three Analytic Concepts: Options, Outlines
and Competences for Action
The conduct of everyday life is manifested in social milieus where individuals attempt to realise their specific goals in life, including their own
particular plans and wishes. An individual’s subjective perception of the
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options for action available, based on his/her social milieu, is crucial here,
as is the way an individual forms his/her outlines for action within the
framework of the identified options for action and thereby acquires competences for action, which make it possible for him/her to apply his/her
resources to the task of realising the outlines for action.
Thus, the following three concepts must be integrated (for an overview see Table 3.1):
• Options for action are, on the one hand, related to the individual’s specific socio-structural conditions and, on the other, to the
socio-structural aspects of society as a whole and its political, economic, cultural and media contexts. Options for action describe the
objective characteristics of an individual’s social conditions, which
are shaped by the rules of the social field(s) in which he/she operates. Options for action represent an ordered arrangement of possible (and impossible) actions.
• Outlines for action are related to subjective perceptions of social
conditions and represent the ways in which the subject transforms
the objective characteristics of his/her situation into a subjective
guide for action. These outlines reflect what makes sense to the subject and indicate the viewpoints from which he/she structures his/
her perceptions and interpretations of the world. Thus, all of the
family’s or the individual’s goals and plans are closely tied to a subjective perception of the social milieu.
• Competences for action are related to the resources at the individual’s
disposal to accomplish the above outlines for action. As Bourdieu
maintains, these competences characterise the material, cultural and
social resources available to an individual and serve as cognitive or
motivational prerequisites for his/her actions, including the use
of media. These competences are reflected in the realisation of the
individual’s outlines for action.
Based on the options for action, outlines for action and competences for
action, it is theoretically and empirically possible to understand the connection between a social milieu, and the subjective structure of making sense of one’s life. Our approach to young people’s socialisation, as
presented here, provides answers through a combined analysis of both
the subjective and structural components of practice. It is focused on
the lifeworld of a child in the family, where he/she conducts his/her
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Table 3.1 Options for action, outlines for action and competences for action
Options for action

• Related to the individual’s specific socio-structural conditions
and to the socio-structural aspects of society as a whole (political, economic, cultural and media contexts)
• Describe the objective characteristics of an individual’s social
conditions, which are shaped by the rules of the social field(s)
in which he/she operates
• Represent an ordered arrangement of possible (and impossible) actions

Outlines for action

• Related to subjective perceptions of social conditions
•R
 epresent the ways in which the subject transforms the objective characteristics of his/her life situation into a subjective
action guide
•R
 eflect what makes sense to the subject and indicate the
viewpoints from which he/she structures perceptions and
interpretations of the world
Competences for action • Related to the resources at the individual’s disposal
• Reflect the competences characterised by an individual’s
material, cultural and social resources
• Represent cognitive or motivational prerequisites for an individual’s actions, including the use of media
• Reflect competences in the realisation of the individual’s
outlines for action

everyday life and where, starting in early childhood, media activity is
given its meaning. This approach helps in examining the everyday structures of a child’s life, which are shaped by the family’s social situation,
in order to describe the “arrangements” for conducting everyday life
and the process of doing family. It is through these arrangements that
practices, including media practices, are formed and media actions gain
structure and meaning. So it is possible to reconstruct the transmission
process, namely, how socio-structural conditions transform into an individual’s subjective perception and (media-related) actions and how this
perception leads to an independent orientation towards the world.

3.6  Conclusion
This chapter contends that, in order to understand the role of media
within young people’s socialisation, we need to conceptualise and operationalise socialisation as the interaction between an individual child and
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the relevant contexts of growing up. Referring to the concept of developmental tasks, we have specified the way children, by coping with these
tasks, partly by making use of media, form identity. In order to conceptualise the interaction between the individual child and social contexts,
we have focused on the family as the most relevant context for young
people’s growing up. In order to specify how the underlying social
structures in families and other contexts are transformed into a child’s
personal orientation and identity, we have proposed a praxeological
approach that distinguishes three analytical concepts: options for action,
outlines for action, and competences for action. Based on these concepts,
it is theoretically and empirically possible to understand the connection
between a social milieu and the subjective structure of making sense of
one’s life. In specifying the “arrangements” of the conduct of everyday
life and the process of doing family, this approach enables us to examine the everyday structures of an adolescent’s life. It is through these
arrangements that practices, including media practices, are formed and
media actions gain structure and meaning. So it is possible to reconstruct the transmission process, namely how socio-structural conditions
transform into an individual’s subjective perception and (media-related)
actions and how this perception leads to an independent orientation
towards the world.
As presented in this chapter, our theoretical approach provides a
fruitful basis for research on the role of media within young people’s
socialisation. The role of other contexts we empirically investigated in
our longitudinal study, such as peers, romantic partners, kindergarten
or schools, professional training, will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6.
The next chapter (Chapter 4) illustrates both the methods we applied
in our longitudinal study on children’s, or respectively adolescents’,
socialisation in socially disadvantaged families and how this approach can
be operationalised.
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CHAPTER 4

The Methodological Approach
of the Long-Term Study

4.1  Introduction
Lasting from 2005 to 2017, this study’s methodological approach to the
role of media in the socialisation of socially disadvantaged children and
adolescents in Austria illustrates how the complex praxeological approach
to researching children’s and adolescent’s media usage within the process of socialisation can be operationalised. The approach we selected for
dealing with this challenge involved a qualitative longitudinal panel and
was conducted successfully in six waves of data collection over a period
of twelve years. The starting point was the question: How to operationalise the theoretical approach presented in the preceding chapter, in
order to provide a fruitful basis for analysing the role of media within
socialisation on a methodological level? As growing up in a mediatised
world is a complex process, it is abundantly clear that looking merely
superficially at how children deal with media will not suffice. Instead, it
is essential to investigate how they subjectively make sense of media as a
source for coping with factors of which they are not yet aware. The question: “How do children, and also their parents, make sense of media?”
is closely connected with the structures of their everyday lives on the
micro-level of the child or adolescent, on the meso-level of the family,
but also of peers and friends, as well as on the macro-level of the country/society (see Fig. 4.1). Their media-related practices may be understood as subjectively given answers to the challenges of their everyday
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
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Fig. 4.1 Relevant contextual factors for children’s socialisation

lives. Against this background, we consider media usage a practice within
a socially constructed everyday life and thus a form of observable practical ability.
To sum up, the approach implies the following four methodological requirements: first and foremost, since the main analytical concepts
refer to entangled and interlinked processes of interaction between
children and their parents within their everyday lives, the methodological approach has to be located within a qualitative research paradigm (Clarke, 2005, 2011; Flick, 2014; Wilson, 1970). Researching
within this paradigm allows us to retrace and reconstruct how individuals subjectively make sense of their social contexts and act in them.
Furthermore, it allows us to detect the underlying structures of individuals’ utterances and actions. Secondly, in order to be able to reconstruct
and to review the processes of doing family, data have to be collected
from children as well as from parents. Thirdly, in order to include the
broader social contexts that have an impact on a family, particular attention has to be paid to its socio-structural conditions. And fourthly, in
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order to grasp the dynamic character of the socialisation processes, a longitudinal design is needed.

4.2  Recruitment of the Families
We conducted a panel study of twenty (reduced to 18 after the second wave due to drop-outs) socially disadvantaged families with children (boys and girls), who were, respectively, almost five or six years
old in 2005 (see Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008, pp. 132–141; PausHasebrink & Kulterer, 2014; Paus-Hasebrink, Sinner, Kulterer, &
Oberlinner, 2017, pp. 48–49). They were not yet in school and still
attending kindergarten. So, from the preparatory theoretical work, we
deduced the following selection criteria as being central to researching
social inequality and then recruited the 20 families accordingly.
• Apparent markers of social disadvantage following Hradil (1987,
1999): for example, unemployment, low income (defined as relatively poor, less than 50% of the national median income, and as at
risk of poverty, less than 60% of the national median income), lower
formal education, residential neighbourhood, bad housing conditions—singly or in combination.
•	Family structure: families were so chosen that the sample would
contain different family configurations, like single-parent families,
large families (more than five children) and nuclear families.
• Migrant background: households with at least one foreign member
(understood as a non EU- or EFTA-citizen) belong to the groups
at risk of poverty or being marginalised (see Statistik Austria, 2017,
pp. 21, 25).
• Area of living: urban and rural areas/areas with a poor infrastructure (for example, mountain areas, areas with bad public transport
connections, no accessible railway stations) (see Table 4.1).
It was not our aim to depict statistical distribution throughout the population but to select typical and “information-rich cases” (Patton, 2002,
p. 230, emphasis in original) in our field of research, a procedure that
is called “purposeful sampling” (Rapley, 2014, p. 56): “Informationrich cases are those from which one can learn a great deal about issues
of central importance to the purpose of inquiry, thus the term purposeful sampling” (Patton, 2002, p. 230, emphasis in original). Based on a
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Table 4.1 The families—An overview
Family Sex of the child
(m/f)

Urban/rural
area

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Urban
Rural
Urban
Urban
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Rural
Urban
Urban
Urban
Rural
Urban

M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M

Single-parentfamily

Extended
family

Migration
background

×
×

×

×
×

×
×
×

×
×

×
×
×
×

×

×
×

literature review (Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008, pp. 135–136) conducted to acquire “knowledge of the phenomenon” (Rapley, 2014,
p. 50), we selected markers that define the characteristic living conditions
of socially disadvantaged families, in order to make a “thoughtful and
rigorous” (Rapley, 2014, p. 49) choice.
Lack of money is the most important marker of social disadvantage.
On the one hand, family income depends on the specific living conditions of a family’s wage earners, on the other hand, the availability of
material resources defines the living conditions of a family as a whole.
In order to include families in our sample, we had to be able to easily survey suitable markers, but with the provision that they would be
capable of representing a wide range of socially disadvantaged families.
Accordingly, for our sampling we decided to consider those factors that
increase the risk of poverty (see Chapter 2): low income, unemployment,
lower formal education of the parents, single-parent families, large families and families with migrant background. In addition, we decided to
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select children between five and six years old, who were not yet attending school, in order to capture the important transition period from kindergarten to primary school in our second wave of surveying our panel.
We decided in advance on a total of 20 cases and based our decision on
the qualitative orientation of the study, the complex methodological
approach and the available resources (temporal, personal and financial).
Both the distribution of families across rural and urban areas and the distribution between the sexes were to be equal. For practical reasons, we
recruited families in the Federal States of Salzburg and Upper Austria.
The process of recruitment was supported by a number of social
organisations and social facilities like the Organisation of Single Mothers
and Single Fathers, Caritas, the Youth Welfare Office and numerous
kindergartens, as well as by public authorities like the Department of
Families and the relevant ministers from the two states. We informed
potential participants about the project, invited them to contact the principal investigator and offered an expense allowance (50€ per data collection) to the families, an amount which remained unchanged until 2016.
The children, and later the adolescents, received small non-monetary
gifts (for example, sweets, pens or handicraft kits). However, socially
disadvantaged people do have a record of rejecting government institutions and participation in research projects, so that the process of recruitment was quite hard and time-consuming (see also Patton, 2002, pp.
310–311). In order to achieve our goals, we were forced to take further action: we started to cooperate with additional social organisations
and social facilities, used personal contacts and political support, and we
placed advertisements in local and regional newspapers and journals.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of the sample’s main characteristics at
the beginning of the study (see Chapter 5 for a description of the families). Due to the fact that low income in the beginning was a major selection criterion to become a part of the panel this criterion is not listed in
the table—at that time all families had a low income.
The focus of the research was on one child at the right age from
each family. However, the siblings figured in the interviews, too. Since
two families did not participate throughout, by the end of the project the sample consisted of ten boys and eight girls. Over the study
period, the families’ changing circumstances altered other characteristics as well, so the sample looked different at the end of the project, a point extensively discussed below (see Chapter 8). The aim of
choosing children between the ages of five and six was to be able to
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investigate the relevant phases of a child’s development from kindergarten, through mid-childhood to youth over six waves of data collection (2005, 2007, 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016). To complete it, we
conducted a telephone survey in winter 2016/2017, in order to get
the latest information about the development of the adolescents and
their families.

4.3  The Challenges of Managing a Long-Term Study
The whole project consists of three separate phases (waves 1 and 2,
waves 3 and 4, waves 5 and 6 and call-back interviews). All three project
phases had to be applied for singly. Not only did they have to pass the
blind peer-review process, but they also had to fulfil the requirements
and restrictions of the OeNB Anniversary Fund (2015) (Fund of the
Austrian National Bank). In addition, the proposals needed the approval
of Department of Communications of the University of Salzburg, the
approval of the Research Service of the University of Salzburg (2018)
and the approval of the Rectorate of the University of Salzburg. Due
to the limited time frames, we had to plan the three project waves separately, not as a single twelve-year project. However, we did manage to
acquire three consecutive grants, but there was always the risk of terminating the study after its first or second phase. Financing over a period
of years is one of the most challenging tasks in conducting long-term
research, due to reduced overall funding for research, but also given the
existing structures (in Austria) for research funding. As a consequence,
we had to work hard on maintaining our panel. On the one hand, we
had to keep contact-data up to date, as our clients moved house and
changed telephone numbers, email addresses and other contact details
quite often. Furthermore, they often neglected official letters, sometimes not even opening them. Consequently, we had to visit some of
the families over the time, just in order to stay in touch and to re-recruit them for our next wave of data collection. On the other hand, we
had to deal with the uncertainties over the project funding. Every time
we had to invite the families to participate again in future, even though
we could not guarantee if, and when, the next wave of data collection
would take place. This required great commitment from both sides,
families and researchers, but in the end, we were able to achieve a very
low drop-out quota.
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4.4  Data Collection
In order to reconstruct, describe and explain how children make sense
of media against the background of their everyday lives, we have applied
a broad repertoire of qualitative methods (Morse & Maddox, 2014, pp.
524–525; see also Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2017, pp. 51–58; see Figs. 4.2
and 4.3). However, we have gone one step further, using a rich design
which is characterised “as one that is not restricted to one theory and
method, or one set of categories or instruments, but which embraces
diverse and multiple perspectives brought together with coherence
and harmony. It is more than a multi-method design per se” (PausHasebrink, Prochazka, & Sinner, 2013, p. 23): we conducted guided
in-depth interviews (semi-structured) with the children. Commencing
with the fifth wave (beginning of adolescence, 2014), we added three
more methods of data collection:
(1) Thinking aloud about a social networking tool (for example
Facebook or WhatsApp) selected by each child, (2) In addition, we asked
them to produce their own network maps of media and relationship
structures, and (3) to take a set of photos (favourite spot, place of work,
preferred spot for media usage). We also conducted guided in-depth
interviews (semi-structured) with the parents or one single parent. In
addition, we asked them to independently complete a standardised

Fig. 4.2 Methods of data collection in the different waves of research at a
glance
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Fig. 4.3 Methods of data collection

questionnaire on their living conditions. In order to get an overall
impression of the respective families, we used observation protocols to
provide a report on the visit by the interviewers.
These components of our rich design draw on, complement, and
monitor each other during data collection and analysis, a process which
simultaneously makes the research transparent and intersubjectively
traceable: “The goal of such rich design approaches may be to eliminate
weaknesses and blind spots perceived in one method by using complementary approaches that have specific strengths in such areas. A sensitive
combination of methods can therefore shed light on aspects that cannot
be covered adequately by only one method. Such rich designs feature a
high density of data and a high level of reflection on the research process itself” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2013, p. 23). This is in accordance
with Denzin’s (1989, p. 307) concept of triangulation: “By combining
multiple observers, theories, methods, and data sources, [researchers]
can hope to overcome the intrinsic bias that comes from single-methods,
single-observer, and single-theory studies” (see also Denzin & Lincoln,
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2011, p. 2). The capacity for “comparing and cross-checking the consistency of information” (Patton, 2002, p. 559) allows researchers to generate greater added value.
The strategies of research were guided by the analytical concepts
presented in Chapter 3: options for action, outlines for action and competences for action. In order to operationalise these concepts, we used
several reactive and non-reactive methods. The standardised questionnaire for the parents was used in order to examine the options for actions.
Observational methods served as an additional tool to investigate how
the child and the parents conduct their everyday life and how they deal
with the conditions of their specific social situation in doing family (for
example, conflicts, proximity and so on). In order to define the outlines
for action, we combined these questionnaires and the named observations with guided in-depth interviews conducted separately with the
child and the parents—mostly the mother, in some cases both parents—
on different aspects of their everyday lives and their usage of media. In
order to gather evidence regarding competences for action, we used indications from interviews and observations of a wide range of aspects, for
instance, a child’s cognitive and motivational resources, their attitudes
towards kindergarten, as well as school and education in general, parents’ strategies for bringing up their children, together with their ability to implement them, and for mediating their media usage, and both
children’s and parents’ media-related skills. All these aspects were investigated from both the children’s and the parents’ perspective. This made
it possible to discover discrepancies or commonalities in how children
and parents mutually perceive their competences. Differences between
the answers of parents and children suggested conclusions regarding family climate and doing family (relationships between parents and
children and within the family as a whole). Furthermore, this approach
allowed conclusions concerning the applied mediation strategies and
their acceptance, as well as their relevance for the process of socialisation.
In addition, it became possible to track the process of growing up and
the process of distancing from parents as the children became older and
subsequently adolescent (at the beginning of puberty and youth) (see
Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2017, p. 51). All the data collected from these different methods were used to create and to update a global characteristic
(Charlton & Neumann, 1986; Schütze, 1977; see also Paus-Hasebrink
& Bichler, 2008, pp. 142–145; Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014, pp.
57–59; Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2017, p. 51) for each family investigated.
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4.4.1   Standardised Questionnaire
At each visit, the parents were asked to complete a standardised questionnaire on their living conditions. These questionnaires covered central
aspects about living together, the constellation within individual families,
housing and socio-economic circumstances. It consisted of the following
main categories:
• family constellation and family characteristics: marital status, number of family members living together, number of children, overall
and in residence, ages of children and parents, nationality, religious
affiliation;
• professional career and activity of the parents: school education and
apprenticeship, (un)employment and self-employment, training
courses;
• economic situation of the family: household income (single earner
or not), social benefits, further sources of income (for example, rental income, interest, inheritances), assets and/or estates,
amount of pocket money (children), later on also, income of the
adolescents;
• housing situation: residential area and neighbourhood, size and
state of flat or house, ownership or renting a flat or house, duration
of residence, plans for relocation.
4.4.2   Guided In-Depth Interview with the Parents
Since its inception, we tried to keep changes or modifications to the
guideline at a minimum, in order to sustain a maximum of comparability throughout the investigation period. The guidelines for both parents
and children were closely coordinated. However, we questioned the parents more intensively about their children than the other way round.
Our interviews included questions about how, in the first instance, the
parents—but then, to a lesser extent, their children and other family members—dealt with and experienced possible challenges, such as
unemployment or poorly-paid jobs, shortage of money, bad housing
conditions, living in a single parent family and/or in the context of a
large family, and so on. We also asked them how they interacted with
their family and if they felt integrated in it, in their neighbourhood,
peer-groups, friendships, kindergarten or class, and social life in general,
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and what kinds of media offerings they used, to what extent, for what
purposes, and with whom. Additionally, we asked children and parents
in each wave of data collection for their ideas, preferences, goals, plans
and motives for action and what they were planning for their future.
However, in the interviews with parents some topics were examined
more intensively than they were with the children. There were, for example, questions about their mediation strategies, questions not only about
the child of particular interest but also about the siblings, and questions
concerning developments in different aspects of individual families’ lives.
In order to provide an overview, the guidelines for parents followed four
main themes:
• how the family felt situated socially—the everyday life of the family—
the participation of parents and children within society, that is, the
social conditions of growing up, the changes that have happened
in living conditions, the climate and relationships within the family, daily routines and aspects of everyday life, the preferred leisure
activities of parents, and of children, their shared interests, social
activities and involvement in associations, cultural life and active
citizenship;
• their attitudes towards the media—the media usage of parents, child
and siblings—the behaviour within the family as regards the media,
meaning the importance of different media for the parents, the individual patterns of media usage of the family members, the relevance
of joint media practices, the sources of information, the expertise
within the family when dealing with the media;
• media repertoires: the media ownership of the family and of single
members of the family, the financing of access to the media, the
media usage of parents and children, the individual media repertoires of the family members, the importance of media for the children in general/in their everyday lives, the roles and functions of
the media for the children, but also for the parents, the modes of
media usage (for example, where, when, how long, with whom, on
which device), the existence of mediation strategies, the importance
of media education for parents, the regulation of media usage by
the parents;
• the communication and transferring of values—the extent, importance and credibility of the family—the extent, importance and
credibility of other contexts of socialisation (for example, media,
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kindergarten, school, friends, peers) and the changes over time, the
sources of knowledge transfer, the sources of value transfer, role
models and idols, the importance of the family along with other
players, the changes due to the development of the child.
4.4.3   Guided In-Depth Interview with the Children and Adolescents
In order to sustain maximum comparability, changes were reduced
to a minimum, with the main themes remaining the same over time.
Although the main aim of the interviews with the children was to investigate their media usage within a mediatised world, we also asked them
about the circumstances of their lives (for example, family life, kindergarten and school, friends and peers, financial worries, housing, their own
room, wishes and dreams and so on). Special attention was paid to the
growing importance of online media and internet-based (communication) services. We did not enquire about the usage of single devices, but
rather more about individual media repertoires, based on functions and
interests (see Hasebrink, 2014; Hasebrink & Domeyer, 2012; Hasebrink
& Popp, 2006). Thus, some aspects of our guidelines were restructured
over time. This meant specifically adding new questions, removing others, or rewording some, in order to cater for new technological developments. In the interests of a pleasant and more relaxed atmosphere,
boys were always interviewed by male members of the team and girls by
female members. Whenever possible, we tried to send the same interview
teams to the same families over several years and waves of investigation.
On the one hand, the interviewer gained special knowledge about the
respective family and its members, on the other hand, this approach created a particular relationship of trust. For the same reasons, we tried to
send more experienced interviewers to more challenging families (see
Chapter 8).
• The situation of the child’s life in society—the everyday life
of the family—the participation of the child within society—
leisure activities—the social conditions of growing up and living
conditions, the climate and relationships within families, the daily
routines and aspects of everyday life, the preferred leisure activities
of the children, their social activities, involvement in associations,
cultural life and active citizenship;
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• Media ownership—their media repertoires—their media usage and
media behaviour—the importance of media—the roles and functions of media for the child—the structure of media repertoires, the
accessibility of media for the children, the personal ownership of
media, the media used by the children and the role of media in the
children’s everyday lives;
• The behaviour of parents and siblings as regards the media—their
attitudes towards media—the media usage within the family—media
education and the regulation of media usage—the role of different
media for individual members of the family, the behaviour of individual family members as regards the media, the media practices
shared within the family, the mediation strategies, media education
and the media expertise within the family;
• The ways of adopting values—the role of the family concerning
communication and transfer of knowledge and values—the role of
other contexts of socialisation (for example, media, kindergarten,
school, friends, peers)—the contexts in which children adopt values
and codes of practice—the role models and idols for children.
In contrast to the guidelines for parents, the guidelines for children
contained so-called role-playing questions, in order to better understand the importance of media and media personalities for the children.
Different layers of media processing—cognitive, emotional and social—
formed our analytic distinctions. However, in real life they are closely
linked and intertwined. Therefore, it is quite difficult for the adolescents
to articulate themselves concerning these fields (Cakici & Bayir, 2012,
pp. 1076–1077; Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2011, pp. 513–522;
Jörg, 1994; Paus-Haase, 1998, p. 104; Stahlke, 2005, pp. 496–507;
Tilemann, 2017, p. 393). To answer role-playing questions may be helpful in expressing complex contexts of experience and subjective understanding (Paus-Haase, 1998, p. 165; Sader, 1995, p. 194). We used
three different types of role-playing questions. In an “island-question”,
the adolescents were asked to explain which persons and which objects
they would take with themselves to a desert island and why. In the “100
Euro-question” (later “500 Euro-question”) they were asked to tell us
what they would do with 100 (or 500) Euro. In the “wishing question”,
they were asked at the end of the interview what they would do if they
had one wish. We found the answers to these questions were particularly
important sources of information.
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4.4.4   Observation Protocol
Finally, we will now outline our observation protocol (Mason, 2002, pp.
96–98). This completed our survey of the families from the interviewers’ point of view by basically fulfilling two purposes: on the one hand, it
systematically recorded the respective families’ living and housing conditions and their media hardware. On the other hand, it served as a guideline for the participatory observation, in order to grasp how all family
members were doing family. We kept the criteria of the protocol the
same over time (see also Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008, pp. 131–132;
Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014, p. 381):
• the state of the house or flat and rooms: cleanliness, neatness, furniture, differences between the children’s rooms and the rest of the
rest of the houses or flats;
• the media hardware: devices, number of them, their positioning,
media-related items, media hardware in the children’s bedrooms;
• the pets: species, number, location, behaviour, cleanliness;
• the family members: garments, smoking, alcohol, behaviour and
manner of children, parents and siblings;
• any further particular features.
As criteria like cleanliness, neatness or the conditions of furniture and
clothing may be viewed subjectively, it was essential to reach a common
understanding. Therefore, we applied a two-step procedure: firstly, both
interviewers had to fill out the protocol together, immediately after finishing the visit in the family. They were instructed to compare their personal impressions with their experiences in other families they visited.
Secondly, in order to consolidate a common understanding of a given
sample, the research team discussed all recent observation protocols and
compared them to the data from the previous waves.
4.4.5   Complementary Methods for Adolescents:
Thinking Aloud, Network Maps, Photos
With the fifth wave of data collection in 2014, the children we were
observing entered on a new stage of life, adolescence. So, we decided
to add three more qualitative methods of data collection to our already
existing range. On the one hand, we wanted to do justice to our
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adolescents by acknowledging the changes in their everyday lives, their
new interests, behavioural patterns and options. On the other hand,
we had to adjust to the technological and medial changes in a mediatised world between our waves of interviews. These newly added methods, then, allowed a better understanding of the media behaviour of the
adolescents and their social inclusion in family and non-family relationships. This approach was successful in revealing hidden information, not
only when it was difficult for the adolescents to express their thoughts
and ideas, but also when they were not fully aware of certain facts and
structures (see Paus-Hasebrink, 2005, p. 224; 2017, pp. 277–278; PausHasebrink et al., 2017, pp. 55–56).
4.4.5.1 Thinking Aloud About Favourite Social Media Tools
With the first supplementary method, we could stay abreast of changes
caused by the increasing importance of social networking tools. Based on
the method of thinking aloud (Bilandzic, 2005, pp. 362–364; 2017, pp.
407–408), we asked the adolescent to talk about their favourite social
networking tools (for example, Facebook, WhatsApp, YouTube). They
were asked to show us their profiles and settings (for example, privacy
settings, friends list, photos, groups, single chats, followed pages and
channels and so on) and to talk about how they make use of the applications and features (see Rose, 2016, pp. 301–302). Our aim was to better understand what is really important to the adolescents (see Marotzki,
Holze, & Verständig, 2014, p. 457), so the guideline for this method
contained only a few questions and topics (Toerien, 2014, pp. 330–331),
but did include questions about the structures of the respective social
networking tools, for example core or advanced features but also restrictions (see also Trappel, 2007, pp. 156–158). However, we likewise used
the method of thinking aloud in order to reveal how competent and
knowledgeable the adolescents were about the social networking tools,
although they had not been willing or able to talk about them during the
formal interview.
4.4.5.2 Network Maps Drawn by Our Subjects
In order to cater for the increased relevance of social relationships within
the everyday lives of the adolescents (Cotterell, 2007, p. 91), we decided
to integrate network maps into our repertoire of methods (Coffey, 2014,
p. 367; Samuelsson, Thernlund, & Ringström, 1996, pp. 327–330) as
these can visualise connections and communication paths and routines
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(Hepp & Düvel, 2010, p. 271). Hence, they are suitable for researching not only media repertoires but also information repertoires and relationship structures. We decided to apply a two-step approach by firstly
asking the adolescents to write down the names of all relevant persons
on a sheet of paper with the word “me” already printed in its centre to
symbolise the position of the respective adolescents, around which they
then grouped other relevant persons. The number of persons, their position in relation to the adolescents and the links between them were up
to the adolescents (Crosnoe, 2000, p. 379). When they had finished, we
asked them to elaborate on the spatial distances, on the choice of people
(maybe on people who had been left out or forgotten and so on) and on
the connections between themselves and the people nominated. In a second step, we asked the adolescents to add the media services they used
and their media devices to the map. If possible, they might indicate connections between certain media (devices and services) and (groups of)
persons (for example, PlayStation with friend XY, WhatsApp group for
best friends, TV-series with brother and sister). All this resulted in network maps about everyday communication, the media used (devices and
services) and connections among the elements cited. This method shed
light on the importance of (groups of) persons and media thus selected,
in order to visualise their status (see Hepp & Düvel, 2010, pp. 271–273;
Hepp, Berg, & Roitsch, 2011, pp. 10–12). However, it was also very
informative to note the persons and media not present, or no more than
distant from the respective adolescents.
4.4.5.3 Photos by Our Subjects
Inspired by the concept of “bedroom culture” (Bovill & Livingstone,
2001, p. 2; Lincoln, 2013, p. 315), we asked the adolescents to take
a set of photos in their own room, in order to better understand their
personalities and their media behaviour. In practical terms, they were
asked to take three pictures (see Harper, 2005, pp. 231, 233; Marshall
& Rossman, 2016, pp. 184–187; Rose, 2016, pp. 310–312): a photo
of their favourite spot, a photo of their place of work and a photo of
their preferred spot for media usage. However, they could also indicate
where one photo could cover two or even three spots (Mason, 2002,
pp. 112–113). Such photos do provide deep insights into the private
spheres of the adolescents (Rose, 2016, pp. 360–362). They reveal
rooms where they spend a lot of time, and ones which are today strongly
affected by media (see Bovill & Livingstone, 2001, p. 3). In their own
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realm within the house or flat they can realise their own ideas and express
themselves (see Lincoln, 2013, pp. 318–320). Examples of their self-expression are individual schemes for painting walls and the positioning of
media devices, but also the use of posters or merchandising products and
selected furniture and how these are set out in the room.
4.4.6   Final Call-Back Interview
The sixth and last planned wave of surveys had already taken place in
January and February 2016. Since it was our aim to bring the data up to
date before completing the study, we shortened our guidelines and conducted an additional call-back interview in January 2017. To integrate
the results with preceding waves, we talked to the adolescents and also
to at least one of the guardians, in most cases the mothers. We kept to
our protocol of girls being interviewed by a female team member and
boys by a male team member. The focus in these call-back interviews was
on the current living situations, life-changing experiences and our subjects’ perception of the changes. However, against the backdrop of the
sixth wave, questions about future prospects and developments, working life and unemployment were particularly important. At this time,
some of the adolescents had to face a period of uncertainty. They had to
decide about their plans for the future, whether to continue schooling or
start an apprenticeship or even working life itself. Finding a (appropriate) training place was not easy for all of them, so they had to deal with
unemployment and with training activities at job centres. The following
topics were part of our guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

current living situation;
school education or apprenticeship;
future prospects and unemployment;
family life and satisfaction;
friends, peers and (new) relationships;
favourite media;
role of the media in everyday life.

In the data processing, we processed the call-back interviews just like the
guided interviews from the previous six waves of data collection. This
included, in particular, transcription, anonymisation of data and subsequent analysis. However, we did not intend the call-back interviews as a
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substitute for a seventh wave of data collection, due to temporal, financial and personal restrictions. They were only used to record the latest
developments in the topics mentioned above to wrap up before finishing the study. Compared to the sixth wave of data collection, we had to
accept two adolescents dropping out: one boy was not reachable in any
way, one girl missed all appointments for a telephone call.

4.5  Data Processing and Data Analysis
The wide range of data collection methods required a common strategy to analyse the huge amount of heterogeneous data from different
sources. The guided interviews and their analysis were at the heart of
the process, but all other sources were taken into account at every stage
of the analysis as well (Banks, 2014, pp. 394, 402; Bilandzic, 2005,
pp. 362–364; 2017, pp. 407–408; Coffey, 2014, pp. 367, 377–373;
Crosnoe, 2000, pp. 379, 387; Marotzki, Holze, & Verständig, 2014,
p. 457; Marvasti, 2014, pp. 359–361; Samuelsson et al., 1996,
pp. 327–330). We divided the analysis of the collected data into a number of steps (see Fig. 4.4), which are closely linked to each other, so

Fig. 4.4 Overview of data processing and data analysis
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that the team is able to go back and forth between original data and, for
example, the coded material, in order to clarify issues of interpretation
(see Paus-Hasebrink, Sinner, Prochazka, & Kulterer, 2018 for a more
detailed description of the process of analysing qualitative data in a longterm study).
(1) The transcription of interviews, including consistent and thorough anonymisation of names and places throughout all successive
waves of interviews with panel members: The literary transcription of the audio files of the interviews (including the call-back
interviews) was the starting point in each wave. Due to the sensitive character of the data and the possibility of unmasking our
interview partners within small-scale communities, we rigorously
practiced a strict and consistent anonymisation, including the
separate storage of the original audio files, the anonymised transcripts and the anonymisation protocol with proper names and
aliases (see Marshall & Rossman, 2016, pp. 212–213; Mertens,
2014, p. 510). However, we made use of anonymisation not only
for proper names (family, friends, peers, teachers and so on) but
also for pets’ names, locations (stores, schools, facilities) and locations of leisure activities. Strict rules were essential for us to coordinate our subjective impressions from all stages of the project.
However, over time we had to pass material from one staff member to another. To maintain transparent processes, we, therefore,
conducted employee training and meetings of the coders at regular intervals. In order to support the process of transcription, we
used the advanced transcription software f4transkript (Windows)
and f5transkript (MacOS) (for example, automated switching of
speakers, time-markers, slowed playback speed (Dresing, Pehl, &
Schmieder, 2015; Marshall & Rossman, 2016, pp. 209–210).
(2) The development of a comprehensive coding scheme for the analyses of all the forms of data, and computer-assisted coding of data
using qualitative data analysis software (MAXQDA): We applied
thematic coding (Flick, 2013; Kuckartz, 2010, p. 10) combining deductive and inductive steps. Based on theoretical considerations of grounded theory research (Strauss & Corbin, 1996,
1998), we made use of open coding, axial coding and selective
coding. Categories were defined partly deductively, based on the
above-mentioned considerations, and inductively, based on the
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actual material. The coding schemes (one for parents, one for
children) were continuously enhanced throughout the successive
waves of interviews with panel members, in order to grasp new
phenomena (for example, new media services). However, we tried
to keep it consistent over time, and coders were not authorised to
make changes on their own. Instead, we used memos and meetings of the coders to discuss any changes within our schemes and
any later additions.
(3) The data analysis followed an approach developed by Paus-Haase
and Keuneke (Paus-Haase, Hasebrink, Mattusch, Keuneke, &
Krotz, 1999, pp. 143, 147) As a first step, we conducted a “focused
analysis” of all data across all families: This was conducted in
alignment with the main categories of the coding schemes: the
role of family, of friends and peers, school, media usage, leisure
activities, financial aspects and personal ambitions. Comparability
across the waves of data collection was ensured by thematically
structured matrices for each family, which included data from
all waves and all methods of data collection. These matrices are
organised by year (2005, 2007, 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016)
and category. Due to the long-term character of the study, the
knowledge we generated was not always linear and chronological.
In some cases, we were able to clarify situations in later years, or
we were able to find out more about past events. In such cases,
we updated not only the matrix of the family but also family
profiles and cases. In order to support the processing, we also
made use of the summary-function and the summary-grid-function included in MAXQDA. This meant we were able to portray
developments over the years systematically.
(4) For the next step, we conducted a “contextual in-depth analysis”
(Paus-Haase et al., 1999, pp. 143, 191) using the three analytical concepts, options for action, outlines for action, and competences
for action: Based on a qualitative analysis of the entire data set,
we created a characterisation for each of our children within its
respective family. By accounting for the contexts, we were able
to understand how the child developed its cognitive and motivational resources and gained competences for action, which, against
the backdrop of the options for action, are reflected in the realisation of the child’s and the parents’ outlines for actions (see
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Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2017, pp. 64–66; 2018, pp. 218–221;
Paus-Hasebrink & Kulterer, 2014, p. 70).
(5) Case studies: On completion of the second wave, we went on to
select families of particular significance. We examined these case
studies even more intensively as regards options for action, outlines
for action, and competences for action. In order to assure that this
qualitative analysis was comprehensible to all our researchers, we
applied two safety mechanisms: on the one hand, we used strict
guidelines for composing these particular cases and describing
them. On the other hand, two team members always dealt with
these case examples together, in order to check each other’s
approach, but also in order to support each other’s understanding. Later on, we compiled fact sheets for all the other families
too and developed them into full family profiles. Consequently,
there is no difference in our treatment of the individual families
in this study as we applied identical methodology to all of them
(see Chapter 5).
(6) The family characterisations, as determined in the two previous steps,
served as the basis for identifying family types (Kluge, 2000): Using
our three analytical concepts, we defined three criteria, which,
in turn, indicated meaningful differences between the families:
socio-economic circumstances as indicator of options and for action;
socio-emotional climate as indicator of outlines for action; coping
resources as indicator of competences for action. Each family was
characterised by these criteria indicating a specific pattern for each,
and based on them, we were able to define similar cases as types
(see Chapter 8 and Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2018, pp. 221–222).

4.6  Ethical Challenges
As we have shown above, conducting a qualitative long-term study over
twelve years means intensive and close contact to the families studied,
because our data collection was conducted at their homes and not in a
laboratory or at a neutral location (see Marshall & Rossman, 2016, pp.
146–147). Conducting (qualitative) research with children and subsequently with adolescents does, then, require particular care (see also
Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 162). Qualitative researchers “situate themselves in consciously value-laden territory in which human
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relationships and critical self-reflection loom prominently. This positioning leads to the emergence of ethical dilemmas throughout the conduct of research that go beyond legal requirements or many professional
standards for ethically responsible research” (Mertens, 2014, p. 510).
How do researchers interact with their subjects without being either patronising or didactic? How do they retain their role and not become a
form of consultant, who might influence the subjects of research? How
do they deal with severe problems and conflicts within the families, for
example, psychiatric disorders, physical violence, experiences of abuse
or suspicion about (sexual) abuse? At what point are previously defined
limits exceeded, so that researchers cannot remain in their role and are
obligated to interfere or to provide support (see also Mertens, 2014, pp.
516–518; Patton, 2002, pp. 326–327, 405–415)? Furthermore, we had
to deal with the small-scale structures of Austrian communities, where
individuals might be recognised easily. Given the sensitive topic of our
study, we had to find ways to guarantee absolute anonymity to our participants while going deeper and deeper into their personal spheres (see
data processing; see Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 126).
All the difficulties outlined in the paragraph above occurred during
the twelve years of research. Each time, we had to deal with a particular case based on individual circumstances. We discussed each situation
before carefully deciding whether or not to interfere. Any intervention
then resulted from further discussion of the correct procedure. In some
cases, we involved a psychologist at the university, not only to request
support in deciding our own action, but also to possibly offer professional help to affected families (see also Lobe, Livingstone, Ólafsson, &
Simões, 2008, pp. 29–31, 47–49, 52–53, 57–59; Ólafsson, Livingstone,
& Haddon, 2013, pp. 39–42, 75–76; Paus-Hasebrink, 2008, p. 57).

4.7  Conclusion
In this chapter, we have explicated the methodological design behind
operationalising our theoretical approach to researching the role of
media within children’s and adolescents’ socialisation in socially disadvantaged families. We conducted a longitudinal study to understand
the complex interplay of subjective and structural factors which shape
the lives of children as they grow up. We applied a complex design,
convinced that “triangulation (…) increases credibility and quality
by countering the concern (or accusation) that a study’s findings are
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simply an artefact of a single method, a single source or a single investigator’s blinders” (Patton, 2002, p. 563). However, we stress that “it
is important to avoid the use of triangulation simply as an end in itself.
Rich design or triangulation is only valid if it is applicable to the research
question” (Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2013, p. 23). Over the years of our
study, this challenging approach proved suitable for researching complex
processes. Our experience shows, however, how important it is, when
conducting a qualitative long-term study, to follow strict rules and to
work intersubjectively traceable, ensuring that all aspects remain comprehensible to the researchers involved. At the same time, we found it
essential to react to the new challenges presented not only by medial and
technological changes but also by social changes and by the development
of the children themselves.
Conducting a complex research project is always a sophisticated process. Methodical procedures and ethical guidelines need to be followed
and fulfilled. Moreover, the research team has to deal with restriction in
relation to financial, temporal and personnel resources. But every kind of
project has specific peculiarities. To conclude, we want to highlight two
aspects that turned out to be of particular relevance conducting our longitudinal study over twelve years. At the same time, to meet these aspects
was extremely challenging: The first point concerns the maintenance of
the panel. Not only we had to convince our families to remain part of
our project over and over again, but also, we had to engage in keeping
the contacts alive. Therefore, we had to learn to gather as much contact
details as possible (for example, different e-mail addresses and telephone
numbers of mothers and fathers, not only a single one), because the contact details were changing quite quickly. Furthermore, when the children
were older, it turned out to be purposeful to ask them for contact details
and the permission to contact them, too. The second point concerns the
handling but also the storage of the data. As said before, the strict compliance of rules and intersubjective working methods are indispensable
in order to generate valid data in a qualitative longitudinal study. In this
context, a major challenge was to handle our sensitive data with care,
this included not only the processing of data, but also the safe storage of
data and the administration of access rights. Our solution included a mirrored database with backups on different hard drives in spatially separate
rooms and strict access rules to the entire data. As mentioned above, this
included as well the separate storage of anonymised data and the anonymisation protocol. Furthermore, we had to deal with rapidly increasing
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volumes of data. This development was caused by additional methods of
data collection on the one hand, but also by more extensive answers of
our subjects (due to more complex media repertoires and living situations) on the other hand. Having these experiences in mind, it seems to
be essential to plan data handling, data storage and panel maintenance
very carefully from the beginning, when it comes to developing a longitudinal research project comparable to our study.
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CHAPTER 5

Family Descriptions

5.1  Introduction
Our overview of our 18 families begins with a short summary of the
developments in each family’s situation during the study. They appear in
alphabetical order, with an initial focus on the original criteria for selecting
the families (see Chapter 4): the socio-economic situation of each family, with particular attention being paid to income, the job situation, the
housing situation, the formal education (of parents), the family constellation (nuclear family, patchwork family, single-parent households, extended
families, migration background etc.); a description of the core characteristics of the families, with any subsequent developments, then follows.

5.2  The Families of the Panel
5.2.1   The Aufbauer Family with Their Daughter, Amelie
When first recruited, Ms. Aufbauer, a qualified goldsmith, was living
together with her then partner and her two daughters, each of whom
had a different biological father. Amelie was the younger of the two
siblings, and subsequent interviews with her took place at 5, 7, 10, 12,
14, 16 and 17. The family constellation changed several times, as Ms.
Aufbauer gave birth to another child in 2007, but was already separated from the father by that time. In 2014, Ms. Aufbauer had another
© The Author(s) 2019
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child, while no longer being involved with the father. Ms. Aufbauer
always made clear that she was a single mother by choice and claimed
that she was only interested in the children, not in the men. In 2016,
Ms. Aufbauer was living together with daughter Amelie—the oldest
daughter had moved out in the meantime—and with her two younger
sons. Ms. Aufbauer was either unemployed (2005, 2012), only briefly
working in a sales position (2010), or on maternal leave (2007, 2014,
2016). She, therefore, had to rely largely on social welfare support. As
a consequence, the Aufbauer family moved frequently, since financial
allowances for housing—one of the main pillars of the Austrian social
welfare system—often ran out, and a new apartment had to be found.
When the study began, Ms. Aufbauer and her children were living in the
city, later they moved to the country, and by the end, they were about
to move back to their old neighbourhood in the city. The décor of
their apartments made a pleasant impression, within the limitations of a
small budget, being notably neat and tidy. By the time the study ended,
Amelie was pursuing a general qualification for university entrance with a
special focus on business and economy.
5.2.2   The Boll Family with Their Son, Gregor
The Boll family is an extended family, and at the study’s onset consisted of the parents and ten children—four girls and six boys (the oldest
son had already moved out since he was already grown up). Our subject, Gregor, is the third youngest; interviews with him took place at 5,
7, 11, 13, 15, 16 and 17. Initially, the family was renting a run-down
farm house in rural northern Austria, where the poor local infrastructure
meant that the children experienced a certain degree of isolation before
going to kindergarten or school. The family’s previous house had been
forcibly sold in a court-ordered auction.
When our study began, Mrs. Boll was at home with the children, and
Mr. Boll was on parental leave. Later on, he started working as a massage therapist. In addition, the parents had a dog and horse breeding
business, together with some farming to generate additional income. By
our second wave, Mrs. Boll was also working as a cleaner in her oldest
son’s bar. The family experienced a crisis when Mrs. Boll was diagnosed
with cancer, had to undergo chemotherapy and was unable to work
afterwards. While she was in treatment, her husband had an affair, which
led her to leave him and take some of the children with her. They filed
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for divorce after 22 years of marriage, and in 2011 Mrs. Boll moved back
to her old home in Northern Germany, together with the six youngest children. She has been receiving 1000 €/month disability allowance
since then, but her ex-husband did not pay any alimony. The low prices
for houses in her home region enabled Mrs. Boll to buy an old house
(25,000 €) to rebuild her dog breeding business, in order to create a
second source of income. This income was often used to pay the bigger bills, like heating oil. Gregor adjusted well to the new environment,
completed school and started training as a retail salesman.
5.2.3   The Dornbacher Family with Their Daughter, Gudrun
Gudrun’s parents remained married throughout the study; apart from
Gudrun—interviews with her took place at 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15 and
16—they have another daughter three years younger than Gudrun. The
Dornbacher family was fairly stable as a family throughout, but the job
situation, especially for the father, was sometimes uncertain, which meant
that the financial situation fluctuated, leading to minor conflicts. The
mother remained employed part-time throughout, while the father was
on paternity leave during our first wave, unemployed during the second
and was participating in professional retraining in the third, although he
later abandoned it. Finally, he was able to secure a full-time position in a
local industry, which substantially improved their financial situation, so
that at the study’s close, the family was no longer at risk of poverty. Over
all the years, the Dornbacher family lived in the same owner-occupied
apartment on the outskirts of their town, which they had paid off by our
fifth visit. Although the apartment tended to be crowded towards the
end, the family members were always satisfied with their housing situation. The proximity to the town and the good public transport were
especially perceived as extremely positive. Daughter Gudrun was attending a secondary school by the time the study ended and had plans to
study at the academy of music.
5.2.4   The Ebner Family with Their Daughter, Elisabeth
The Ebner family and their daughter Elisabeth—interviews with her took
place at 5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 16 years—had been living together as a nuclear
family, including a brother two years her elder, since the study began. The
parents married in 2013, and Mr. Ebner, who had trained to be a farmer,
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worked as such throughout. Mrs. Ebner is a qualified cook, but she worked
as a cleaner from wave one to four. As of the fifth wave, she was working
full-time on the farm with her husband. The financial situation remained
fairly stable throughout the study, but the family was still at risk of poverty when it ended. At the onset, the family was living in an old farmhouse
in need of renovating, without any heating and riddled with mould. This
caused asthma in Elisabeth’s brother, so that the housing situation became
unbearable. By our second wave, they had moved into a newer house on
the same property. Elisabeth was training to become a florist after the fifth
wave. She is very good at her profession, winning an award for apprentices,
and wants to gain the master craftswoman’s1 certificate.
5.2.5   The Fein Family with Their Daughter, Olivia2
Ms. Fein, a qualified hairdresser, was a single mother with two kids when
the study began: daughter Olivia—interviews with her took place at 5, 7,
10, 12 and 15—and a younger son. They were living in a small apartment
on the outskirts of their town. Due to the very low household income,
she largely had to rely on social welfare. Between the second and fourth
wave, Ms. Fein acquired a new partner, a qualified carpenter. She moved
to his house in a rural village. They had a daughter together, and her partner undertook professional retraining, so Ms. Fein could only work very
few hours a day, so that the household income meant the overall financial situation of the family remained precarious. During most of this time,
Olivia was living in a supervised living facility for young people due to
an incident in school and an intervention by the child protection agency.
When Ms. Fein’s relationship ended, she became a single mother again
and unemployed. As she was suffering from psychological problems, she
was able to receive an early pension, following a long time of sick leave at
the age of 33. She and her children moved to the nearest city, and by our
sixth wave, Ms. Fein was having an open relationship with a man twice her
age. Olivia was in a special school at this time to prepare her for later job
training and was earning some pocket money there (80 € a month).
5.2.6   The Grubert Family with Their Son, Erich3
Ms. Grubert was a single mother when the study began and was living
together with her son, Erich—interviews with him took place at 6, 8,
11, 13, 15 and 17—in what she considered a problem neighbourhood.
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Hence, she would not allow her son to play outside or have contact with
the neighbours’ kids. The apartment was small and untidy. Ms. Grubert
was working part-time (15 hours/week) as a switchboard operator, so
that their financial situation was precarious. By the second wave, Ms.
Grubert had a new partner and had already moved with him to a new
and bigger apartment in a nicer neighbourhood. This newly formed,
patchwork family continued to live in the same apartment until the end
of the study. The socio-economic situation of the family improved slowly
but steadily, especially after Ms. Grubert’s partner, an IT technician,
managed to get a better paid job with a new employer after our fourth
wave. From then on, the family was not at risk of poverty anymore. Erich
has completed his years of compulsory education and started job training as a cook and was making his own money, but he continued to live
at home with his parents. He did not have to contribute to the living
expenses and could use his money for himself.
5.2.7   The Hirtner Family with Their Son, Mario4
At the beginning of the study, the Hirtner family consisted of Ms.
Hirtner, her partner, son, Mario—the interviews with him took place at
5, 11, 13, 16 and 17—and the youngest son. The family had been living
in a very small flat (45 sqm) during the recruitment phase and was later
able to move to a subsidised flat twice the size near their town’s train
station. Ms. Hirtner has not completed any form of job training, while
her partner actually had, but both were unemployed at the first wave. So
the family had to get by on social welfare. Between the first and the third
waves—the Hirtners could not be interviewed in 2007 for the second
wave—both Ms. Hirtner and her partner found full-time jobs, which
improved the financial situation.
Yet Ms. Hirtner was unemployed again by the time of the fourth
interview. A big change for the family happened, when, by our fifth
wave, Ms. Hirtner and her partner had split up. Mario always thought
that his mother’s partner was his biological father and learned that this
was not the case after the separation, when the partner was no longer
responsible for the children. By the end of the study—the family again
did not participate in an interview in 2014—Ms. Hirtner had a new
partner, was living in the same flat and was working full-time again,
which was again followed by an improvement of the financial situation.
By this time, her son, Mario, who had previously started training as an
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electrician only to quit due to health issues, had been able to get into
new training in the IT sector.
5.2.8   The Holzner Family with Their Son, Benedikt
At the first and second waves, Ms. Holzner was living alone with her son,
Benedikt—interviews with him took place at 5, 7, 10, 14 and 16—and
his two older siblings in a sublet apartment in a terraced house. Benedikt
had been traumatised by Ms. Holzner’s previous partner being violent.
Ms. Holzner was unemployed, and the financial situation was precarious, so the family had to rely on social welfare; later Ms. Holzner briefly
worked in a toy store in 2007.
By the second wave, Ms. Holzner had met a new partner, who was
working full-time, and had moved in with him. Benedikt, like his older
siblings, had meanwhile been taken into a supervised living facility for
young people and was only visiting on weekends—so that an interview
with him was not possible in 2010 and only Ms. Holzner was interviewed. Between the third and fourth interview, Ms. Holzner and her
partner got married and founded a new family including two more sons,
who were born between then and the end of the study. Meanwhile, the
family did not participate in an interview in the fourth wave, since Ms.
Holzner was involved in a court case that affected Benedikt and his older
siblings, but no more information was provided about its exact nature.
Ms. Holzner was on maternity leave during the last two panel waves,
when they participated in the study again, and was working a couple
of hours each weekend to earn some extra money. Of his own volition,
Benedikt was still living apart from his family when the study ended.
5.2.9   The Kaiser Family with Their Son, Torsten
Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser have three sons together. Interviews with Torsten
took place at 5, 7, 10, 12, 14 and 16. By the time of our second visit, they
had divorced, and Mr. Kaiser had remarried by the third panel wave and
later had a daughter. Mr. Kaiser was working as a civil servant and also
gave dance lessons. Between our second and third panel waves, he completed his final secondary school examinations through the second-chance
progamme. The financial situation was fraught throughout the years, as
the father’s income was the only one, and later Mrs. Kaiser was herself the
sole breadwinner. Mrs. Kaiser started working part-time, but the divorce
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had negative effects on her psychological well-being. Although the family
owned a freehold flat, they were always at risk of poverty.
Torsten was always ambivalent about school, due to his bad grades
and a lot of missed lessons because of internships, so he quitted school
and focused on finding an apprenticeship. Torsten was able to get into
training and moved to a boarding school during the week, which is very
typical for apprentices in Austria.
5.2.10   The Landinger Family with Their Son, Timo
The Landingers are an extended family, consisting of six children, Mrs.
Landinger, who did seem cognitively impaired, and Mr. Landinger,
the father of the four youngest children. When the study began, Mr.
Landinger was not living permanently with the rest of the family. The
Landingers’ flat impressed as desolate, with old and damaged furniture.
The living area exhibited some neglect and grime.
Mr. Landinger is a qualified stonemason but was working in construction before the study began. By the time of the first interview, he was
unemployed and remained so subsequently. At first, Mrs. Landinger was
contributing to the family income through part-time work as a switchboard operator, later she was also unemployed due to health issues. The
family climate was always tense, and by our third wave, Mrs. Landinger
had fled to a women’s shelter with three of her children following a dispute with her partner. Soon after the incident, they were reconciled and
moved to another county, where they rented an old house in need of
renovating and eventually got married.
The socio-economic situation of the family varied between dire and
precarious throughout, especially when both parents were unable to work
due to health issues. Their son, Timo, who is cognitively impaired—
interviews with him took place at 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17—entered
a supervised living facility with a socio-pedagogical focus between the
fourth and fifth interviews, but later lived at home again. When the study
ended, he was in a special programme in a socially inclusive workshop.
5.2.11   The Oblinger Family with Their Son, Manfred
The Oblinger family is another extended family, consisting of
Mrs. Oblinger, with three children from a previous relationship, and
Mr. Oblinger, with his three children. Manfred is a highly gifted boy, and
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our interviews with him took place at 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17. The
two oldest children were not living at home anymore when the study
began. Mrs. Oblinger has no job training and was mostly at home, doing
charitable work until she suffered a stroke and other health issues and
was rendered unable to work.
Mr. Oblinger was working as a technical draftsman, but, after moving
to the country to get a larger flat to accommodate the large family, he
had to go back to his old profession as a cook as there were no other
job opportunities for him. The family received social welfare because of
their precarious financial situation. By the fifth wave, the last source of
income had fallen away, after Mr. Oblinger had an accident on his way
back from work and contracted a serious infection following an operation. This rendered him unable to work and later led to depression. Since
then, the family has been living on social welfare alone. Manfred’s wish
was to find a job as soon as possible to earn money and support the family. He started one training programme but quit. Later, he was able to
find training as an IT-technician, which, he declared, was like a dream
come true for him.
5.2.12   The Öllinger Family with Their Daughter, Viktoria
The Öllinger family has experienced a certain amount of turbulence over
the years. In 2005, Ms. Öllinger divorced from her husband, the biological father of her daughter, Viktoria—interviews with her took place
at 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, and 16—but already had a new partner. Two
years later she was alone again. She married after a short time, but got
divorced again rather quickly in 2012. From then on, she has been living
alone with her daughter.
Ms. Öllinger is a qualified cook but has largely been working in less
skilled jobs, such as cleaner, switchboard operator or school bus driver.
She has been struggling with health issues for a long time and was left
unable to work after the fourth wave. She spent weeks on end in the hospital and almost died when she fell into a coma. Since then, she has been
receiving a disability pension but had to file for private bankruptcy due
to her strained financial situation. For financial reasons, Ms. Öllinger and
her daughter moved frequently over the years. Their most recent flat was
a pleasant, new one run by a co-operative on the outskirts of their town.
Viktoria is planning to finish school after recently moving to a new one
and wants to later work as an office clerk.
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5.2.13   The Pfortner Family with Their Son, Helmut
The Pfortner family consists of the parents, who are married, their son,
Helmut—interviews with him took place at 4, 6, 9, 11, 13 and 15—his
older sister and the paternal grandmother who came to live with the family at the time of our the third wave. Mr. Pfortner is self-employed in
the machine engineering sector, with a workshop adjacent to the family
house. Mrs. Pfortner is a qualified office clerk and was working part-time
in the family business. After the third panel wave, she was responsible
only for the bookkeeping of the business and was working part-time as
an office clerk outside of it. Through this additional income, the financial
situation improved but was still close to the threshold of poverty risk. By
the sixth wave, Mr. Pfortner was suffering from burnout.
The family still lives in the same large 120 sqm big house on the outskirts of their town. Between the fifth and sixth waves, they turned the
upper storey into flats for the children, including a kitchen and a bathroom. Helmut, who was struggling with writing and reading in school,
wanted to follow in his father’s footsteps, and, after a trial session in a
company, he was able to start his job training in it, as his talent became
obvious. He will become a machine engineer, then, like his father.
5.2.14   The Rohringer Family with Their Daughter, Isabelle
The Rohringer family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Rohringer and their
three children when the study began. During our fourth wave, the eldest son moved out, as he was grown up. The family had been living in
the same owner-occupied apartment for a couple of years before Mr.
Rohringer, a qualified butcher, had to leave because of his severe problems with alcohol.
Mrs. Rohringer was a housewife at first; later she found a little work as
a child minder and also as waitress; the family was financially supported
by the grandparents.
By our third wave, Mrs. Rohringer had a new partner, who had his own
transportation business, and she started working as a clerk in her office
at home. By the end of the study, the household income was still slightly
below the poverty line. The family spent most of the weekends in the new
partner’s flat and lived in their own apartment during the week. Isabelle—
interviews with her took place at 6, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, and 17—was almost
done training to become a childcare assistant when the study ended.
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5.2.15   The Scheib Family with Their Daughter, Susanne
Mrs. Scheib was a single mother when the study began. She was living
together with her daughter Susanne—interviews with her took place at
7, 8, 11, 13, 16, 17 and 18—and the younger daughter in a small flat in
a terrace house. Although she was working part-time as an office clerk,
the family counted as very low income. By our second wave, Mrs. Scheib
had got married and moved with her children to her new husband’s
apartment in a big city in Southern Germany. Her new husband was
working fulI-time as a public servant. The socio-economic situation of
the family has improved steadily ever since. When the study ended, Mrs.
Scheib was working part-time as a sales assistant, plus a few hours for a
security contractor. Susanne quit school following troubles with teachers and peers and began training as a mechanic but has been working
on completing courses in German, English and Mathematics, in order to
finish her secondary school education and later study (she was not clear
about what) at the university.
5.2.16   The Stab Family with Their Daughter, Simone
Ms. Stab is a migrant from the South-East of the European Union and
has been living in Austria for more than 20 years. When the study began,
she was living together with her daughter, Simone—interviews took
place at 4, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15 and 16—and her younger son, Simone’s
half-brother. Simone’s biological father left the family when she was
two years old. The family lived in a flat in the countryside, but moved
after our first interview, since they could not afford the rent anymore. At
the time of the third wave they moved again and remained in their new
home until the end of the study.
Ms. Stab always had to work as unskilled labourer, because her general qualification for university entrance from her home country was not
legally recognised in Austria. Throughout the study she was working
only a few hours or part-time as a cleaner (2005, 2007, 2012, 2016), or
she was unemployed (2010, 2014).
At the time of our fifth wave, she started a retraining programme
to become a massage therapist, which she hoped would open up new
perspectives, but without any success. Hence, the family always had to
rely on social welfare to get by. Since our fifth wave, Simone’s younger
brother left the family during the week, moving to a socio-educational
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facility. Simone was attending a polytechnic secondary school when the
study ended and was planning to pursue a college degree afterwards.
5.2.17   The Weiss Family with Their Son, Alfons
Ms. Weiss was a single mother when the study began. She was living in
a new but plain owner-occupied flat, together with her son, Alfons—
interviews with him took place at 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15 and 16—and his
half-brother, some three years his junior. Alfons’ biological father has
been separated from the family since the boy was three years old and was
living farther away in the south of the same state in Austria, where he
and his family possessed a farm. The financial situation of Ms. Weiss and
her family remained rather mysterious until our sixth wave. She always
declared a low income and not much other money, forcing her to rely
on presents from relatives and charitable organisations, in order to get
new clothes or furniture. She also said that she was extremely economical, which enabled her to acquire the flat and pay it off bit by bit. She
explained her obviously improved situation since our first wave by her
being extremely frugal. In our last wave, it turned out that she had
inherited some real estate in the meantime, which provided her with
additional sources of income and explained her better economic status,
despite her unemployment at that time. During our last wave, she and
her sons sold the flat and bought a semi-detached house.
Ms. Weiss had a new partner from our third wave onward, but it
remained unclear how close the relationship really was. He never moved
in with the family, and Ms. Weiss never talked much about him. Alfons
himself always made it clear that he’d rather be living with his father, but
his mother forbade it. During our fifth wave, Ms. Weiss had taken in a
foster child, but problems ensuing between her and the child soon ended
the relationship.
Alfons was in training when the study ended and was living during the
week in the residential hostel provided by his training company in the
city.
5.2.18   The Zarbl Family with Their Son, Norbert
The Zarbl family consisted of Mr. Zarbl, Mrs. Zarbl and their two children, Norbert—interviews with him took place at 5, 7, 10, 12, 14,
15 and 16—and his younger brother. Mr. Zarbl was working in the
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insurance business, and Mrs. Zarbl was working part-time as a secretary.
They were living in a house in the city. Despite both jobs, the family
had only a very low household income. Mr. and Mrs. Zarbl separated
in between our second and third waves, and Mrs. Zarbl found a new
partner later on, who was working full-time. His arrival improved the
socio-economic situation slightly. When the pair got married during our
third wave, they moved in together in the house that Mrs. Zarbl and her
ex-husband had lived in. Her new partner’s children did not move in,
however, since they were already grown-up. Mrs. Zarbl was later able to
get more working hours, which contributed to the further improvement
of the situation, and the family was no longer at risk of poverty. Norbert
was visiting a secondary school when the study ended, planning to gain a
general qualification for university entrance.

5.3  Conclusion
Twelve years are a long time when talking about children’s development. Within the time frame of this study, the children in our sample
grew up to become young adults, some of whom had already started an
apprenticeship and thus made a big step towards an independent life in
the future, while others were still undecided about their future paths.
Their parents (above all, the mothers) also underwent many changes, in
employment, in levels of relationships, work, health etc. Some changes
were experienced positively and others negatively. In this sense, this
chapter illustrates how dynamic the development was over this extended
period, not only for the children but for the families in general.
The family descriptions above serve as a point of orientation for the
following chapters and contribute to contextualising our results. In
Chapter 8, we will go on to describe and interpret the situation of each
family in much more detail.

Notes
1. For a description about the Austrian system for professional qualifications
see the Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 7 September 2005 on the recognition of professional qualifications (Text with EEA relevance), Official Journal of the European Union,
pp. L 255/70–L 255/71. Available online at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
LEXUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2005:255:0022:0142:EN:PDF.
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2. The Fein family did not participate in the fifth interview due to psychological issues on the part of the mother and was also not available for a
call-back interview. We use the information about the five interviews conducted with them.
3. The Grubert family was not available for the call-back interview.
4. The Hirtner family was part of the sample from the first wave of data collection in 2005 onwards. However, it was not possible to contact them
for the second and the fifth interviews. In order to close this knowledge
gap, we specifically asked them what had happened in the intervening years
when we met them for the fourth and sixth interviews.
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by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction
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author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence and
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licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds
the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright
holder.

CHAPTER 6

Socialisation in Different
Socialisation Contexts

6.1  Introduction
In the first five chapters, we provided a general outline of the connections between Social Inequality, Childhood and the Mediachildhood
(Chapter 2) and discussed the theoretical basis of an approach to
socialisation (Chapter 3), which is integrated, praxeological, related to
lifeworlds and freighted with methodological consequences for our longitudinal study (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, we introduced the families of
our panel in order to demonstrate how the results of the study arose. In
the following chapter, we will present the main results and illustrate their
provenance by recalling briefly some relevant theoretical and methodological aspects of our longitudinal study.
According to our integrative approach, as outlined in Chapter 3,
socialisation is conceptualised as a contextual, interwoven process, in
which the children and the subsequent adolescents constructed the way
they live against the background of the specific social situation, in which
they grew up, and of their psycho-social development as individuals.
Following Ien Ang’s understanding of contextualism, we have to analyse
the entangled interplay between the different contexts that shaped the
children’s growing up, for instance, the family, media, peers and educational institutions. In this chapter, we will present our first analytical step,
where we describe and discuss the relevance of each context, together
with its reflection in the children’s everyday lives. As a second step, we
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02653-0_6
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will focus on the direct interplay of two of these contexts, family and
media, and analyse parents’ practices in mediating their children’s media
use (see Chapter 7). Finally, by reconstructing the options for action, outlines for action and competences for action of the families involved, we will
analyse how the different contexts are integrated into their everyday lives
(see Chapter 8).
The empirical basis for this chapter is what we term the focused analysis of the data collected in twelve years (see Chapter 4). Based on the
matrices, we structured thematically for each family across all waves of
data collection, we identified and condensed all references to the different contexts. In the following, we will describe these condensed observations and selectively illustrate them by referring to particular children
and their families and by quoting (translated) statements from the interviews. We would like to point out that the purpose of this chapter is to
highlight the particularities of the families in our sample, who are, as was
described in previous chapters, socially disadvantaged. Since there is no
data available about a control group from different socio-economic contexts, the goal is not to present the families’ particularities as phenomena
that would only be found among socially disadvantaged ones. The interpretations that follow below must be seen as observations of phenomena
occurring among families in our panel and are not meant to single out
certain problems as exclusive among socially disadvantaged individuals.
Since for example media play an important role in the life of most young
people (see Common Sense Media, 2015, 2017; MPFS, 2017, pp. 6–10
and 13–15; Ofcom, 2017, pp. 21–74; see also Chapter 2), certain phenomena could also occur among non-socially disadvantaged children and
adolescents, but, and this is the crucial point, in a family context that
is marked by entirely different experiences, opportunities and especially
economic and educational circumstances. The aim is thus to highlight
the individual dealings with the respective situation of a family and a
child in the family, the potential causes for certain actions and interests
that were identified and to point out patterns that emerged across our
sample.
In this chapter we present our observations about the social connections and social contexts that the young people in our sample experience.
Due to the density of the data that was collected over such a long period
of time, this has to be understood as a compact overview that builds
on the interpretation of a rich stock of data from various qualitative
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methods. A deeper look into this data and the origin of the interpretations will be given in Chapter 8 of this book.
The chapter is structured as follows: the first sub-section focuses on
media as context for the children’s socialisation. After a general overview
of the role of different media within young peoples’ media repertoires,
we will look back into the role of media extending over preschool and
elementary school and into mid-childhood. Then we will analyse the
adolescents’ patterns of media usage in more detail. We can thus illustrate and reflect upon the interwoven processes of a dynamic media
environment and of children’s growing up and dealing with relevant
developmental tasks in their everyday life. The next sub-section (see
Section 6.3) is dedicated to the family as a context for socialisation and
sets out the roles of parents and siblings as well as the overall process of
doing family. While media and family can be regarded as the key contexts of socialisation for all the children, it became apparent that some
other contexts were also very important, at least for some of the children. Section 6.4 on the role of Extra-Familial Socialisation Contexts
will deal with Relatives and Friends of the Family (6.4.1), the children’s
and adolescents’ Peers, Friends and Romantic Relationships (6.4.2),
Kindergarten, Schools and Apprenticeships (6.4.3), Assisted Living
Communities and Apprenticeship Hostels (6.4.4), (Sports)Clubs (6.4.5)
and Politics and Society as a whole (6.4.6).

6.2   Media as a Context for Socialisation
6.2.1   The Role of Media, Extending Over Preschool and Elementary
School into Mid-Childhood
Today’s socialisation is mediatised socialisation (Paus-Hasebrink &
Bichler, 2008; see also Couldry & Hepp, 2017, p. 151). This had already
become obvious in the first two years of the longitudinal study—the children were five to seven years old. Media were highly relevant at kindergarten age, as well as in the first years of school.
One fundamental outcome during the whole inquiry was noting how
the families were quite well equipped with media devices. Thus, the
restricted socio-economic background of the families is not reflected
in restricted media devices. Media were an integral part of everyday
life—for the parents as well as for the children. Especially in the second
wave of the survey, with the children entering elementary school, the
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households upgraded massively with new computer equipment. Nearly
every family owned a computer with internet access; several children
even got their own computers.
In the first wave, when the children were about five years old, their
media repertoire included mostly programmes on private television channels and specifically labelled for children. Books were not very common
within the families, but if there were some, they were usually linked to
cross-media distribution strategies of heroes or stories that appear in different media channels, for example audio-cassettes, video games or movies. During the first wave of the survey, the computer was used for video
games at most.
In the second wave—the children were already in school—they were
highly interested in early evening programmes for general audiences
from private television channels (see Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008).
Books still did not find much favour, as computers gained more relevance than in the first wave. However, these devices were barely used
for educational purposes, although this was the parents’ primary intention when buying them. In this wave, violent computer games were part
of the everyday life of some boys in the panel, for example, for Timo
Landinger, Erich Grubert, Manfred Oblinger and Torsten Kaiser. This
was especially the case if the families were quite stressed anyway. In the
second wave in 2007, it was striking that, for most of the boys, the computer was already their favourite device, and online computer games
were among their favourite media. The internet was not important at all
during that time. Today, due to the rapid diffusion of tablets and smartphones, the situation would certainly be quite different among children
at a comparable age.
By the same token, television played a specially important role (see
Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008; see, as well, research from for example,
Grüninger & Lindemann, 2000; d’Haenens, 2001; Roberts & Foehr,
2004; Rideout & Hamel, 2006; Rideout, Vandewater, & Wartella, 2003;
Woodard & Gridina, 2000). We can assume that this would no longer
be the situation today, when even younger children use tablets or smartphones quite early (see, for example, MPFS, 2014, pp. 5–7; Chaudron
et al., 2015; Education Group, 2016; MPFS 2016, pp. 29–30; see
Chapter 2). At that time, our children experienced their favourite television series, particularly those offered by private channels, as reliable companions (compare, for example, Feierabend & Scolari, 2018, pp. 169–170
and 174). They were searching for series providing orientation and
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stability or even a solid structure for their recreational time, which they
often perceived as empty. For instance, Olivia Fein assigned her favourite cartoon characters as her “best friends”. Against the background of
her particularly stressful life-situation, her media use can be interpreted as
flight into a media-based fantasy world. Among the boys, cartoon series
and especially anime series with a strong hero like Herkules, Dragonball
(Z), Yu-Gi-Oh!, Tom and Jerry, Pokémon, Tarzan or One Piece were preferred. These stories are very exciting, and their protagonists are strong
and courageous, as they have to engage in fights and duels.
By contrast, the girls tended towards female protagonists engaged
with everyday topics, like Kim Possible, Bibi Blocksberg, a highly favoured
German cartoon with a strong girl in the centre of the story, or Charmed
and Sabrina and, a while later, Hannah Montana. Besides that, they
liked anthropomorphic animal figures, for example Spongebob or
Benjamin Blümchen, by then a very popular cartoon series in Germany
and Austria. When the girls grew older, they also liked daily soaps.
During the third wave of the survey—the children were about ten
years old by then—the usage of computers and the internet was increasing, even though television retained its relevance. Computer games, like
free browser and social games, but also online multiplayer role games—
often, according to the official national classification of media content,
only suitable for sixteen-, or even eighteen-, year-olds—were notably
popular among the boys, for example, Call of Duty 3 & 4 (recommend
for people older than 18 years), Super Mario, Super Mario Galaxy, Mario
Kart, Animal Crossing (versions recommended for adolescents older
than 16), Naruto, Skyrim (for people over 18) and so on. The girls preferred so-called simulation games. It is noticeable that the children were
hardly interested in social networking sites at that time. The boys, but,
above all, the girls, used audio media mainly for current pop and rock
music.
The relevance of Facebook, Messengers and YouTube for the elevento twelve-year-olds increased distinctly during the fourth wave of the survey. About half of the children were using such media services. Along
with computer games, communicating with friends became certainly
more relevant, especially among the girls. A few of the adolescents were
not allowed to join Facebook at this time, others voluntarily abstained.
Television maintained its status as a reliable partner in everyday life.
Whether it was computers, television or internet usage, the media repertoire of the boys and girls was primarily based on entertainment. They
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occasionally used the internet for educational purposes, but beyond that,
any search for information was rarely intentional.
As regards television, the children were now using programmes for
general audiences, mainly on private channels. As they grew older, daily
soaps ceased being a favourite with them. The girls mostly favoured casting shows, for example, Deutschland sucht den Superstar, the German
version of Pop Idol. The boys liked international series, like Scrubs, Two
and a Half Men and How I Met Your Mother. In Austria, all these international formats are broadcast with German dubbing. Where they did
watch cartoons, the boys liked action-stories, like Naruto, Superman
and so on. They preferred comedy series, reality TV, casting shows and
crime series. The girls chose series with a strong girl as the focus. These
findings concerning the preferred content on TV are comparable to the
results of nation-wide representative studies (see, for example, Ofcom,
2017, pp. 297–298; MPFS, 2017, p. 41).
Across the first four waves of data collection, it was very noticeable
that parents and their children gave quite different answers and statements on the children’s most favoured media content and media protagonists, especially when the children were going to kindergarten or to
school. In the first waves of research, this mostly applied to the usage of
television. In this case, the parents’ and the children’s answers differed
greatly over the programmes’ transmission times and, when children
grew older, over the length of their television usage as well. Most parents
expressed wishful thinking by quite often naming programmes, which
did not seem violent or full of strong visual effects. They were aware of
the public discourse on the media usage appropriate to children and adolescents (see Chapter 7). As the boys grew older, parents mostly were
concerned that boys might use pornography or hard-core media content.
As for the girls, they did not mention disliked media content as often.
All in all, parents ceased to care about the public debates on appropriate
media content for older children.
At this point, we offer a short interim conclusion: similarly to other
young people, our children assigned media different functions according to their personal needs and concerns. Some children deliberately
watched television to escape from boredom and to structure their everyday lives. Furthermore, they used television and the characters shown
there as an orientation and were, in fact looking for virtual mentors, usually in the form of strong characters of their own gender.
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6.2.2   The Role of Media in the Phase of Adolescence
We examined the phase of adolescence during the fifth and the sixth
waves of our study (2014 and 2016). During this important phase of
their youth, the essential developmental tasks for our adolescents (see
Havighurst, 1972; Tarrant, MacKenzie, & Hewitt, 2006), for example,
developing their identity, finding the means of understanding their identity by learning to present and position themselves socially, participating
in different peer groups and in society at large, and distancing themselves from their parents. In order to cope with these tasks, the adolescents developed new codes and forms of verbal expression or used other
media than that used by their parents (see MPFS, 2017, pp. 32–38).
As with other adolescents (see Paus-Hasebrink, Schmidt, & Hasebrink,
2011; Paus-Hasebrink, Wijnen, & Brüssel, 2011), the young people in
our panel used social media applications intensively, for example message boards to test und present themselves as a form of game playing,
to maintain their relationships to friends and, in a few cases, to establish their first romantic bonds. These practices can be conceptualised
as advanced, media-related forms of identity management, relationship
management and information management (see Paus-Hasebrink et al.,
2011, p. 27):
• Identity management connotes accessing specific aspects of character, like certain experiences. Furthermore, there is a fashioning of
the self, motivated by a visual presence (for example, pictures, videos) on social media.
• Relationship management is basically about every relationship, but
rather more specifically about maintaining or gaining friendship.
• Information management is about selecting, channelling and filtering
every kind of information, for example, research within Wikipedia.
To develop this general observation on social media use, we will now
condense and interpret our data regarding the particular roles of different media for adolescents.
6.2.2.1 Smartphones as the New Access to the World
For most of our subjects, smartphones played a vital role (see, for example, Lauricella, Cingel, Blackwell, Wartella, & Conway, 2014; MPFS,
2017, pp. 13–15 and pp. 26–29; see Chapter 2). Norbert Zarbl put it
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the following way: “Without a smartphone, nothing will get done”.1
More than half of the adolescents in our panel favoured smartphones
and, above all, WhatsApp. These results correspond with results from
MPFS (2017, pp. 27–29 and 33–36) and Education Group (2016).
The adolescents liked WhatsApp mostly because this service is free of
charge—in contrast to texting (regarding the importance of messenger
applications and more particularly of WhatsApp among adolescents, see
Koch & Frees, 2017, p. 445; Ofcom, 2017, pp. 104–105).
6.2.2.2 New Audiovisual Services as Means for Interactive Entertainment
Among the adolescents of our panel, the video platform, YouTube,
proved to be more important than television. As many of them described
it, this media service meets their needs and interests particularly well. In
this respect, a gender difference becomes apparent: while the girls within
the panel chose content with a focus on beauty and styling topics, the
boys were more interested in videos about computer and video games
(for example, ‘Let’s Play’-videos). However, regular television was still
important. Either it was used as a sort of secondary medium, as the adolescents were concurrently using mobile phones or playing computer
games, or it was specifically used for watching entertainment shows,
crime stories or sportscasts. In order to satisfy more specific individual
needs and compose their own audiovisual repertoire, the adolescents
used streaming services, YouTube and pay television like Sky and Sky Go,
but also platforms like Burning Series, kinox.to or Naruto-Tube that are
regarded as illegal. Concerning the diversity of streaming offerings used
by adolescents, we find comparable findings in nation-wide representative studies (see MPFS, 2017, p. 42; Ofcom, 2017, pp. 29 and 74–81),
though the profound insights concerning the usage of alternative applications or such that are regarded as illegal are unique results of the qualitative panel study at hand.
6.2.2.3 Print Media as Marginal Elements of Adolescents’
Media Repertoires
Reading books, newspapers or magazines was not a habit with most
adolescents in our panel, at this point we consider large differences
compared to other young people of this age (see, for example, MPFS,
2017, pp. 13–14 and 18–21). A remarkable exception was Gudrun
Dornbacher, who regularly read books and newspapers and also wrote
her own short stories (see Chapter 8). Compared to her, only a few
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adolescents mentioned print media: Mario Hirtner related how his
mother sometimes used to buy a newspaper; Manfred Oblinger stated
that his parents took a tabloid newspaper, but it remained unclear if the
two boys were themselves interested in newspapers. Benedikt Holzner
was the only one to read a newspaper in his family, while Viktoria
Öllinger browsed her mother’s newspapers on a regular basis. Thus,
most adolescents, primarily boys, favoured online games, game consoles
and a, more or less, broad variety of social media services over printed
media as their individually compiled repertoires.
6.2.2.4 Media Protagonists as Guides to Desired Success
and Financial Independence
Media stars, especially YouTube-Stars, were regarded as role models,
and for some of the girls and boys so called influencers were highly relevant (see also Ofcom, 2017, pp. 93–94; MPFS, 2017, pp. 44–45). They
were admired as examples for social advancement and for being heard by
society because of their symbolic and financial success, an opinion some
of the panel’s adolescents stressed. The children displaying this pattern
might see them as role models for financial independence and material
security. Among the boys, particularly YouTubers who present games,
rankings and tips for online gaming were considered popular. Some of
them seemed to see different male YouTubers as reference characters,
most likely because they embody success, are humorous and influential,
and, consequently, famous. Some of them wished to become YouTubers
themselves, like Manfred Oblinger: “This is my dream, to be a YouTuber
one day” (Interview, sixth panel wave 2016).
The girls favoured popular female stars and celebrities, and especially during puberty, these female YouTubers served as role models on
topics like beauty and styling and provided opportunities to deal with
topics that were important to the girls.2 In these videos, they found
information on, for example, how to present themselves as girls or young
women, information their mothers maybe could not, or would not, pass
on to them. That some of the girls, like Olivia Fein, lack their mothers’ support became clear in the interviews, in one case, Ms. Fein herself
repeats her daughter’s reproach after she was not able to give her a satisfying answer with regard to her beginning menstrual cycle:
When, when she started having her period, it was pure horror. She got it in
winter. She has very severe cramps and always gets mad, because she asks
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me ‘How was it when you got yours?’ and I just told her that I never experienced pain […] and I told her how it was for me, that I can’t really help
her the way she needs it and she just said ‘What kind of mother are you?
You can’t even help me as a mum!’ I just told her to go and ask her grandmother. (Interview, sixth panel wave, 2016)

6.2.2.5 Social Media Practices as a Symbolic Expression of Individual
Spaces
Media services like WhatsApp or Snapchat were primarily seen as a possibility to create individual spaces independent of their parents’ communicative practices. Boys used these services to exchange information
or videos about computer games. While joking about topics within this
community, they permanently checked their position in the peer group.
Girls were most likely to chat on social networking sites like Facebook
or to share pictures on Instagram. WhatsApp was used for exchanging
videos and especially for voice mails. In contrast to the boys, the girls
used media services to communicate with their female friends, and
especially their best friends, about problems. They tried to give advice,
to gain acknowledgement and affirmation of their image from their
friends. They used WhatsApp particularly, as it shaped their friendships
with peers and communicated their emotional support during difficult
times of life. Some girls used social media as a sort of public diary, within
which they recorded the highlights of their everyday day life while waiting for their followers to like and acknowledge their postings. Sometimes
WhatsApp or Snapchat were merely used for questions, about what to
wear, for instance. However, we can conclude that social media services
and applications are now a vital part of the everyday life of adolescents.
6.2.2.6 Computer Games as an Expression of Problems Within the Boys’
Lifeworlds, but also as a Possibility to Gain Different Kinds
of Experience
Many boys from the panel, like Timo Landinger, Manfred Oblinger,
Mario Hirtner, Torsten Kaiser and Alfons Weiss, who belong to families
with massive socio-emotional problems, referred overwhelmingly to firstperson-shooter and battle games, like League of Legends, Call of Duty,
Grand Theft Auto (GTA) and World of Warcraft. Of course, these games
are very popular among boys and young men in general (see MPFS,
2017, pp. 48–51; Ofcom, 2017, pp. 108–112), what was extremely particular about these boys in our sample, however, was that they lacked a
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socially fulfilled life beyond the world of (online) media (on this aspect
see also Li, Hietajärvi, Palonen, Salmela-Aro, & Hakkarainen, 2017).
Mario Hirtner and more particularly Manfred Oblinger were exposed to
a wide range of experiences playing online games. But in consequence,
there are achievements which should not be ignored: The technical
knowledge and the abilities mediated through online gaming, hacks,
cheats and exchanges with other gamers—in their own country as well as
in other countries—meant that they were able to advance to an apprenticeship within the IT industry.
Against the background of their lifeworld (see Chapter 8 for examples and more detailed elaborations), the crucial importance of computer
games for these boys can be explained by the following specific functions:
• Compensation for a lack of stimulation: The boys used computer
games because of the lack of other possibilities and to compensate
the emotional or actual absence of their parents to fill their time
with an activity which is particularly important to them, which they
find fun and which creates a means of escape from their constrained
reality. Timo Landinger is one example, he always expressed his
wishes to do more things together with his family, like trips and
activities on weekends, but none of the family members ever wanted
to do anything like that with him, in general, he felt that no one in
the family liked him:
Interviewer: Would you like to spend more time with your mum and dad,
can you talk to them about problems?
Timo: [No reaction, keeps playing the video game]
Interviewer: Or is that difficult?
Timo: Hm…difficult.
Interviewer: Why?
Timo: No one talks to me, no one asks me ‘What do you wanna do?’
Because they don’t like me.
Interviewer: They don’t like you?
Timo: [Nods] I don’t think they do. (Interview in 2012)

His parents saw video games as better leisure-time activities, it seemed
that they enjoyed that Timo left them alone when he was in his room
all day long, playing games. For Timo, as well as other boys from the
sample, these games came to provide a familiar, reliable and comfortable
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environment that they otherwise lacked. The boys did not perceive the
time spent on computer games as empty, but rather as an enrichment of
their everyday lives.
• Distinction and competition: In their world of game playing, the
boys were successful and could, therefore, gain acknowledgement.
In socio-emotionally stressed families, this was the only way they
got this kind of approval. Game playing provided a safe environment, where they could compete and prove themselves to other
adolescents. Due to their involvement and their highly developed
skills and competences, some of them were able to keep up with
and even overtake their contemporary competitors.
• Experiencing self-efficacy: Online games provide the chance to solve
individual tasks satisfactorily and to face risky challenges within an
online world—all without the danger of failure in the real world.
• Experiencing companionship: In some cases, the adolescent boys,
like Manfred Oblinger, Mario Hirtner and Torsten Kaiser, could
not build stable relationships to their peers, felt themselves to be
mavericks and maintained few contacts beyond their online environment. When Manfred Oblinger was younger for example, his
mother did not approve of the neighbour’s children (many with
migration backgrounds), claiming that they were a bad influence
(2005 and 2007) up to the point where Manfred would try to
sneak out to see other children. In order to compensate him for the
lack of social contact, Manfred’s mother encouraged him to play
video games and bought games for grown-ups because he was interested in them more than in children’s games: “I keep saying, he
needs something, since he doesn’t have any friends. I can’t produce
a friend out of thin air if there is no one. I can‘t. That’s why I think,
just let him.” (2007)
Yet, through their abilities in online game playing, Manfred and some
of the other boys in the sample cooperated with other gamers and
socialised within this online space. This enabled them to deal with their
developmental tasks virtually. Contacts with other committed peers contained the chance to talk about technical questions as well as about new
strategies to cope with the challenges of online game playing. Manfred
Oblinger enjoyed helping his online companions to deal with technical
problems and to find new ways of achieving their game-playing goals.
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• Dealing with frustration and aggression: The frequent frustrations
in the everyday lives of the adolescent boys often resulted in aggression, especially for those who lived in generally aggressive families.
The boys could not live out their aggressions within the family, so
the computer games served to vent the frustration in their lives.
Timo Landinger serves as one prominent example to illustrate this.
When he was still in elementary school, he always wanted to be one
of the Pokémon from his favourite games, because, as he hinted
at in an interview in 2007, he would hurt his family and shoot at
his peers in school so that they would be afraid of him and start to
respect him.
The boys’ playing especially violent computer games from a firstperson-shooter perspective was generally not really approved by the
parents, with exception of Timo Landinger, and during the first and
second wave of the survey, Manfred Oblinger. Unlike their everyday
life, the only possible negative consequences for them within this
virtual world were to lose and, therefore, to be angry about that.
Normally, this anger was over their own lacking competence or
their bad luck. Both perspectives fed the desire to start again and to
do better the next time.
Overall, we can conclude that, even during their adolescence, the boys
and girls perceived relevant media content as an important—but not the
only—source of information and orientation to cope with their everyday lives. So media were used after long days at school or at work to
maintain the relationship with close friends or with a partner. Most of
the adolescents had habitually used the media since childhood to satisfy
different needs. Hence, it seemed likely that they would turn to media
while going through challenging times at school or when starting their
apprenticeship. With a preference for content that was entertaining, they
suceeded in distracting themselves, at least short time, from their burdens of everyday living.
6.2.3  Conclusion
In terms of media content, the findings presented above show that media
fulfilled different functions in the everyday life of our children. These
functions are narrowly linked to their developmental tasks as well as to
the various experiences the panel members underwent throughout their
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childhood and adolescence. When children were confronted with severe
emotional experiences, for example the family being torn apart, they
particularly tended to engage with certain characters within the media.
In this way, they were looking for a supportive counterpart for comfort
and to give them an individual sense of safety. Television was primarily
a cheap, and, therefore, accessible way to spend some time together,
because the families’ financial problems precluded any other possibility.
In general, throughout their socialisation, the media served in a variety
of ways as window to the world, through which to both perceive and be
perceived.
Accordingly, we noted that the media became particularly relevant in
the children’s lives if there were conflicts within the family. This especially happened when parents were not able to maintain certain living
standards because they had to deal with their own problems and challenges in their daily routine. As a consequence, they neglected their children and could not manage to support them properly in coping with
their developmental tasks. In this case, the young people preferred media
content and media services, which seemed suitable for their particular
situation. Hence, micro-structural factors, like age and gender, specific
developmental tasks and also the children’s specific Eigensinn (self-will),
all influenced their media usage.

6.3  The Family as Socialisation Context
Our study shows that socialisation research must be family research.
It indicates that the family is the primary and essential context if children’s socialisation is to be sustainable. In this respect, Larson (2006)
highlights the role of perceptive, supportive and caring adults in young
peoples’ growing up, for example, in inculcating motivation and
engagement (see as well Rogers Hollifield & Jewsbury Conger, 2014).
Furthermore, Notten and Kraaykamp (2009, p. 185) stress that “parental media guidance takes place less frequently in families that have experienced a divorce and in larger families”. But how the parents dealt with
their children and how media accompanied the individual development
in children were determined by the specific interplay of the parents’options for action, outlines for action and competences for action. Their
individual emotional patterns, like affection, or, by contrast, neglect,
refusal and even aggression shaped the way the children learned how to
deal with everyday challenges in life and, in this context, with available
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media. Over the years of our research, it became manifest that parental
disinterest in their children’s own concerns, anxieties and wishes, and,
closely linked with this, in their media usage as well, had significant consequences for the children. In some cases, these were even traumatising experiences, as with, for example, Timo Landinger, Mario Hirtner
and Alfons Weiss, all of whom had to cope with a strong sense of being
alone. But we also recognised excessive control over the children’s contact with media—among the Rohringer family—as a signal for the parents’ lack of trust in their children. These factors interfered with the
children’s meeting the challenge of building their own competences for
action. In another case, an excessive wish for closeness was experienced
as terrifying by Viktoria Öllinger and became an impediment to socialisation. The example of her family is notable for the mother–daughter relationship displaying ongoing processes of “parentification”, a reversal of
roles involving the daughter, “taking on both emotional and functional
responsibilities that typically are performed by the parent” (Engelhardt,
2012, p. 45). Viktoria cared for her ill mother and coped with all challenges of organising their everyday life. So, for Viktoria, there was not
enough space to develop her own interests through using media; she suffered from an eating disorder and behavioural problems.
Even though we should not assume that there is a direct, or even
causally determined, impact by the media on socialisation, it is likely that
they become more important if adolescents’ socialisation is shaped by a
complicated family context and if the parents are not able to give their
children enough attention to make them feel safe and comfortable.3 The
children in our study who experienced security and emotional closeness
were less likely to be overwhelmed by the challenges of their everyday
lives. This outcome applied to their dealings with developmental tasks
and their coping with family structures or their media usage. These children were developing ambitious outlines for action, for example, concerning apprenticeships, and were establishing their competences for
action, in contrast to the adolescents who were not comfortable within
their family and hence had to deal with various tasks, including their
media usage, on their own.
These circumstances were especially pronounced in families where
the adolescents had brothers or sisters and were affected by their relationship to siblings. Schmidt (2014), for instance, has analysed the relevance of siblings for the social and cognitive development of children
and adolescents. Feinberg, Sakuma, Hostetler and McHale (2013) have
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demonstrated the role of siblings for well-being, and the research by
Rogers Hollifield and Jewsbury Conger (2014) has also shown the significant influence of siblings on adolescents and young adults. On media
usage, it became clear to us that older siblings often acted as a guide or
role model regarding the choice of media. The younger siblings would
adopt the media preferred by the older ones4 and talk more intensely and
closely about media with siblings than with parents. Especially during the
first waves, the younger children asked their older siblings for help. The
older sisters and brothers were able to guide and support the younger
siblings and were, as with Amelie Aufbauer, guided themselves not only
in their own media usage but were also providers for the younger children, for example, by making breakfast, if the parents could not deal
adequately with these kinds of tasks because of external pressures, as,
for example in the Kaiser, Hirtner, Landinger, Oblinger and Weiss families. In the case of the Ebner family, the parents were not able to use
computers; the Stab and Aufbauer families had the same problem when
their children were younger, but later on the parents too showed more
competence. In general, older and also younger siblings were often more
familiar with the media usage of their siblings than their parents; during the interviews with Mrs. Holzner and Mrs. Weiss, the brothers were
occasionally present and were better informed than the parents.
Research on the role of siblings states that the relationships between
siblings are strongly shaped by how parents interact with their children. In addition to the emotional quality of the siblings’ relationship, the individual nature of any child, and also the constellation of
siblings (see an overview in Schmidt, 2014), as well as the parents’
behaviour as educators all play an important role. We confirmed what
Schmidt (2014) has summarised in her overview: “A positive parental
behaviour of the parents promotes a positive behaviour in the siblings
relationship”. But if the parents’ behaviour tended to be dismissive,
as with the Landinger family, the siblings were more likely to display
bad behaviour among themselves. In the Landinger family’s case, a bad
emotional situation impinged on the youngest brother, Timo (see case
description for Timo Landinger in Chapter 5). He felt disregarded by
his older siblings and reacted acutely to his parents’ behaviour, particularly that of his father. Furthermore, individual discrimination against
the children—a child being, generally speaking, disregarded or, by contrast, favoured—played an important role for the children. If a mother
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or a father favoured a child who was brought into the family with a
new partner, as in the case of Benedikt Holzner or Alfons Weiss, the
parents’ behaviour translated into a tense but also apathetic interaction with their other children. They retained less attention than their
(half-)siblings and were sometimes severely neglected. The preferred
children were less notable for their media usage than their siblings, who
had a fraught relationship with their parents. This was the case with the
brother of Simone Stab.
Within the scope of this study, it also appeared that some parents
could not avoid focusing conflicts on only one child. This might have
been caused by their lack of socio-emotional capacities, sometimes
accompanied by their restricted housing situation limiting the space
available for parents and siblings themselves. In this particular case,
temporary accommodation out of the family (see Chapters 5 and 8),
or a sibling moving out, led to a less tense socio-emotional relationship
in doing family. However, although Mrs. Stab did manage to build up
an extraordinary relationship with her daughter, Simone, she could not,
as a financially challenged single mother, care for her son equally. After
severe conflicts because of the son’s excessive game playing, Mrs. Stab
decided to put him in a socio-pedagogical institution during the week.
The situation within the family then eased, fewer conflicts were likely
to happen, and the son himself actually coped better when he was back
for weekends. Mrs. Stab struggled in her life as a single mother. She
acknowledged that she was not able to care for both children equally
without a partner. For the Aufbauer family, the oldest sister moving out
led to a more comfortable family climate and better core relationships.
Before that, the single mother could not afford an adequate flat, so the
whole family suffered recurring conflicts because of the different needs
of the children. The oldest sister—20 years old during the sixth wave
of the survey—had a completely different daily routine to her significantly younger siblings (16-, ten- and one-year old). She was highly
stressed by them when she had to deal with different tasks. Conversely,
there were conflicts within the family, for example when the older sister wanted to listen to loud music, but for her younger siblings it was
bedtime. After her move, the younger siblings got their own room, and
the family climate improved significantly, because they had more room
overall, and the younger children could live out their own wishes and
ideas better.
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6.4  Extra-Familial Socialisation Contexts
Besides the families, extra-familial contexts, such as kindergarten or
school alongside friends and peer groups, also played a major role in the
adolescents’ socialisation and grew in importance over the years. In contrast to early childhood and mid-childhood, the dominance of the family
decreased as the scope of the children’s living environment increased and
they explored new micro-systems.
6.4.1   Relatives and Friends of the Family
Relatives, and especially grandparents, played a relevant role for many
families. They weren’t only helping the family with a range of issues but
supported them financially as well. Mrs. Weiss inherited real estate and
didn’t have to work anymore, as the rental income provided a living for
her children and herself.
The children were often supported by their grandparents as important caregivers in their everyday life, for example, by giving the children pocket money when the parents could not afford it, as with Mrs.
Aufbauer, a single parent. Occasionally, the grandparents or relatives
gave presents in the form of media devices like laptops or smartphones.
The grandparents, aunts and uncles not only helped to improve the
financial situation of the families but also offered educational help or saw
to their grandchildren’s welfare while the parents were over-challenged
(with respect to research on aunts, see May & Lahad, 2018). Olivia
Fein identified her grandmother as an important person in her life and
would even discuss puberty problems (during the fifth wave of the survey) with her. Her mother did not have either time for the concerns of
her daughter or any interest in them. After Olivia in 2008 threatened
to fall down the stairs in school on purpose, while behaving aggressively
towards the other children, her grandmother, together with the school
principal, approached the child protection services to initiate an examination of the domestic circumstances. After that, Olivia was taken into an
assisted living community, where adolescents of different ages were living together and receiving therapeutic treatment. During that time, she
visited her family only every second weekend. For Elisabeth Ebner, her
aunt was the most important companion in her everyday life. Her parents did not have enough time because there was so much work on their
farm, so Elisabeth spent a lot of time with her aunt, who became her
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most important confidante. In the same vein, the aunt intervened in the
Pfortner family and mediated a conflict caused by the seemingly extraordinary alcohol consumption of the father. In the case of Alfons Weiss, his
uncle paid for the boy’s cell phone contract without his mother knowing.
For Torsten Kaiser, his grandparents were very important, although his
mother was concerned about the contact to the paternal grandfather, as
he allowed Torsten to play games she found inappropriate.
However many families lacked any good connection to their relatives.
Families with meagre resources—financially and temporally—would have
particularly profited, either through the grandparents supervising their
children or supporting the family through money. Some of the families were socially isolated generally, because they were not able to build
up and maintain close connections to other families or relatives. Mrs.
Öllinger, who grew up with foster parents, was supported by them to
a certain extent, although the connection was quite loose. As the family lacked regular contact with friends and relatives, Mrs. Öllinger and
her daughter were glad to find the mother’s biological brother, unknown
until then, during the sixth wave of survey. Mrs. Öllinger immediately
contacted her brother and sister. The mother and daughter established
relations at least with a sister, or respectively aunt, to the family’s benefit.
During her socio-economic and health crisis, every such contact made
her happy.
6.4.2   Peers, Friends and Romantic Relationships
In the context of identity formation, especially in middle childhood and
adolescence, peers are of prime importance, but also when it comes to
questions and the need for help, peers are highly relevant (see Packer,
2017, pp. 487–493). “Considering the social relationship between child
and adult to be contradictive, among their peers, the children are the
creators and innovators of their own world. We may therefore regard
children as mediators between different worlds” (Lillehammer, 2010,
p. 10). Contacts with peers means (Youniss, 1980) that children have a
particular opportunity to form relationships with other children on an
equal and mutual basis, whereas their relationships to adults are characterised by an authority gradient. The interaction between children serves
as an impulse to further developmental steps and to engage with the
concomitant tasks. Furthermore, a child’s issue with identity—potentially
prevalent, according to Erikson, at any time during the developmental
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process—can be handled on a different, egalitarian basis during the
exercise of self-perception in peer relationships. Self-perceptions can
be tested; emotions can be integrated into self-awareness and self-control (cf. Krappmann, 1991, pp. 373f.). As Grundmann states: “Thus, in
a group of coevals, individual interests have to be negotiated, and the
skills of every individual have to be validated” (Grundmann, 2000, p. 96,
translated by the authors).
It was noticeable during the first waves of the survey that the children
met their friends outside of the institutional education and support facilities only infrequently, if they were not living in the same neighbourhood
or the same region. One reason is that the parents did not really support
their children in maintaining friendships. Sometimes, remote housing situations, due to high rents within city areas, were the main reason for
the girls and boys living nearly isolated from others, apart from visiting
kindergarten and school.5 Either there were no children living in their
area, or the parents forbade their children to get in contact with other
girls and boys from families in any neighbourhood with a migration
background (for example, Manfred Oblinger, who got violent computer
games for sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds from his mother as compensation). In this context, the residential environment of the family became
hugely important. The socio-economically less resourced families were
often living in housing areas with a high ratio of immigrants, so to play
with peers, the children were dependent on the neighbours’ children.
Since several parents were afraid that children with a migrant background
might have a negative impact on their own children, they tried to block
every kind of contact or friendship with children from their neighbourhood. Thus, these children had to suffer from a lack of contacts to peers
and friends, while others, who had the opportunity to establish and
maintain friendships, stressed their importance. As Benedikt Holzner
memorably puts it during the second wave of the study: “Because I like
them, and they can explain anything to me”. Peers had been the most
relevant persons to him for information and exchange about the world.
Across all our waves of enquiry, we noted the media serving as
important facilitators of peer relationships. During kindergarten, the
media were, as yet, barely relevant for children in their peer context.
They usually used the media alone or accompanied by siblings or parents. Stories shown through media were at best re-enacted with coevals
(for example, stories and actions from Dragon Ball Z, Lilo and Stitch,
Disney’s Adventures of the Gummi Bears or Pumba Bear). Two years later,
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a more collective way of using media became common, indicating that
the importance of media within the peer group had risen. During the
period of elementary school, the children used media—mostly computers, but also game consoles, television and radio—together with friends
or classmates.
According to Reitz et al., “when boys and girls grow older their attention shifts from parents to peers, thus peers become a core influence
for their development” (Reitz, Zimmermann, Hutemann, Sprecht, &
Neyer, 2014, p. 281; see also Harter, 2012). Accordingly the boys of
our panel mainly focused on playing computer games together, and the
girls preferred to go to the movies or sometimes read some girls’ magazines together. As children moved through school and later changed
schools during the third and fourth wave of the survey, peers in general,
and friends in particular, became more important for the adolescents.
As Morgan states, “developing a meaningful sense of one’s sexual orientation and identity is an important undertaking during emerging
adulthood” (Morgan, 2012, p. 52). Hence, romantic partnerships also
became more relevant for the adolescents. Now they were using media
services like Skype, MSN, other chat services and even Facebook, to
maintain their contacts.
During the last two waves of the survey, it appeared that children from families that suffered under particular socio-economic and
socio-emotional challenges and had severe problems with doing family,
were not able to utilise their increased mobility and capacity for communication. For them, there was no social security net available from
relatives or friends of the families. The adolescents, mainly boys, had
problems keeping up with peers in their individual development, so they
often felt like mavericks in class. Either they had no friends, or just a few,
with whom they shared their interests. Their friendships were primarily based around their online games. The girls did not depend on such
online contacts. Viktoria Öllinger, Olivia Fein and Isabelle Rohringer
had at least one good friend to talk with about their problems. Tarrant
et al. (2006) point out the narrow relationship between adolescents’
objective position in a peer network and indicators of social competence, including loneliness, depression, aggression and a general self-concept (Tarrant et al., 2006). Against this background, it is not surprising
that adolescents, like Manfred Oblinger, Timo Landinger and Viktoria
Öllinger, all of whom faced considerable challenges in their families and had difficulties dealing with restricted relationships, had not
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bonded with someone in a romantic relationship yet. Olivia Fein was the
only one consistently seeking confirmation of her identity from males.
Other adolescents in our panel deemed face-to-face-relationships
more important than mediated recreational time. They certainly used
computer games and were interested in other (media-related) activities,
but these were not a basis for leisure time, whereas immediate contact to
friends was by far more important to them. At this time, some of these
adolescents also experienced first romantic relationships, and some were
able to maintain a relationship for quite a long time.
6.4.3   Kindergarten, School and Apprenticeship
The time in kindergarten, and later also in school, played an important
role in the children’s everyday lives. During the first two waves of the
survey, parents delegated a great amount of responsibility for the children to kindergarten and schools. Single mothers, above all, regarded
kindergarten and schools as important socialisation contexts. They
expected these institutions to teach their children the skills and behaviours they were not able to teach themselves for various reasons, a lack of
time being an obvious one.
Many parents stressed during the interviews that the children should
be taught manners (for example, sitting still, showing respect), creative
skills (handicrafts and drawing) and formal skills like maths, writing,
reading, and foreign languages. According to several parents at that time,
transmitting knowledge and rules of behaviour would be more efficient
in kindergartens and schools than at home, like Ms. Hirtner pointed out
in 2010 when asked what children can learn in school that they cannot
learn at home: “Well, everything about relationships, I think they learn
that better from outside of the family […]. They learn social skills, they
learn how to treat others”.
Particularly during the first waves of the study, but also later on, the
parents looked to kindergartens and schools to teach the use of different
media, what we call media competences. If the parents were assuming
that their children were still too young to deal with media, they viewed
schools as the most important places for their children to gain media
competence later.
For several children the nursery school or elementary school teachers were initially important as well. They acted as role models for social
orientation, where there was no chance to learn that within their family.
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Later, we noted that children within socio-economically and socio-emotionally fraught families, like Viktoria Öllinger, but also Manfred
Oblinger, tended to have equally fraught relationships to their teachers.
They often could not get along with the teachers, felt misunderstood and
pressured, so that several adolescents had a hard time at school. They
perceived their everyday school life as a great burden while dealing with
bad grades and worrying about having to resit a year. The struggles in
school were often also a result of a lack of help with homework and projects at home, as well as a lack of funds to finance professional tutoring.
The adolescents—mainly boys—who got apprenticeships during the
last wave of the study or the phone interview, mostly perceived this development as a positive and life-changing step towards their adulthood.
Finishing compulsory school was a big relief, because the individual pressure to successfully complete school, while having to deal with personal
problems within the family, was gone. Instead, they had a perspective of
becoming productive within their apprenticeship. A very characteristic
case in this context is Manfred Oblinger, who made an important contribution to the stressed socio-economic status of his family with the money
he earned. He felt that he had no part of the family’s problems anymore,
but was nevertheless proud to support them. He wanted to leave the
high school he attended in order to help the family financially, although
it would have been an option to graduate and to pursue a college degree.
Manfred suffered from losing his first apprenticeship—his position had
unfortunately been terminated within the first three months. After his
experience of failure, Manfred tried to cope with his disappointment by
joining the online world again. He gained weight massively and showed
first signs of a depression, just as his parents did. The apprenticeship in
his desired branch, IT, has been a chance for him to prove his extensive
knowledge and competences while feeling valuable and needed.
Other adolescents, who also got appropriate apprenticeships, felt
their jobs led to strengthened competences for action and self-efficacy and
they gained self-esteem from then on. Against this background, Mario
Hirtner had to abandon his training to be an electrician because of his
fear of heights, but he did receive a position within the IT sector after
some preparation for it. Even the former socially isolated adolescents
reported better social contacts, usually with their colleagues. They got
along with them much better than with their classmates. And in addition, they declared the less influential position of their parents to be
something fairly positive.
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6.4.4   Assisted Living Communities and Apprenticeship Hostels
Moving to assisted living accommodation did play a crucial role for some
of the adolescents, and especially for Benedikt Holzner. These particular children received therapeutic treatment by social educators in such
accommodation and could experience a structured daily routine, which
was very different from their lives with the socio-economically and
socio-emotionally burdened families.
The widespread prejudice over children in such facilities suffering negative consequences could not be confirmed in our results. Much rather,
the facilities had a stabilising effect on the children’s lives. For Benedikt
Holzner, living there led to an enduring transformation, which showed
itself in his strengthened resilience by the end of the study. He chose to
continue living there, although he had already started his apprenticeship
and was able to earn his livelihood. Through his caregivers, Benedikt
experienced the attention, affection and closeness that he missed so desperately at home. He also displayed a positive development with regard
to his excessive media use. The fixed daily routine and the supervision
and regulation of his media use reflect on his use of media. Just like
Benedikt Holzner, Timo Landinger also felt at ease at the facility, where
therapeutic treatment and support was available for his, in fact, massive
psychological problems. However, his release led to a regression in his
development. Timo suffered not just because of his father’s controlling
behaviour and the latter’s claim to be the sole contact person but also
because of his father’s psychological and physical violence aimed at casting out what he had learned in the facility. Timo has been left alone with
his problems and was looking yet again for stress relief and self-assertion
in violent computer games. Our study leads us to surmise that a prolonged residence in the facility would have been good for him.
6.4.5  (Sports)Clubs
According to the European Commission (2011), participation in sports
is a policy goal in many countries, “because sport is regarded as an
important vehicle for generating all kinds of social, psychological, health
and academic effects” (Pot, Verbeek, van der Zwan, & van Hilvoorde,
2016, p. 319). A lot of research has been conducted on the socio-economic differences and their effect on participation in sports activities
(for example, see overview in Pot et al., 2016; see as well Dagkas &
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Quarmby, 2012; Devís-Devís, Beltrán-Carrillo, & Peiró-Velert, 2013;
Kraaykamp, Oldenkamp, & Breedveld, 2013). Most research shows that
there are “vast differences in sport participation rates between children
of lower and higher social classes” (Pot et al., 2016, p. 321) in general.
Although sporting club membership is more common in higher SES
groups, Pot et al. show “that if youngsters with a lower SES participate
in organised sports, then the socialisation process is similar to that of
youngsters with a higher SES” (Pot et al., 2016, p. 333). They conclude
that parents are the key to participation in sports: “If they are able to
provide a context in which sporting capital can be transmitted, chances
are higher that children will (continue to) participate in sports, irrelevant
of the SES of the parents. Nevertheless, differences in socio-economic
contexts are very relevant when studying differences in participation rates
between youngsters from lower and higher SES families” (Pot et al.,
2016, p. 333). This remarkable result also correlates with the findings
of the Institut für Sozialforschung und Gesellschaftspolitik (IGS) from
2011 (see Engels & Thielebein, 2011) about the relation of social class
and participation in culture, education and leisure opportunities for children and adolescents, which were published in the Wealth Report of the
Ministry of Work and Social Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany.
In relation to the results of the World Vision study 2010, it says: “the
social background seems to be an essential factor, which is influencing
the membership in a sports club. The class-specific analysis shows that
only a third of the children of the lower class are active in a sports club,
while it’s 81% in the upper class. The authors of the World Vision Study
explain that it is of high importance, with regard to drop-off in membership numbers, to make the access to these clubs as easy as possible for
children of the lower class” (Engels & Thielebein, 2011, p. 11). In the
case of Austria, Einböck, Proyer, and Fenninger (2015) clearly show differences between young people threatened by poverty and other children
or adolescents doing activities in leisure time, including sports or being
a member in a sports club. Children who are not poor or threatened by
poverty do, therefore, participate more frequently in sports.
From our panel, Helmut Pfortner was the only adolescent, who
practised sport intensively and was member of a sports club. His family was in better socio-economic state from the third wave of the survey
onwards. Benedikt Holzner and Alfons Weiss did sports as well—Alfons
was, in fact, in a sports club when he was younger—but to a lesser
extent. The vast majority of the panel was scarcely interested, or not at
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all, in sports. Two girls, Amelie Aufbauer and Simone Stab, were active
in a sports club at the beginning, but, in case of Simone Stab, she herself abandoned this activity because of a lack of time, and in the case of
Amelie Aufbauer, she gave up her sports activities for lack of money. One
could clearly see the relation between the socio-economic resources of
their families and their activity as a club member. Amelie’s and Simone’s
families accessed only a few socio-economic resources during the survey.
The structure of the family has been identified as another essential
factor. Accordingly, for children of single parents it was less common to
be active in a sports club than other children—not least, because their
parent was not able to support their child, for example by driving them
to the sports club or picking them up after sports events or training,
because of their day-to-day duties. Because of their burdened lives, the
parents themselves weren’t at all, or, at best, just occasionally, active in
clubs or similar facilities and hadn’t been able to direct their children in
this direction.
6.4.6   Politics and Society
The political and societal context became more relevant in the socialisation of the adolescents compared to their early and mid-childhood,
but not to the same extent as was the case with aspects of their lives
described above. This became apparent in the attitude of many families towards neighbours with a migration background. Some families
thought that the families with a migration background, especially the
families with Turkish-Muslim origins, who lived in their areas, could
be a threat to their children’s socialisation. This was the case for the
Grubert family and the Holzner family (in the first wave of the survey),
the Aufbauer family (in the second wave), the Fein family (first wave)
and the Tannhaus family (who withdrew after the second wave of the
survey). They feared that their children would copy bad behaviour
from the neighbourhood children with a Turkish background. For this
reason,6 the parents of Manfred Oblinger did not allow him to have any
contact with neighbouring children from a Turkish background at first.
For some time, Manfred was convinced, despite his high-level intellect,
that people with a migration background would take resources (welfare,
jobs) away from families like his. He was the only adolescent interested
in political topics from an early age. He has been enthusiastic about the
now-deceased, populist right-wing politician, Jörg Haider. Manfred had
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the fantasy that Haider would close the borders for people with a migration background. The boy was strongly affected by Jörg Haider’s sudden
death in a car accident in the fall of 2008. He himself had planned to
become a “Bundesheerlermann” [soldier of the Austrian Armed Forces,
the authors] (second and fourth panel wave) to “be able to ensure
order” in that role. Manfred was later very happy over Barack Obama’s
victory in the United States’ elections, whom he saw in the position of
an underdog as a black politician nevertheless displaying considerable
success. During this period, Manfred fantasised of playing a similarly
powerful role in his home country one day, as with Obama’s presidency
for the United States. Manfred had a Muslim friend for a period of time,
during the fifth wave of the survey; as a result Manfred’s mother builds
a friendship with the boy’s mother as well. During this period, so his
mother, he had shown interest in Islam and he even sympathised with
the “Islamic state” military for some time (fifth panel wave).
While most of the families had not shown any interest in political topics throughout the first five survey waves, apart from topics that had an
immediate impact on their everyday lives, this changed in a sustained
manner with the refugee crisis of 2015 and 2016, when they were confronted with the many refugees arriving in Austria. Refugees became a
major topic in almost all families during the first period of the refugee
crisis, and especially during the sixth wave of the survey. In order to better understand this issue, in the sixth wave of the survey we asked all
families, parents and children, directly about their experiences with refugees, their attitudes and, in relation to that, the role of the media.
It stood out that those families socio-economically and/or socio-
emotionally strained saw the influx of refugees as threat and competition.
On the one hand, they perceived the immediate proximity of their apartments to refugee accommodation as problematic. On the other hand,
many parents perceived a feeling of competition, especially because of
the financial and non-cash benefits, which the refugees received from the
state and which they viewed as unjust. Many families had developed a
fear for their livelihoods and viewed the payments to refugees as unjustified, because, in their eyes, the latter had never to contribute anything.
The families also objected that refugees “had been given so much food”
that they “would just throw it away”, while they themselves had to
“count the money” to make ends meet. Some parents mentioned critically that some refugees would “carelessly” stroll through their residential areas and leave much garbage behind. Some families with daughters
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and some girls related how they feared the many young, male Muslim
refugees. They told of unpleasant and negative encounters, where they
felt being gazed at and harassed. Fear was also generated through the
massive media coverage of the events on New Year’s Eve 2015–2016 in
Cologne or through the social networks, where horror stories about refugees’ behaviour purported to be facts. Friends and acquaintances also
contributed negative experiences with refugees.
The adolescents learned about the refugee crisis through the intensive
coverage in the media, especially through social media. Some of them
were even annoyed by the constant flow of refugee-related information
and tried to avoid it as far as possible. Others used YouTube and some
bloggers on the topic to look for orientation and guidance. In general,
adolescents as well as their parents regarded media coverage on this issue
as suppressing or embellishing facts, and, therefore, as not credible. As
they perceived the situation, public opinion condemned critical views on
refugees as “racist” or “Nazi”.
In addition to the media, the adolescents were confronted with the
refugee issue through heated arguments in their families, and also as a
daily topic at school. Some adolescents felt emotionally assailed, because
of certain arguments they had with their teachers, who tried to explain
the situation of refugees, in order to reach some kind of understanding
with their pupils. Some children recounted how their schools had invited
refugees to tell about their own experiences and their reasons for leaving
their home country. This directly opposed the opinion in their families,
who spoke mostly critically and negatively of refugees.
In a few families, mainly the families Dornbacher and Pfortner, we did
not register resentments against people with a migration background,
either among the parents or their children. These families expressed
understanding towards the situation of these refugees who were driven
out of their countries. Gudrun Dornbacher even actively got involved in
the refugee relief.

6.5  Conclusion
This chapter discusses the core aspects of our longitudinal study over
nearly twelve years. Our goal was to demonstrate how the dynamic
development of the children and their media repertoires, on the one
hand, and the role of different contexts of socialisation, such as parents, siblings, relatives and friends of the family, on the other hand,
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contributed to the children’s socialisation. We could show how parents
and children acted at different phases of their lives and which media services and media content they used, in order to make sense of everyday
life. It became clear what the different ways looked like by which our
subjects incorporated media, “established” as well as “new” ones. In this
context, we identified the children’s patterns of media usage and illustrated them by characteristic examples. These patterns underline how
micro-structural factors, like age and gender, the specific developmental
tasks and also their specific self-will, had an influence on the children’s
media usage. Media became particularly relevant for the children’s lives if
there were conflicts within the family.
Beyond that we shed light on the contexts of peers, friends and
romantic partners, of kindergartens, schools and apprenticeships, as well
as of assisted living communities and apprenticeship hostels. We discussed also how the young people participated in (sports)clubs—if they
did at all—and what relevance sports had over the twelve years of the
research. It became clear that only a few children did any sports at all.
We discussed the role of politics and society by focusing on the question
as to how our subjects—both parents and children—dealt with neighbours from a migration background and with the refugee crisis between
2015 and 2016. Most of them were scared of these people or afraid that
they would get more support from the federal government of Austria—
social facilities and social services—than they themselves.
In this chapter, we have shown how different contexts become relevant in the process of socialisation. In the next chapter, we will focus on
the direct interplay of two of these contexts, family and media. We will
discuss this more deeply by looking into parents’ mediation practices and
how they can be interpreted against the background of the parents’ and
children’s options for action, outlines for action and competences for action.

Notes
1. The original data is in German, all direct quotes that are used in this chapter were translated into English by the authors. In order to make the text
more reader-friendly, we did not include such a reference for the individual
quotes.
2. See Gebel, Schubert, Grimmeisen, and Wagner (2016). The authors also
registered similar outcomes in the case of ten- to twelve-year-old YouTube
users.
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3. In a new survey, Festl and Gniewosz (2017) analysed the role of parental
strategies of media education with reference to new and digital media services and their importance for the family climate. They distinguished the
relevance of what the parents’ individually thought they could do. Festl
and Gniewosz allude to the formal education of mothers and fathers:
“The results confirmed that mothers and fathers with higher ICT parenting competence more often co-used the internet with their child, which
was found to be a resource of positive family climate. With regard to the
families’ education background, we found the parents’ co-use of ICTs was
a signification mediator for the middle- and lower-educated families, precisely for lower-educated fathers” (Festl & Gniewosz, 2017, p. 2).
4. 
Mario Hirtner, for example, allowed his little brother to play computer games which are actually forbidden to him. As a reward, he then
demanded an Ice Tea from his brother. The siblings often met in Mario’s
room to watch funny YouTube videos. The little brother was one of a just
a few social contacts beyond the internet.
5. See Kutscher’s research (2014). She came up with similar results.
6. Gniewosz and Noack (2015, p. 1787) state that “during the past several decades, societies increasingly have become ethnically diverse. In this
respect, developing attitudes toward immigrants or members of other
social groups can be regarded as an important developmental task”.
Following this, they investigated negative aspects of intergroup attitudes,
namely intolerant attitudes towards immigrants in Germany and focused
on “the parent–adolescent transmission of attitudes towards immigrants
between young people age 12 and 16”. They summarise that “adolescents’
attitudes were predicted by maternal and paternal self-reported attitudes”.
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CHAPTER 7

The Interplay Between Family
and Media as Socialisation Contexts:
Parents’ Mediation Practices

7.1  Introduction
In the previous chapter, we gave an overview over relevant social contexts in the socialisation of the young people in our study. Here, we will
display the context of the parents and their mediation practices against
the background of their specific everyday lives. We will present their ways
of parenting and their mediation of media literacy on the basis of the
focused analysis (see Chapters 4 and 6; see Paus-Hasebrink, 2018a), in
which we reflected on the data across all the families in our panel with
respect to the three analytical concepts option for action, outlines for
action, and competences for action (see Chapter 3; see Paus-Hasebrink,
2018b) in a condensed form. A more detailed in-depth look at these
aspects will be provided in Chapter 8 of this book.
In order to show what social disadvantage in the field of mediation
means, we will firstly lay out relevant aspects of social disadvantage
within a mediatised landscape and the general effects of such disadvantage in everyday life (see Chapter 2). As the present chapter focuses on
parents’ mediation practices and how they changed over time, we secondly discuss them from two angles: one the one hand, with respect to
both the children’s age and their media usage and, on the other hand, by
considering the changing conditions in the families’ conduct of everyday life. We decided to use the term “mediation practices”, as they are
part of parents’ overall parenting practices. Against this background,
© The Author(s) 2019
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we discuss the different mediation practices we observed in the study.
Finally, we will discuss and summarise our insights and outcomes relating
to parents’ mediation practices.

7.2  On the Role of Mediation Practices
Amid Social Inequality
The unequal distribution of resources and opportunities affects family
life (Jokinen & Kuronen, 2011, p. 45; see Toczydlowska & Bruckauf,
2017), as socially disadvantaged families have to face and particular challenges in their everyday lives, such as unemployment, often interlinked
with health problems, and challenging socio-emotional problems (PausHasebrink & Kulterer, 2014; see Chapter 2). Against the background
of a rapidly changing media landscape, which can be characterised by a
meta-process known as “mediatization” (Krotz & Hepp, 2013; Lunt
& Livingstone, 2015), these families—like families in general—are confronted with an enormous amount of media. However, poor or socially
disadvantaged youngsters (see also Laubstein, Holz, & Seddig, 2016,
p. 67) display different patterns of media usage from children in better-situated families and thus confront their families with a particularly
challenging task in supporting them in acquiring media competences.
With the internet in particular, we have to keep in mind the relevance of
a “second-level digital divide” (Hargittai, 2002), “participation divide”
(Hargittai & Walejko, 2008) or “third digital divide” (see also Helsper,
2012; Ragnedda, 2017). Hence, we may view these parents and their
children as experiencing a lack of options for participating in contemporary mediatised society in an appropriate and beneficial way.
The large amount of research on parental mediation has produced
mediation scales, which differentiate three relevant mediation strategies. Following Valkenburg, Piotrowski, Hermanns, and de Leeuw
(2013), we can distinguish between parents by the mediation strategy they prefer: The first strategy is “restrictive mediation”. Parents
who use this strategy, according to Valkenburg et al. (2013, p. 445),
“restrict the time that their children spend with media”, the second
strategy is “active mediation”; this includes parents explaining media
content to their children and conveying their opinions about certain media content. And the third strategy is called “co-viewing or
co-use” which “refers to the extent with which parents use media
together with their children, without actively engaging in discussion”
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(Valkenburg et al., 2013, p. 445). Research that is focused more deeply
on transactional aspects such as socio-economic and social-cultural
aspects shows an interrelation between the way parents bring up their
children, the mediation strategies they apply and, their socio-economic
and social-cultural circumstances when managing their everyday lives.
Further literature points out that more highly educated parents try to
support their children by practices of “active mediation”, for example,
by focusing on conversation. Less educated parents apply more restrictive mediation (for example, Rothbaum, Martland, & Beswick Jannsen,
2008; Livingstone, Mascheroni, Dreier, Chaudron, & Lagae, 2015;
Paus-Hasebrink, Bauwens, Dürager, & Ponte, 2013; Vekiri, 2010).
These general findings seem to apply to the usage of the internet as well.
As the research of the EU Kids Online network shows, special attention
must be paid to socially disadvantaged children, because they are more
vulnerable than other children to harm from online media. Furthermore,
their parents use more restrictive measures to control their children’s
internet use instead of trying to actively support and facilitate a safe and
satisfying way of dealing with media (Paus-Hasebrink, Ponte, Dürager,
& Bauwens, 2012, p. 267).
Given our focus on how the parents approach the mediation of media
literacy/competence, we decided to use the term mediation practices,
as they are part of parents’ overall parenting strategies. Against this
background, we discuss the different mediation practices we observed.
Finally, we will discuss and summarise our insights and outcomes relating to parents’ mediation practices. Our focus is on parents’ mediation
practices and how they changed over time, on the one hand, with respect
to both the children’s age and their media usage and, on the other hand,
due to the changing conditions in the families’ everyday lives.

7.3  Selected Findings from the Longitudinal Study:
From Kindergarten to Youth
At the beginning of the longitudinal study, the children were in kindergartens and television was their main media activity, whereas (picture)
books, reading to children and listening to radio plays were quite rare. At
this time, the parents had some general ideas about mediation practices;
most of them remarked that children should not see violent content, but
over time it became obvious that this opinion was clearly influenced by
social desirability. It was very rare for parents to pick up media-related
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topics and talk to their children about them. Only when the children
themselves wanted to talk about something on television, parents would
respond—to the best of their knowledge. All in all, we observed a lack
in parents’ media competences to support their children. Only few of
them were able to deal with media topics and to communicate with their
children, let alone to give them background information about media
contexts.
When children went to school, we observed a striking change: all the
parents, without exception, upgraded their media equipment. Regardless
of their financial resources, they bought computers, because they did
not want their children disadvantaged. And in addition, they were afraid
to lose teachers’ and other parents’ respect, if their children were badly
equipped.
Apart from providing the equipment, most parents did not give much
thought to actually teaching their children how to use the various devices
in a responsible way. Mr. Boll said in 2005 that: “It [comment: talking
about how to use media (devices)] is not important to me, it’s too early
for him anyway”.1 He, like many other parents, claimed that his children
would know what was good for them and how long and how they could
use media anyway, without being able to indicate where that knowledge
would stem from. Teaching media competence, both in the technical as
well as the social sense, was not something that many parents felt responsible for. Almost all parents of the panel assigned this task to teachers,
because of either their own lack of experience and competence in using
“new” media or their unwillingness to make an effort and engage with
the issue, as Mr. Boll pointed out: “That’s [comment: school] where
they can learn more about media than you can teach them, because
you’re lacking the know-how”.
This phenomenon held good throughout the study. As the years
passed, and the children grew older, the families were still well equipped
with media devices; in the third and especially the fourth wave of the
survey, most households owned a desktop computer with access to the
internet (see also Livingstone et al., 2015, p. 14). As the parents displayed very little knowledge of internet use and any concomitant skills,
they evinced an impalpable anxiety about the risks and dangers on the
internet, especially concerning the high costs involved and any virus
infections. As they grew older, the children found new devices and new
services, such as smartphones and, above all, the social media, increasingly important in their media repertoires. This brought new challenges
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in media usage and media competence with it, but the development was
often only observed at a distance, with hardly any mediation on the part
of the parents.
Many parents had a negative attitude towards electronic media and
preferred not to look more closely into the content their children used.
In some families, issues related to privacy protection were mentioned,
but most of the parents did not have enough knowledge and competency to give their children advice and to mediate their internet usage.2
Instead some of them revealed themselves as careless in using social
media; for instance, putting photos of their children on social network
sites like Facebook, and thus embarrassing their children. At the same
time, some parents recognised that nowadays the competent use of computers and the internet has become a key qualification for the future
career of their children. In these cases, the parents once again relied
largely on schools to teach media literacy, especially when it came to the
internet (see as well Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2012, p. 267; 2013, pp. 122–
125). Beyond that, most parents adopted the position that their children
were now grown up and, therefore, they could feel even less responsible
than in previous years.

7.4   Practices of Parental Mediation
The parents mostly showed little competence when it came to issues of
mediation, often due to their own deficient options for action, and their
deprived social situation due to unemployment and so on, which often
left them preoccupied with a lot of problems, while coping on multiple
levels of everyday life with challenges, such as a lack of time for their children, a lack of leisure time for themselves, worries about the future and
so on. These factors closely interacted with parents’ outlines for action.
They were often severely limited in building and organising outlines for
action (such as dealing with media offerings and motives to use; dealing with conflicts and proximity; interacting within family, neighbourhood, peer-groups, friendships, kindergarten or class; preferences, goals,
plans and motives for action in general, plans for their future in special), as they were not often able to define goals for coping with problems in everyday life. Many of them had difficulties in forming their
own plans and fulfilling their wishes and desires, both as couples and as
parents, and as families as well. All of our families had an ideal image
of themselves and of family in general—and there was scarcely anyone
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for whom this did not include caring for their children per se. But the
interplay between deficits in options for action and outlines for actions
often induced developing or blocking adequate competences for action to
manage the challenges of everyday life—all in all, they did not have the
needed resources for supporting their children as they grew up, including their media usage in general, and even less with their internet usage.
Against this background, one has to bear in mind that the parents were
less educated and had little or almost no knowledge about all aspects
of using the internet, whereas the technical operation of so-called “old
media”, such as television, was no great problem for them. Their awareness of media contents and their backgrounds meant they were not competent to support their children.
In the following, we will look deeper into the specific mediation
practices identified in the families over the study’s entire duration (see
Chapters 5 and 8).3
We identified five dominant mediation practices: laissez-faire, unmethodical restriction, arbitrary control and exploitation of dominance, amicability and child-centred practices. These practices closely interacted with
the parents’ specific palette of options for action, outlines for action and
competences for action. These practices do not always occur exclusively
and separately from each other, often we could identify a mixture of
practices that were used depending on the situation (also because parents
were often insecure about how to react in certain situations or because
they had no coherent approach to parenting), with one practice that
could be seen as dominant, however, or we could observe that the dominant practice in a family changed over time.
7.4.1  Laissez-faire4
The majority of parents espoused laissez-fair-practices, as they did not
cope well with everyday challenges and accordingly showed either little
or no interest in their children’s media usage, or they were even prepared
to declare that children had to learn that life is, to express it informal,
not good but evil. In our interviews, some mothers did say that children
had to learn that life is not uniformly benevolent, but that bad things can
happen as well, something they could learn best by using media, something that for example Ms. Stab believed in the first waves of the study
when she used media to show her children the “harsh reality” of the
world (2007). Another example is Ms. Holzner, who, in 2007, watched
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reality shows together with her children for educational purposes, in a
way as a “worst practice”—example of what happens when children
don’t behave: “What we watched, what we really watched was this show
‘Teenagers out of control’. On RTL [comment: a German commercial
television station], because I, that was something for them, because I
told them: when you keep behaving like this at home, that’s where you
will end up. I’ll kick you out, I’m telling you, I’m not interested in this
anymore, if the police starts calling every other day, because I have to
come pick you up, or because you are loitering or if one of you is hiding
out somewhere, I don’t care for that”.
Some of the parents believed that there was no need for media education or communication about media in the family after their children went to school. The opinion was that they should, by then, be old
enough to at least learn about life using media in a sort of trial and error
approach.
Often, different media, mostly the television, were used to keep children occupied when the parents had other things to do, as was the case
in the Boll family at the beginning of the study. Since the parents were
working a lot on the farm, their children were left to use media entirely
unsupervised claiming that “they pretty much know” (2005) what and
how long they were allowed to use media, resulting in some of the children using the television excessively even though the parents claimed
that the children would spend more time outside.
Many parents gave the impression that schools are seen as better
places for learning media competence. This was often implied by referring to their own limited knowledge about the matter and also because,
as some parents like Mr. and Mrs. Landinger saw it, especially at the
beginning of the study, children spent more time in school with their
teachers than at home with the parents, thus taking themselves out of the
responsibility. Interestingly, towards the end of the study, many parents
complained about the poor media education classes in school or did not
sign their children up for special (free) programs offered by the schools.
Single-parent families and extended families were particularly prone
to this practice, in particular those living in severely deprived socio-economic constellations, without any hope that things might improve, and,
in this connection, also stressed by difficult socio-emotional situations and
excessive demands almost overwhelming them (see also Nikken & Opree,
2018, pp. 1844 & 1855). These families had substantial problems in coping with everyday life challenges. Single mothers espousing these practices
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had extreme difficulties in doing family, partly because of their experience
of being abandoned. When life situations changed, because a new partner
came into the family, and problems occurred over a child from an earlier
partnership, we noted this practice again. In the cases of extended families
with more than five—in some cases even up to nine or ten children—parents could not manage all the everyday tasks, so that their stressful everyday context left them no resources to support their children’s growing up.
As their children grew older, other families, who had previously displayed different attitudes, also started to indicate a more laissez-faire
stance towards their children’s media usage. They were convinced that
their children were old enough to use media without any rules or mediation from their parents.
7.4.2   Unmethodical Restriction
The practice of restrictive parental mediation includes proscriptions and
limitations, in order to control their children’s—often extensive—media
usage. However, parents did not apply these rules consistently, and they did
not monitor compliance. On the contrary, parents sometimes undermined
their own regulations, either by allowing media as reward or banning it as
punishment. As with laissez-faire, we observed this practice in extended and
in single mother families. When the children were young, parents wanted
time for housework, business or just for themselves, so they frequently used
the television as a baby-sitter—often without looking at the content.
Unconsidered use of media to keep their children occupied was frequent and extensive in these families, reflecting their individual contexts
and their insufficient options for actions. It precluded building and performing outlines for action among parents showing problems in coming
to terms with their lives. This practice was particularly prevalent when
children were younger. The studies by Valkenburg et al. (2013) and
Livingstone et al. (2015) display similar results. By mid-childhood, or
in adolescence, this practice had become rarer, because parents believed
their children would not need mediation anyway.
7.4.3   Arbitrary Control or Exploitation of Dominance
This heading describes practices ranging from arbitrarily controlling
children to dominance with a certain degree of violence—on the level,
for example, fathers who physically beat their children, or exerted
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psychological pressure. Such parents were trying to discipline their children, in order to treat their own, rather crude, problems (see examples
of the Landinger family, the Rohringer and Weiss family in Chapter 8).
This practice identified dysfunctional partnerships between parents as
also affecting relationships with their children. Mr. Landinger used physical violence to end unwelcome discussions with his son Timo:
Interviewer: Do you talk about this with your father, or?
Timo: No, because if I keep bugging him, he becomes aggressive, and I
don’t like that.
Interviewer: What does it look like when he becomes aggressive? What
does he do then?
Timo: He slaps me.
Interviewer: You? How do you react?
Timo: I’d like to hit him back, but he is my father, so I can’t do that.
[…]
Interviewer: Is it a a dab or does he really heit you hard?
Timo: He hits me really hard […] That always brings me into an angry
phase.” (Interview in 2014)

In some cases, parents’ massive dissatisfaction over their options for action
and their outlines for action led them to overestimate their competences
for action. This, in turn, provoked negative feelings projected onto their
children. These parents’ arbitrary practices of control or even dominance displayed their actual lack of parenting skills. For example, Timo
Landinger’s father used violent computer games, rated as only for adults,
to calm his son down by offering them, among his mediation practices,
as reward. Mr. Landinger justified his approach (2014) because they had
hardly any free time and a lot of stress and when Timo entered puberty,
Mr. Landinger talked about tensions that could best be resolved if Timo
stayed in his room, playing video games or watching television. If the
tensions became too much, he would exert violence and humiliation to
reinforce his dominance in the household.
Timo was almost addicted to video games as an avenue for coping
with his own aggressions caused by his father’s violence.
Mrs. Rohringer is an example for a mother who exerts an extraordinary amount of control over her daughter’s media use. She works at
home and thus has almost total control about what the children do after
school. At age 15, her daughter was not allowed to have her Facebook
account to herself, her mother had access to it on her own phone and
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kept following her daughter’s doings. If things happened that she did
not approve of, she disconnected the wifi, she also controlled her daughter’s WhatsApp messages, exerting dominance by stating that “she knows
I am her boss” (2014).
7.4.4  Amicability
Some parents, especially single mothers, showed a high level of amicability where they used media together with their children. However,
this was, above all, a strategy for spending time with their children,
and mostly not for showing active engagement or any other mediation practices. This practice is quite similar to co-viewing or co-use (see
Valkenburg et al., 2013). As children, and particularly daughters, grew
older, these mothers valued media usage with their children. They
practiced an amicability, blurring the lines between parent–child roles,
as was especially the case in the Öllinger family. These mothers, like
Ms. Öllinger, had massive problems coping with limited options for action
(in Ms. Öllingers case her illness and the inability to leave the house
much, leading to massive reliance on media as entertainment and connection to the outside world) and unfulfilled outlines for action, especially
because of loneliness and the lack of a partner to share their worries and
problems. So they compensated by explicitly using media together with
their daughters or using media to keep a connection to their daughters
outside of the house as well, while, at the same time, almost completely
disregarding their children’s wishes and interests, constraining them to
a certain extent. In these families, mothers did not, in fact, apply mediation practices at all and merely talked about interesting content.
7.4.5   Child-Centred Mediation Practices
We rarely observed these practices in our panel. Child-centred mediation occurred in some cases of better-doing family. We observed this
especially in families with upgraded options for action and, in connection with this, settled outlines for action, which led to more scope for
adequate competences for action where parents did have the resources to
focus on their children’s interests and needs like the Dornbacher family (see Chapter 8). This practice was rather found in nuclear families
with improving finances through new employment, better-salaried jobs
or a double income. A similar result concerning income features in the
study from Livingstone et al. (2015, p. 10). These families succeeded
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in creating more relaxed environments for all family members: a better socio-economic, and hence a better socio-emotional situation, gave
parents the opportunity to cope better with everyday challenges.
Furthermore, where mothers married a new partner, who was better off
and able to be a good and caring stepfather, improved circumstances
meant doing family worked well.

7.5  Conclusion
Given the correlation between parents’ socio-structural background and
their specific ways of interacting, our long-term study showed that parents’ resources shaped their competence in supporting their children
(see Paus-Hasebrink et al., 2013). Based on the three central analytical
concepts, options for action, outlines for action and competences for action,
parents’ and children’s practices, including parents’ mediation practices,
become understandable and comprehensible as relating to the links
between subjective perception, orientations driving action and everyday
life practices, all against the backdrop of socio-structural conditions.
With respect to specific forms of interaction between the three analytic concepts, options for action, outlines for actions and competences for
action (see Chapter 3), parents’ resources dictated how they either succeeded or failed in their everyday lives. With parents’ specific options for
action in mind, the longitudinal study emphasises the importance of
interaction between family members (see Goldberg, Grusec, & Jenkins,
1999), especially in parent–child relationships, where the degree of proximity, trust and reciprocity parents were able to build up with their children had relevant consequences for their parenting ability and for family
communication. We observed that the parents’ mediation practices via
the specific ways they interacted with and monitored their children were
highly relevant to the children’s socialisation (Paus-Hasebrink, 2017;
see as well Schofield Clark, 2013; Smetana, Robinson, & Rote, 2015).
Our qualitative and long-term perspective allowed insights into the
interplay of the dynamics between the children’s age, the parents’ individual conduct of everyday life, the context of their socio-economic and
socio-emotional situation, as well as their coping practices with everyday
challenges in doing family. Studies (for example, Van den Bulck, Custers,
& Nelissen, 2016) show that the parent–child relationship is bidirectional and that children themselves also determine what pedagogical
practices their parents will use, however inconsistently they may apply
them (see Chapter 8).
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Notes
1. The original data is in German, all direct quotes that are used in this chapter were translated into English by the authors. In order to make the text
more reader-friendly we did not include such a reference for the individual
quotes.
2. Festl and Gniewosz described “that the parents’ co-use of ICTs was a significant mediator for the middle- and lower-educated families, precisely for
lower-educated fathers” (2017, p. 2).
3. Knop, Hefner, Schmitt, and Vorderer (2015) identified similar mediation
practices in their research on children’s and adolescents’ use of mobile
phones and internet.
4. Livingstone et al. (2015, p. 10) use the term “laissez faire”, in order to
describe a special “mediation strategy”, which can be characterised as
“warm and supportive but non-demanding”.
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CHAPTER 8

The Typology of Socially
Disadvantaged Families

8.1  Introduction
The previous two chapters looked at some of the core aspects of our
longitudinal study, as observed from the children’s development, their
media repertoires and the different contexts of socialisation that play a
role in their lives, and they considered the mediation strategies that we
identified from our panel.
The study’s data shows one thing very clearly: the children in the sample grew up in very dynamic and heterogeneous contexts. Each family
displayed patterns of factors unique to it and shaping the everyday life
experiences of all its members, and especially the children’s. The specific
interplay of individual key factors in a family influenced the socialisation
of the children. The influence of different factors varied for each family:
for some, one particular financial situation was more challenging than it
was for others; different families coped with available resources in very
different ways, for some, the climate between family members put a
strain on their everyday lives and weighed on them more heavily than the
financial deprivation.
Our discovery of the similarities in, and differences between, the
respective family lives (doing family) of our subjects was the starting
point for developing a typology of the families in the sample. We followed Kluge’s (2000) approach to the construction of qualitative types
(see Chapter 4), beginning by identifying the main dimensions available
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02653-0_8
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for characterising the families. Building on the results of the first four
waves, we identified the following: the socio-economic situation of
the family (e.g., their finances, employment and their standard of living), the socio-emotional climate (e.g., the relationship between family members, the observable conduct of family members with regard to
each other and so on) and the identifiable coping strategies (how each
family was able to deal with everyday challenges resulting from social
disadvantage).
We first developed our typology in 2014 (see Paus-Hasebrink &
Kulterer, 2014, p. 239), after four waves of data collection (2005, 2007,
2010, 2012). On the study’s completion, after two more waves of data
collection (2014, 2016), we revised and improved our typology in 2017
(see Fig. 8.1). The dimensions used for the identification and description
of the types remained largely the same, but were in some cases renamed
to provide a better understanding of their meaning. Due to various
changes that the families themselves underwent between both waves,
some families were moved from one type to another (e.g., because their
financial situation had improved or because the family climate became
more relaxed, or because their situation took a turn for the worse)
and ultimately, one of the previous five types was merged with another
already existing one (Type 1 and Type 2) since the differentiation

Fig. 8.1 First typology 2014 and revised typology 2016
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between both had become less distinct as the remaining families of previous Type 2 had experienced an aggravation of their problems. These
changes resulted in four family types, as shown in the matrix below (see
Fig. 8.2). This shows how the various dimensions combine to illustrate
the different family types.
The following portrayal of the family types views each family as a
whole, together with its development over the years, but it focuses on
the most recent data from the last two waves of data collection. At the
core of the analysis and description of the types are the three a nalytical
concepts: options for action, outlines for action and competences for action
(see Chapter 3). Our portrayal of the types aims at highlighting the
interplay of these three concepts against the background of the challenges confronting parents and children—the life tasks confronting the
parents and developmental tasks (Havighurst, 1972) confronting the
children—and their strategies of socialisation and of parenting, as well
as their accompanying media use. We stress that these concepts were
not identified independently and then analysed with regard to how they
relate to each other, as the families’ individual natures and the nature
of their relationships are much more complicated. Not all factors can
be defined by simply looking at their objective manifestations, but they

Fig. 8.2 Four family types—typology 2016
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also have to be analysed for each individual’s subjective perception of
their situation—very similar circumstances on the objective level do not
automatically mean the same thing for different individuals and have the
same consequences for them.
To demonstrate what is meant by that, we have chosen one case to
describe in more detail. It represents each of the family types and provides a deeper insight into lifeworld of the respective child and its family, and displays with the different combinations of characteristics, and
the individual interplay of these characteristics designating the family as
belonging to this type. This form of in-depth analysis allows for a better understanding of the processes of socialisation the children undergo
throughout the years and what role media play in this context.
The other families within the same type will be dealt with in less
detail, while still addressing the relevant issues.1

8.2  The Families of Type 1
Massive Socio-Economic Problems as the Result of Multiple Forms of
Deprivation: The Families Overwhelmed in All Respects. (Landinger,
Oblinger, Fein, Öllinger)

The families of Type 1 are either large families (with more than five children2) or single-parent families. All of them struggled with everyday life
challenges throughout the duration of the study, so that their respective
circumstances remained, comparatively, the most critical right up to the
end of the research.
These families experienced deprivation on various levels: on the one
hand, they experienced massive socio-economic deprivation while, on the
other hand, psychological and physical problems additionally burdened
the family situation, often leading to parental unemployment or contributing to developmental problems in the children. All of these families
continued to suffer under their situation right up to the end of the study.
A precarious financial situation was often mirrored in the living situations. Either the families lived in rather small and/or old apartments
or older houses, some in remote, rural areas with weak infrastructure
where rents are lower and job opportunities scarce, or in deprived and
less popular areas in cities. For the adolescents, this meant fewer choices
over schools, job training and education programmes, thus limiting their
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perspectives for the future, as well as often restricting their latitude for
spending time outside of the family home.
At the end of the study it became clear that the parents of these families would probably not be able to improve their situation because they
were overburdened by the challenges posed by the limited options for
actions. At least one of the children from the Type 1 families, Manfred
Oblinger, found a promising future perspective in training to become an
IT technician. The future of Timo Landinger and Olivia Fein, who were
both participating in special programmes to help unemployed teenagers integrate into the job market, was still rather unclear at the end of
the study. Viktoria Öllinger had aspirations to finish school, maybe go
abroad, and then later find a job in public service, but it still remained to
be seen whether her endeavours would be successful.
With regard to the parenting strategies of the Type 1 families, we
can say that most of them had a sense of responsibility for the development of their children and for their opportunities in life, but some of
them, like the Fein and Landinger families, clearly saw their children as
an additional burden and maintained a rather distanced relationship with
them. In this context, the media were seen as welcome “tranquillisers”,
especially in the early years, and as ways to keep the children occupied
without too much effort. They often reflected on this issue, but it was
clear that the gap between the parents’ ideals, between their outlines
for actions (“wanting”) and their actual competences for actions (actually
“doing”), was often too big. This became evident in many aspects of the
way they lived and, in the ways, they dealt with their life tasks, with parenting and media education figuring among these.
8.2.1   The Case of Timo Landinger and His Family
8.2.1.1 Situation and Climate of Relationships Within the Family
Timo (17 years old in 2016) was the youngest child in a large family
that suffered from severe deprivation on multiple levels throughout the
study. The family consisted of Mr. Landinger and his wife (between the
last two interview waves, they got married after having a relationship for
28 years) and six children; Mr. Landinger was the biological father of the
four youngest siblings. The family situation had been marked by instability, conflict and violence throughout the years.
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Timo’s situation within this family was especially depressing, as, from
an outside perspective, his world seemed rather constrained and bleak.
The crisis in the family escalated at one point between the first and second waves of data collection, driving Timo’s mother and the younger
children into a women’s shelter. The parents reconciled and moved
to another county, but the situation did not improve for Timo. He
remained psychologically impaired, and his needs were mostly neglected
by his parents, who were initially too preoccupied with financial issues,
and later with health-related ones (psychological as well as physical).
Both parents were permanently unemployed and did not seem eager to
actually find a job but tried to get as much welfare money as possible.
Through online research, Mr. Landinger diagnosed himself with 62 diseases and sought to have them acknowledged in order to receive more
money.
The housing situation mirrored the precarious financial situation of
the family. At first, it was living in a crowded apartment and later moved
into a house in a remote, rural region of Austria—we could not ascertain how the family was able to finance this purchase. The house needed
renovating and the family put some effort into improving its state, with
some success. The interior of the house was messy and anything but
clean. The living area was crammed with objects, and everything smelled
of stale cigarette smoke (both parents were heavy smokers). The exception was Timo’s room, where he seemed to try to bring some feeling of
order and control into his life by keeping it tidy.
The adjacent building on the family’s property remained rather desolate, and its function was unclear right up to the end of our study. It
was used for storage, but also for hobbies, and it included a bathtub and
warm running water.
All the problems burdening the parents during the study meant that
their constant struggle impinged directly on the children, with violence
often used as the parents’ main response to conflicts. All this contributed
to rather cold relationships, with hardly any affection between the family
members, and Timo clearly suffered from this lack of warmth and affection, stating in one of the interviews that he had the feeling that no one
liked him, not even the cat.
The climate within the family was, furthermore, marked by the very
dominant father, who seemed to derive his self-esteem solely from his
sway over the family. In order to maintain his dominant position, he used
psychological humiliation, as well as physical punishment. Mr. Landinger
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expected subordination from the other family members and did not
hesitate to enforce his will, although he denied any use of violence. His
son’s statements, and his wife’s behaviour clearly suggested otherwise.
Mrs. Landinger was clearly marked by her relationship to her husband,
as she seemed timid and jumpy in his presence and had only very limited
options for actions. She also seemed to be psychologically impaired and
was in therapy in a special facility during the last years of the study. She
seemed to have prematurely aged and apparently had no significant influence on the family’s life.
Timo’s cognitive and emotional-affective development had suffered
under the multiple problems the family experienced, as well as from the
lack of support within it. He was diagnosed with ADHD and other mental deficits and needed special care, which could not be provided by his
parents. He did not receive adequate treatment and help, despite being
home-schooled for some time, was then admitted to a psychiatric clinic
after a situation in primary school escalated and was finally placed in a specialised socio-pedagogical living facility and school where he lived during
the week. He completed his years of compulsory schooling in this facility and moved back into his parents’ house permanently between our fifth
and sixth waves. He showed progress in his development during the time
he spent in the facility, did not have to rely on a number of different medications anymore and clearly profited from the stable routine, the therapeutic exercises and strict guidelines for media use and from the contact with
other children of his age. However, returning home landed him back in
his confined micro-cosmos, where he spent his days with computer games
and working with a special programme aimed at enhancing his chances for
job training but without producing any results by the end of the study.
Timo remained slow to develop and had severe problems with writing, as his network map shows (see Fig. 8.3).3
It cost Timo no little effort to produce the map, which is full of mistakes, like the “E” used instead of a “3” in “PS3” (PlayStation 3), as well
as spelling mistakes.
Mr. Landinger openly stated that he wanted to undo what the
school/facility taught his son, so that Timo would be socialised as
Mr. Landinger saw fit. Timo had no friends and no social contacts
outside of the family anymore. He had one friend, but Timo’s father
saw him as a threat to his dominance in the family and so drove him
away. Violence and demonstrations of power were seemingly the only
competences for action that Mr. Landinger knew.
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Fig. 8.3 Network map by Timo Landinger in 2016 (Tracing based on the original, translated and anonymised by the authors)

Much like his mother, Timo appeared to have resigned himself to his
fate, as he made no attempt to break free of the situation or to change
anything. His options were very limited, and he simply lacked the perspective and the outlines for actions, as well as the competences, to see
any perspective beyond his world. Timo’s father actively restricted his
son’s options—although they were already limited due to the family’s
situation—probably because he feared outside interference threatening
his dominant position. Timo was apparently very intimidated and said at
one point that he would like to hit his father back, but conceded that he
could not, as his father was, after all, just that.
8.2.1.2 Media
Against this background, the media played a crucial role in Timo’s life
from early childhood on. They were his constant companions when he
was, more or less, left alone by his family. The Landingers did not pursue much in the way of leisure time activities and spent most of their
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time confined to their home. When Timo was older and living in the
assisted-living facility during the week, he often expressed interest in
pursuing activities like visiting a farm or, when he was at home, learning how to make bread, but his parents always discouraged him, arguing
that the weekdays were so exhausting due to commuting to therapy and
to Timo’s school, that the family needed time to rest on weekends. So,
Timo was left to pursue his media consumption as a way of keeping him
occupied.
Since the beginning of the study, the media had served as a platform
to engage in fantasies of power, which helped Timo to cope with the
lack of power he experienced in everyday life. In our second wave, Timo
declared he wanted to be a Pokémon, so that he could scare his family
and the children in school.
First television, and later computer games, provided an opportunity to
experience some form of self-efficacy. Fighting, proving himself and a sense
of achievement were his primary motives for media use, especially with
regard to computer games. His fascination with violent (and age-inappropriate) video games and media content, especially with anything related to
the topics of war, death and violence, persisted over the entire period.
The media not only became the primary leisure time activity for Timo,
but they were also a way to cope with his aggression and give his everyday routine a structure. His parents did not restrict this media use in any
significant ways, except for prohibiting the use of the internet, because
they did not think that Timo had the ability to use it. We consider it
probable that their real motivation was that his access to the internet
would mean they would have to try to exercise some sort of control and
mediation in order to avoid risky/harmful situations. Accordingly, Timo
had a mobile phone from 2014 onwards, but it was an obsolete model
with no internet connection.
Timo had free access to different game consoles (PlayStation 2 and 3
as well as a PSP) and a large number of video games. The two pictures4
that Timo took of his favourite place in his room during the last panel
wave show 33 video games (most of all fighting games), which represented only part of his game collection.
Mr. Landinger said in 2012 that video games were his son’s world,
one that he did not want to deprive him off, since, in his opinion, Timo
found his own identity and more self-esteem in playing these games,
even if he lost a hundred times. At this point, it has to be said that Timo
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was not actually good at playing these games. On a couple of occasions,
he played games during or after the interviews, providing the interviewers an insight into his limited abilities to process the action and to master
the game challenges. The picture of his favourite media place in his room
from 2014 shows the screen of his television displaying the menu of a
game he was about to play also during the interview.
In 2016, Timo himself claimed to be “addicted” to video games. On
weekends he often seemed to be playing games for 12 hours straight,
and during the week it was the first thing he did after coming home
from his job training—something that both his own statements and his
parents’ statements underline. In his last interview, Timo said: “I only
dream about games, games, games”. Timo’s parents emphasised the
role that video games play in calming Timo down. In 2016, the parents
claimed that, if it were not for the games, there would have been no respite from the stress with their son.
The parents’ own range of media was not much broader either. The
most important medium in the house was the TV. Mr. Landinger was
always eager to emphasise his dedication to information programmes—
he was definitely interested in various subjects and had a vast factual
knowledge, but tended to conflate topics and arguments, leaving his own
utterances hard to understand for outsiders. In general, it appeared that
the entertainment programmes of various private broadcasting stations
dominated the family’s media use.
Mr. Landinger used the computer and the internet from time to time
to do research or to file papers for authorities online. Books were almost
non-existent in the household, and the family did not take a newspaper,
but only occasionally read free local papers, while Mrs. Landinger read
magazines mostly related to hobbies, such as crocheting.
Throughout the study, Mr. and Mrs. Landinger tended to a positive
opinion of the media. They valued them highly for their relaxing effect
and for the opportunity they provided to recover from a stressful everyday life, but hardly ever evinced any form of critical analysis. In some
interviews, these parents indicated some awareness of popular public discourses on the risks of media use, especially the risks from online exposure or those associated with violent content and its effect on a child’s
psyche. However, their own approach to their son’s media education
and their rules for media usage indicate that these statements most likely
deferred to social desirability. Consequently, their uncritical approach to
the media precluded any form of media literacy.
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8.2.1.3 Parenting and Role of Socialisation Contexts
The overall approach to parenting in the Landinger family can only be
described as non-existent or, at least, amorphous and inconsistent. The
parents displayed a mixture of the mediation practices we identified as
unmethodical restriction and arbitrary control/exploitation of dominance (see Chapter 7). Throughout the years, there were few clear rules,
and those there were (e.g., that Timo was not allowed to use the internet), were mostly not explained to him, let alone consequently enforced.
Rather than monitoring Timo’s media usage and discussing it with him,
the parents set arbitrary restrictions. In order to assert his ideas of proper
behaviour, Mr. Landinger did not shy away from physical violence,
which, as he argued, was preferable to psychological violence, something
he viewed as torture. When Timo was still living in the socio-pedagogical
facility, his parents had even refused to do any kind of parenting at all,
because they had felt that their son had to follow too many rules in the
facility anyway, so they wanted to leave him alone on the weekends to
relax.
All in all, it became clear over the years that Timo’s parents were
unwilling to deal with their responsibilities as parents in general, and
with issues of media literacy in particular. As our study indicates, their
parenting style—if that is even the right word to use—builds on unmethodical restrictions rather than mediation and on enforcing their ideas
of dominance through violence.
For a short period, Timo was able to experience other forms a socialisation from outside of his family, which helped to widen his perspective,
only to be reduced again after moving back home to his family, where
his father limited his contact with people outside of the family to a bare
minimum.
In the light of all this, Timo’s future remained unclear. When the
study ended, he still had no job prospects and hardly any friends and
social contacts. During the final phone call marking the end of the study,
Timo appeared apathetic and devoid of any emotion.
8.2.2   Other Families of Type 1
8.2.2.1 The Oblinger Family
This family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Oblinger and their six children.
The oldest three stem from Mrs. Oblinger’s first marriage and had
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already moved out by the time the study began. However, they continued to live close-by, except for the oldest son, who lived in a neighbouring region. Manfred was the oldest of the remaining siblings and
impressed as highly talented.
Throughout the study, this family was overwhelmed, both by their
poor financial situation and by multiple strokes of fate, especially regarding the parents’ health.
The family lives in a fairly remote and mountainous area, with poor
access to public transport. They moved there, shortly before the study
began, to acquire an affordable home for the large family. Mr. Oblinger
had to give up his job, because there were no openings for a technical
draftsman in this region, and he became a cook instead—the region’s
tourism creates a demand for this occupation. Although prospects in
the area were limited, especially with regard to education and jobs, and
although the family had to sacrifice a lot when they moved there, they
remained content with their housing situation throughout the study.
Mrs. Oblinger was never employed during the study, and during its
last years she suffered a stroke, becoming unable to work due to the
ensuing depression. Before our sixth wave, her husband suffered a knee
injury coming home from work at a skiing hut. An operation resulted in
a chronic infection, rendering him also unable to work and later leading
to depression. So the family had to struggle with even fewer resources
and was living on the bare minimum of social welfare. This situation
put a strain on the climate within the family and became their dominant
concern.
As a child, Manfred experienced this growing lack of resources from
an early age, and it always preoccupied him. He always talked about how
he wanted to earn a lot of money when he was a grown-up and that
he wanted to save it. The little money he received, he hid away without spending it, presumably being content with simply possessing it.
When Manfred was younger, he always feared that immigrant families
could take even more resources away from him and his family through
their claims on social welfare. Later on, he also voiced concerns about
refugees, who did not work and received social welfare money as well.
Mrs. Oblinger was, on the one hand, very engaged in helping others—
although she had to cease her voluntary activities at a local food bank
and as a paramedic due to her own health issues—and felt sorry for asylum seekers who had lost everything. On the other hand, she had always
voiced some concerns and shown traces of hostility towards foreigners.
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It was only during the last waves of data collection that she seemed to
have changed her views slightly, as she talked a lot about close friends,
who were immigrants from Eastern Europe and who had become very
important to both Mrs. Oblinger and Manfred.
When Manfred started elementary school, a test showed that he was
highly talented and intellectually highly gifted. This resulted in him
being bored in school and becoming an outsider because of his intellectual abilities and his personal interests—in contrast to his peers, he was
interested in politics and other serious topics. Due to the weak infrastructure where the Oblingers lived, a lack of resources on the side of
the family, and a lack of adequate support programmes in the region,
Manfred’s cognitive abilities were hardly stimulated. Manfred was, therefore, not able to develop competencies for actions commensurate with
his intellect.
It became clear throughout all waves of data collection that Manfred’s
parents were overchallenged with raising their kids generally, and especially with their media education (the parents showed laissez-faire practices or sometimes even unmethodical restriction, see Chapter 7). At
the same time, Manfred and his siblings had access to plenty of media
to compensate for other shortcomings. This soon led to excessive media
use, especially with Manfred, who developed a special liking for violent
video games. These games challenged him intellectually and cognitively,
and he was soon able to master difficult levels, thus boosting his self-esteem. His mother provided these games because she felt sorry for her
son, who was an outsider with hardly any social contacts, as she would
not let him play with children with migrant backgrounds in their neighbourhood. This led Manfred to start playing shooter games at the
early age of six. Right up to the end of the study, Manfred remained
very much into video games and found it easier to make friends online
through various games than through any social contacts in his immediate
surroundings. At the same time, he developed remarkable skills in programming and in using various tools to advance his game playing.
Manfred managed to find a place for training as an industrial management assistant—despite his intellectual abilities, he did not want to
continue going to school or to pursue studies at a university, he wanted
much rather to earn his own money as soon as possible—but he gave
it up after only two months. After this, he became fully absorbed in his
world of online game playing, until he managed to find a new training
position in his desired profession of IT technician. When we last called
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Manfred, he seemed very enthusiastic about this position and it looked
very promising. His self-taught abilities in using computer technology
had finally transformed into a job opportunity. This job training now
offered him a way to support his parents financially, to have money of his
own and to realise his outlines for actions, while at the same time trying
to better the situation of his family.
8.2.3   The Fein Family
At the end of the study, the Fein family consisted of Ms. Fein, her
daughter Olivia, the younger son and the youngest daughter. The
family was initially living in an apartment on the outskirts of their

local town, an area with many immigrants and people with migrant
background. Between our second and fourth data collection waves,
Ms. Fein had a new partner with his own business. She also moved to
another county, and both factors led to an overall improvement of her
socio-economic situation although Ms. Fein herself had been unemployed throughout the whole study. After separating from her partner,
who was also the father of the youngest daughter, she experienced a
severe worsening of her situation. She was diagnosed with epilepsy and
depression, was granted an early pension at age 33 and remained in
treatment for her psychological problems. By the end of the study, she
had a new, considerably older partner, with whom she had a less formal
relationship.
During our second wave, Olivia, the oldest daughter, had troubles
adjusting to her new surroundings. At one point, she threatened to commit suicide and was committed to a supervised living facility after her
grandmother intervened. This seemed to have a positive effect in the
beginning, but Olivia continued to display behavioural problems, such
as masturbating in front of others (by that time she was ten years old).
Olivia had always been affected by the problems and strains in her family,
because the family climate was always problematic, even during periods
of relative financial stability.
At the beginning of the study, Ms. Fein practised unmethodical mediation, but later she displayed total lassez-faire, was seemingly resigned
to her fate and unable to take on any responsibilities. As a consequence,
she was rather distanced from her children, had little interest in them
and remained preoccupied with her own problems. Olivia characterised
her mother as “cold-hearted” in one of our last waves and was longing
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for a trustworthy confidant. The relationship between Ms. Fein and
her daughter Olivia was obviously damaged by the time that Olivia had
spent in the supervised living facility. Both expressed feelings of estrangement after Olivia was allowed to return home. The relationship deteriorated further after a supposed incident between Olivia and her mother’s
ex-partner—in the last interview Ms. Fein indicated that her e x-partner
was not allowed to see their daughter, Olivia’s youngest half-sister,
after a court-mandated visiting ban. The exact reason remains unclear,
although the case had overtones of sexual abuse.
Olivia had reacted to the strained climate in her family and the alienation from her mother by displaying an overwhelming wish for attention.
Her media usage indicates how her psychological insecurity made her
seek images of an idyllic world. For a long time, she admired Hannah
Montana, the star of the TV series with the same name. Subsequently,
she became very interested in gossip about stars, and especially royal
families, which served her as fantasies of consumption and wealth. Her
desires were reflected in her outlines for actions, like, for example, marrying early and having a family, an expression of her longing for safety and
comfort and a way for her to realise competences for actions. Social media
served as a way for her to channel her feelings and to present herself as a
sexually attractive young woman; she tried to attract attention via various
social media channels, like Instagram and Facebook.
Ms. Fein seemed overchallenged by her socio-economic situation,
and, above all, by her socio-emotional state, throughout the study. She
had always been trying to find personal happiness with new partners as
outlets for her sexuality—something that Olivia always noticed and was
bothered by—as well as the prospect of more financial stability. However,
all attempts failed. Sexuality and the longing for financial stability became
the dominant themes in the family.
8.2.3.1 The Öllinger Family
The Öllinger family consisted of Ms. Öllinger, a single mother, and her
only child, Viktoria. Ms. Öllinger was in poor health during most of the
study, meaning she was unable to work. She experienced a number of
misfortunes, ranging from three miscarriages, to complications after an
operation, resulting in a coma and almost in death, to back problems,
epilepsy and depression. By the end of the study, Ms. Öllinger had to
spend most of her days at home, often in bed and unable to participate
in social activities.
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The situation of mother and daughter became worse over the years,
with the socio-economic situation collapsing after Ms. Öllinger found
out that her ex-partner had used her name to amass debts online without her knowledge. Being unable to pay the debts off, Ms. Öllinger had
to file for personal bankruptcy. By our last wave, she had finally been
granted a disability pension, which enabled her to “get by”. Divorced
twice, Ms. Öllinger was living alone with her daughter for the last years
of the study. As she grew up with foster parents, she did not have a
strong and reliable support network. This family’s options, outlines and
competences for actions had become extremely limited by the complex
dynamic that had evolved over the years.
Despite the generally strained situation, mother and daughter were
very happy with their apartment, a fairly new one on the outskirts of a
bigger town, which they were able to finance with the help of housing
benefits. Apart from the good housing situation, the family struggled
with their financial problems and the resulting social exclusion. Due to
her mother’s illnesses, Viktoria was forced to take on a lot of responsibilities at an early age, a burden which left its marks on the young
woman. She demanded a lot of herself, while her mother suffered from
fear of loss and consequently clung to her daughter. This dynamic led to
a form of reversed roles in the fifth and sixth waves of data collection.
The fear of loss became a dominant theme in the family: Ms. Öllinger
was afraid of letting her daughter grow up and become independent,
as she might leave her on her own. Viktoria was afraid that her mother
could die, that she might not be strong enough to support her and she
did not want to leave and disappoint her, while at the same time dreaming of going abroad and having new experiences. The pressure and the
burden may well have caused the stomach aches Viktoria developed
and her early signs of anorexia. Viktoria had been adjusting her options
for actions to accommodate her mother, not just as far as her behaviour and duties were concerned, but also regarding her media use. She
shared her Facebook account with her mother, watched the TV shows
the latter liked, while Ms. Öllinger herself kept in touch with Viktoria
through WhatsApp as soon as Viktoria left the apartment to go to
school. Ms. Öllinger’s mediation practices were dominated by amicability
(see Chapter 7). At the same time, the social media helped Viktoria to
engage in friendships. She communicated with her best friend through
WhatsApp, where they sent each other pictures of their outfits, thus
giving her the chance to be a “normal” teenager. This form of media
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usage provided a form of independence for Viktoria, which she was otherwise unable to obtain. Viktoria remained torn right up to the end of
the study, as she tried to show her mother that she had not grown up
yet (by, e.g., running around naked and showing her still girlish body or
cuddling with her mother) but she longed for a life of her own, without
the limitations she had been experiencing over the years.

8.3  The Families of Type 2
Families No Longer, or to a Lesser Degree, Strained Socio-Economically
but still with Problematic Socio-Emotional Relationship Structures.
(Holzner, Weiss, Rohringer, Hirtner)

The families of Type 2 were characterised by new family constellations
and new experiences of separation. As a result, the climate in these families was very strained, and their doing family affected.
In contrast to the families of Type 1 above, these families had seen an
improvement in their socio-economic situation towards the end of the
study (waves five and six), but the relationships among the family members had largely remained problematic or worsened. The family members were, by and large, overwhelmed by this situation. Mrs. Holzner,
for example, had married a new husband, and this led to an improvement of her financial situation due to his stable and fairly well-paid job.
She even started a new family, with two more sons, but the relationship
to her “old” nuclear family, especially to her son, Benedikt, remained
strained. Ms. Weiss, on the other hand, inherited real estate and managed to improve her financial situation through renting it out, but her
relationship to son, Alfons, remained unchanged. Neither the newly
married Mrs. Holzner nor Ms. Weiss, who had been separated from
Alfons’ father for all of the study, seemed interested in their sons and
in maintaining a relationship with them, so that relations were inevitably strained. The Rohringer family and the Hirtner family also improved
their socio-economic situations, although not to the extent of the Weiss
and Holzner families. However, climate within their family was similarly
strained. Relations among the Hirtners, their doing family, was considerably affected by Ms. Hirtner’s separating from her partner, thus de-
stabilising the network within the family.
All four families of this type showed signs of overextension in their
coping strategies, as their everyday lives as nuclear families mirrored their
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strained socio-emotional circumstances. This overextension was also visible in the parenting and in the parents’ approaches to regulating media
use and educating their children about it, both functions characterised by
a lack of interest.
It is noteworthy that three of the four families of this type consisted of single mothers with their children (Weiss, Hirtner, Rohringer).
Before she remarried and had two more children with her new husband,
Mrs. Holzner had also long been a single mother; her son, Benedikt, and
his siblings had lived in supervised living facilities since wave three.
8.3.1   The Case of Benedikt Holzner and His Family
8.3.1.1 Situation and Climate of Relationships Within the Family
The life of Benedikt (16 years old in 2016) and his family had been
marked by considerable turbulence over the years. It was particularly
affected by a court-mandated removal of the children into supervised living facilities between waves two and three.
When the study began, Mrs. Holzner and her three children,
Benedikt being the youngest, were living as lodgers in a terraced house
in a rundown neighbourhood. The family disliked the neighbours, and
especially the prevalence of immigrants and people with migration backgrounds, but they were, nonetheless, content with the location and the
opportunities available for the children.
The whole family suffered from the violence of Mrs. Holzner’s
ex-partner, and she was struggling to get by with the social welfare
money she received as a single mother. Benedikt was particularly traumatised by previous physical abuse, had trouble concentrating on anything, was diagnosed with ADHD and suffered from uncontrollable fits
of rage. When he was in treatment as a five-year-old, his therapist certified that Benedikt had the developmental level of a three-year-old. This
deficit became also clear to us in our first interview with the young boy.
His family was not able to provide the help or stability necessary for him
to cope with his traumatisation. During this time, Mrs. Holzner had very
few options for actions and consequently hardly any outlines for actions.
Shortly after our second interview in 2007, Benedikt and his siblings
were placed in special supervised living facilities after the child protection services intervened. Accordingly, our next interview only involved
Mrs. Holzner, since Benedikt could not be reached in the facility.
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In 2012, we could not interview them at all, because Mrs. Holzner had
remarried and changed her name, which made it hard to contact her.
Subsequently, she did not want to participate due to an ongoing court
case affecting her and her children, refusing any explanation. Our next
interview then took place in 2014. In the meantime, her older children
continued living apart from her in various facilities, and Mrs. Holzner
started a new family with her husband. She was living together with him
and their son in the apartment that her husband had previously bought
together with his ex-partner. Between the last two waves of data collection, they had another son together.
By that time, Benedikt’s older brother and older sister had moved
back to the city to pursue job training, but they were still living in supervised living communities for adolescents. Benedikt’s school and living situation remained somewhat unclear, as his mother was always referring to
a supervised living facility, while the boy himself talked about a boarding
school that he was attending—which was actually the case. Mrs. Holzner
had never visited her son at the facility or seen his school (she was not
even sure about the exact location). She hardly showed any interest in
any aspect of his life, even going so far as to disparage and mock him.
While she always used to describe him as lazy, unmotivated, unkempt
and so on, our interviews with the boy himself, showed him to be, on
the contrary, very resourceful and proactive in his education and later
search for job training. At the same time, his mother never bothered to
get in touch with the school or the carers in the living facility, presumably thinking that everything was in order as long as no one called her.
She also stated that she did not think very highly of the carers and made
especially derogatory remarks about the female carers.
It became very clear during our last interviews that Mrs. Holzner
was not interested in Benedikt and his life—disinterest can be seen as
the main characteristic and attitude in the family. She was consequently
hardly able to provide any information about him, his interests, his media
use, his future plans or even his relationship to his biological father, her
ex-partner. Mrs. Holzner seemed solely focused on her new family, putting all her energy into it, whereas Bendedikt was seen rather more as a
visitor, looking in on his half-siblings at weekends now and then.
While the relationship between Benedikt and his mother was troubled, he always maintained a close relationship with his older siblings, as
well as later with the younger ones too. His older siblings are his central
reference persons, and he called them his family, assigning a place close
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to him in his network map (Fig. 8.4). At the end of the study, Benedikt
also talked about his girlfriend, who was living nearby and whose family
had shown kindness in accepting him.
Benedikt’s plan was to finish compulsory education—he had to repeat
a school year after changing from an academic secondary school to one
with a focus on information technologies—and to start job training as
soon as possible in order to become independent and to earn his own
money. He succeeded in securing the desired job training and organised everything by himself. His outlines for actions were very clear and
straightforward in this regard, and he appeared very grown-up and
focused during the last interview. With Benedikt, it seemed that the
treatment and therapy he received over the years, combined with a
positive learning environment in his living facility, led to a general
improvement of his development, there being no trace of his former
developmental deficits by the end of the study.
It was always clear that Benedikt felt comfortable in his new living
situation and that he profited immensely from the intervention in his
previously troubled circumstances. The facility provided him with the
stability and the available reference persons he was lacking at home, and
he seems to have built his whole life around this facility and the school,

Fig. 8.4 Network map by Benedikt Holzner in 2016 (Tracing based on the
original, translated and anonymised by the authors)
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indeed considering it his “home”. Our impression was confirmed by
Mrs. Holzner’s phone call at the end of 2016, explaining that she had
basically lost contact with her son after the last interview. Benedikt himself could not be reached for a last short interview. While we cannot posit
a causal link between his development and the intervention in his family, Benedikt was, in fact, the only child from one of the very strained
families in the panel, who appeared notably confident, balanced and self-
possessed by the end of the study. Given that he was one of the most
serious cases when the study began, his development can be seen as the
exception among our subjects.
8.3.1.2 Media
Benedikt used the media intensively as a child. They were his main
source of information, his companions and often his only leisure time
activity. When the study began, Benedikt spent most of the day in kindergarten, but he and his siblings were watching TV before they left
and re-commenced this activity as soon as they returned home in the
afternoon. They often watched until 9 p.m., even longer on weekends.
Benedikt himself claimed in 2007 that he was “always” watching TV. He
owned a broad range of merchandise articles and referred to his DVDs,
CDs, the TV and video games as his “favourite things in life”. His
mother showed laissez-faire practices because of the everyday demands
on her; she accordingly expected that kindergarten and school or media
would teach mediation practices (see Chapter 7).
All this changed drastically when Benedikt moved to the supervised
living facility. Due to the missing information from 2010 and 2012,
and because Mrs. Holzner was, for the most part, unable to provide
any information about her son’s media use, apart from the fact that she
thought he was “addicted to media” (2012), his actual use could only
be reconstructed through later interviews, but it became clear that it was
meticulously controlled and regulated in the facility. At the same time, it
provided a lot of mediation, which found expression in Benedikt’s very
reflected and critical media use by the end of the study. It was true that
the media still played an important role in his life, but in a very different
way and on a different level from when the study began.
Like most teenagers in the panel, Benedikt became very interested in
various social media services, like YouTube, WhatsApp, Instagram and
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Snapchat—but he did not use Facebook. He also used online and computer games, like Age of War and GTA, and favoured television shows
on commercial channels, but he was also very much into sports broadcasts and documentaries. His access to game playing consoles was still
restricted by the rules of the living facility, and there were limits on internet access. In our last interview, Benedikt claimed that his smartphone
was his most important media device, because it enabled him to contact
his friends; the aspect of communication was very important to him. In
2016, when asked to take a picture of his favourite “media place”, he
took one of his smartphone. As he spent only very limited time at his
mother’s place, the smartphone was his most valuable media device, enabling him to use his favourite services and content wherever he went.
At the same time, he often handed his phone over to the caretakers
when he wanted to concentrate on his homework. He liked to upload
“selfies” on apps like Snapchat but appeared to consider carefully what
he exactly wanted to post, and what not, and between the last two interviews he had deleted his Instagram account. In addition, Benedikt was
interested in the news and used push-services on his smartphone to
receive updates.
Mrs. Holzner’s media use was mostly dominated by the radio and
her smartphone. She usually watched television together with her husband. She claimed not to read anything, because reading affected her like
a sleeping pill. Although the media have always played a central role in
Mrs. Holzner’s everyday life, her opinion about their actual relevance
varied from wave to wave. In the beginning, she thought that the media
were very relevant, but next time she denied them any relevance, only to
change her opinion again at the end of the study.
8.3.1.3 Parenting and Role of Socialisation Contexts
The deprivation that Mrs. Holzner experienced at the beginning of the
study translated directly into her options and outlines for actions, something particularly apparent in her parenting strategies. Being overwhelmed by the challenges she had to face as a single mother living on
social welfare money, Mrs. Holzner delegated child-rearing and parenting to others, like the kindergarten, later the school, but also to the
media. At the beginning of the study, Mrs. Holzner specially tried to
mask her disinterest in parenting and in her children, as well as her inability to meet her own parenting goals, by presenting that as a deliberately chosen parenting style—she was always keen to display a supposedly
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laid back and open approach to parenting and child-raising, when she
was in reality overwhelmed by the demands of raising three children
on her own, while at the same time coping with other everyday challenges. Her situation often led to aggression towards the children, a lack
of self-control and a neglect of the children for days. In our interviews,
she declared that she left the children to fend for themselves so that they
would become autonomous and self-reliable. She was never a fan of
clear rules and claimed that anything forbidden was even more appealing for children, so she did not bother to set any rules or restrictions,
for example, regarding the duration of television use. It seemed that
Mrs. Holzner was glad that her children were occupied with the media,
so that she did not have to put too much energy into entertaining them
herself, as evidenced by their television watching. The issue of parenting
and media education was later taken off her hands entirely when her children were removed by the child protection services.
Only after he moved to the supervised living facility, was Benedikt’s
media use monitored and regulated—not just in terms of duration, but
also in terms of content. Benedikt reported that he enjoyed the clear
rules and the fact that there was always someone available to answer his
questions over media use or media content. Mrs. Holzner was, in fact,
never available for discussions about media-related questions, even when
Benedikt directly asked, and her new husband counted as an expert only
on the technical aspects of media use. In our last interview, Mrs. Holzner
said that she would not discuss media-related questions, because, in her
opinion, Benedikt ought to gather his own experiences, and it was not
her business to run after him. To her mind, this was an important part of
letting go and of letting children grow up.
Discussions on media-related topics, but also on politics, only happened in the living facility. Benedikt enjoyed them, and it became clear in
our interviews that he tended to reflect critically on the media and news
coverage about, for example, refugees, where he distinguished perceptively between more and less reliable sources.
With Benedikt, it was clear that other socialisation contexts played
much more crucial roles in his development than did his family after he
was taken away from home. While the media were a central influence in
the boy’s socialisation during the first years of the study, they were later
replaced by the carers and also the teachers in school as primary agents
of socialisation. They had been very positively influential in Benedikt’s
development. There was a brief phase between our last interviews where
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Benedikt felt too much pressure in his school, so he decided to switch to
another, a move which helped him to become more relaxed and motivated again.
Benedikt’s siblings, and especially his friends, are also very important
to him and act as other relevant contexts of socialisation. For example,
his idea of applying for job training as a cable-car engineer was inspired
by one of his friends.
Overall, it can be said that Benedikt was able to acquire resilience and
that his options for actions, but especially his outlines for actions and the
competences to put them into practice changed considerably under the
influence of different surroundings and contexts of socialisation over
the years.
8.3.2   Other Families of Type 2
8.3.2.1 The Weiss Family
The family consisted of Ms. Weiss, a single mother, her son, Alfons, and
his younger half-brother. Ms. Weiss had a relationship with a new partner
during the second half of the study, but it remained unclear how serious
the relationship ultimately was. Alfons had been living separated from
his biological father since before the study began, a situation that he was
constantly struggling with.
Between the fourth and the fifth waves, Ms. Weiss inherited real estate
from her father and was thus able to improve her financial situation.
At the end of the study, she claimed that she did not have to work
anymore, since she was able to live from the money she received from
renting apartments out. Ms. Weiss had always been a very economical
person. When she was about 20 years old she took out a loan to buy
the family’s apartment, where they lived during the first five waves. This
apartment had increased in value over almost 20 years and was sold in
order to acquire a nearby semi-detached house. Throughout the study,
Ms. Weiss was preoccupied with money. She always worried about not
having enough and tried to downplay her financial situation. In this context, she never seemed to carry out her outlines for actions to her full
satisfaction. It appeared that she was constantly thinking of new ways of
getting additional money, for example, taking in a foster child, with the
additional welfare payments that brought. It was also possible that her
decision not to let Alfons live with his father, a wish he openly expressed
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over and over again, might also have had something to do with alimony
and child support payments. She was, for example, afraid what the refugee crisis and the asylum seekers might cost her as a tax-payer and worried that the welfare system—that she made use of herself between the
last waves—might suffer.
Throughout the years, Alfons made no secret of the fact that he
would rather have lived with his biological father, who lived in a mountain region and had a farm. He visited his father on some weekends and
during parts of the summer holidays, but constantly suffered from their
separation, so that it seemed his mother was trying to get back at her
ex-partner through their son. We often had the impression that Ms.
Weiss was venting her anger at her ex-partner on Alfons as well. It was
clear that she favoured her younger son, of whom she always spoke in
a very positive way. In fact, it sometimes seemed that she was trying to
steer the interviews away from Alfons towards her younger son, about
whom she liked talking. Alfons did not really lack anything, as his
mother made sure that he was well dressed, had everything he needed
and helped him to participate in leisure time activities and selected clubs,
but her interest did not seem to run much deeper than catering to basic
needs. The relationship between Alfons and his mother and between
Alfons and his half-brother thus remained problematic throughout the
study. In this context, the media played an important role for Alfons at
an early age. He found orientation and diversion in them, while, at the
same time, Ms. Weiss openly stated that she was not really interested
in her son’s media use and showed laissez-fair practices in monitoring
it (see Chapter 7). Thus, she did not make any attempts at guiding his
media use or inculcating any media literacy. In her opinion, schools were
responsible for teaching these skills. When she used media together with
her children, Alfons was often excluded, whereas his younger brother
was always there.
All in all, Alfons’ wishes and feelings were of no great interest to his
mother, at least not if he did not do everything the way she wanted him
to. Alfons’ outlines for actions and competences for actions had been hindered through the bad climate in the family. By way of coping, he started
to withdraw himself from it and, for example, concealed any money he
got from his father, or did not mention the new smartphone that his
uncle gave him.
By the end of the study, Alfons had started job training in the nearby
city, where he lived in a boarding school. With this step away from his
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home, Alfons had access to new and self-determined outlines for actions
and was able to develop competences for actions, but he, all the same,
seemed to be uncomfortable with his situation.
8.3.2.2 The Rohringer Family
The Rohringer family consists of Mrs. Rohringer, her oldest son from
her first marriage (who had already moved out), her daughter, Isabelle,
and the youngest son. The family lived in the same apartment in the
countryside throughout the study. Mrs. Rohringer separated from her
partner, the father of Isabelle and her younger brother, between our first
and second interviews. He was an alcoholic, a problem which burdened
Isabelle particularly.
By the third wave, Mrs. Rohringer had a new partner, a business owner
who employed her in his transportation business, leading to an improvement in the family’s socio-economic situation. Although the new partner
was also able to bring more stability to the family, the socio-emotional
situation remained strained, especially with regard to Isabelle, who suffered under her father’s drunken phone calls or his cancelling of meetings. Isabelle appeared traumatised by her parents’ separation and had to
undergo therapy to cope with her problems In addition, Isabelle was struggling in school because of her dyslexia, which remained a problem right
up to the end of the study. The problems of her children (be it Isabelle’s
dyslexia, or other issues in school), in combination with the separation,
seemed to overwhelm Mrs. Rohringer, and she tried to maintain control
over the situation by seeking to exert control over her children, yet she
never communicated clear rules but set them randomly as she saw fit.
According to Mrs. Rohringer, the media had no major significance for
Isabelle in the first three waves, especially since the latter had problems
concentrating on anything for any length of time. From what Isabelle
said herself, it seemed that she was a rather frequent media user, after all,
and also possessed a broad range of merchandise products that were very
important to her. As she grew older, German reality shows became her
favoured television content. These were referred to as “trash TV” in the
sixth wave by both mother and daughter, but nevertheless they were very
important to the girl. Indisputably number one media device for Isabelle
in the sixth wave was her smartphone for communicating with friends or
for social media, like Facebook and Snapchat.
Although the relationship between Isabelle and her mother was initially good, and Mrs. Rohringer acted as an important pillar for Isabelle,
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they started to argue more often towards the end of the study, especially
because Mrs. Rohringer’s urge to control her daughter meant she disregarded her private sphere, displaying arbitrary control more than ever
and exploiting her dominance (see Chapter 7). A particular dispute centred on the mother’s apparently random, but actually comprehensive,
monitoring of Isabelle’s short text messages and WhatsApp-messages.
The girl began to suffer under her mother’s dominance, while she herself
often seemed to lack drive and motivation, as well as any clear idea of
her future. By the end of the study, Isabelle was wanting to move out,
yet she herself did not seem able to develop any outlines for actions she
could actually implement. For Isabelle, the media became important
tools for keeping in touch with friends and for entertainment purposes.
She enjoyed various fictional television series as well as “reality” shows,
something her mother approved of, regarding them as valuable lessons
about life.
8.3.2.3 The Hirtner Family
The financial situation of the Hirtner family was very precarious at
the beginning of the study, as Mrs. Hirtner and her then partner were
both unemployed. Mrs. Hirtner’s son, Mario, regarded her partner as
his father, although they were not biologically related. However, that
was something he only learnt when the partner and his mother broke
up after the fifth wave. Mrs. Hirtner found a new partner between the
fifth and sixth waves. The financial situation of this newly-formed family improved during the study, especially since Mrs. Hirtner was working
full-time at its end. The Hirtners lived in the same apartment throughout and were mostly content with the housing situation and the neighbourhood. It was only in the sixth wave that Mrs. Hirtner complained
about refugees being housed near the apartment. In fact, she had been
robbed right in front of the entrance to their block and afterwards did
not feel safe anymore.
Mrs. Hirtner and Mario’s biological father had been separated for
a long time when the study began, and there was no contact between
Mario and his father, since he did not even know that he existed. The
only father Mario knew as a child, his mother’s then partner, did not
keep in touch with Mario after he left, but Mario did quickly accept his
mother’s new partner as a close person of reference.
Mario always had a very close relationship with his mother and could
also do what he wanted when using the media. His mother was not
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interested in this activity at all and displayed a laissez-faire approach to it
(see Chapter 7). But the relationship became more and more distanced
after our fifth interview. Mrs. Hirtner felt unable to cope with her son’s
need for closeness. Especially during the last interview, it became obvious that Mrs. Hirtner had an alcohol problem. She seemed to be drinking quite frequently, neglecting her son and even becoming aggressive
towards him. This led to Mario withdrawing from his family and focusing on video games. His mother was not able to help and comfort him
when Mario had to quit his job training because of his fear of heights,
she even began to put pressure on him and make fun of him, which led
to his further withdrawal. In response, Mario redirected his outlines for
actions and tried to “function” the way his mother wanted him to. This
socio-emotional burden had an effect both on the climate within the
family and on Mario’s everyday life. He even withdrew from his friends
and dived into his world of video games, where the social contacts he
made replaced his previous relationships. At the same time, he was able
to acquire many technical competencies through his interest in game
playing and was in the end able to secure some new job training in the
IT sector. This meant a chance for him to become more independent,
but it was still obvious that the strained situation at home continued to
trouble him.
Mrs. Hirtner was meanwhile suffering under the feeling that she had
failed in realising her personal outlines for actions. In the light of these
circumstances, doing family among the Hirtners was marked by an overall inability to cope with relationships and challenges.

8.4  The Families of Type 3
The Families Strained Socio-Economically, but Stable Socio-Emotionally
and Relatively Competent. (Stab, Aufbauer, Boll, Ebner, Kaiser)

The strained socio-economic status of these nuclear families did not
change, but they were able to improve their socio-emotional situation
over the years. Although they experienced socio-economic restrictions,
they appeared to be much less strained in coping with everyday life and
doing family when compared to the families of Type 1 and Type 2. They
became more and more successful in handling life under their existing
conditions, and, although their options for actions were experienced as
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limited, they managed to compensate for the strains imposed through
stable and strong relationships.
These families were mostly satisfied with their situation in life: a clear
distinction from the Type 1 and Type 2 families. The Stab, Kaiser and
Ebner families from Type 3 had managed to cope with their aggravated
conditions very well from the beginning of the study onwards. The Boll
and Aufbauer families, on the other hand, were able to stabilise their
socio-emotional structures over the last two waves and subsequently
managed to cope with their everyday lives fairly competently. The families of Type 3, and especially the mothers, were striving for harmony
and an open approach to parenting that is focused on a lot of mediation. By the end of the study, the children who were our subjects, Amelie
Aufbauer, Gregor Boll, Elisabeth Ebner, Torsten Kaiser and Simone
Stab, felt very comfortable and secure in their families. Some of the siblings in some families did experience troubles at different times, but, all
in all, the families, as such, were able to manage these situations and to
find solutions together.
8.4.1   The Case of Simone Stab and Her Family
8.4.1.1 The Situation and Climate Within the Family
Ms. Stab was an immigrant from Eastern Europe, who had been
living in Austria for about 20 years when the study began. Simone
(15 years, 2016) was her oldest daughter and there was a younger
son, Simone’s half-brother. The family lived in the countryside
throughout the study, but they moved twice on financial grounds.
The family was mostly very satisfied with their housing, although, in
the last interview Ms. Stab did state that she was somewhat dissatisfied with their apartment, because it had become both too expensive and too small for the family. There were also conflicts with the
block’s janitor, who made a lot of noise when working around the
house. At the end of the study, Simone declared herself very satisfied
with the apartment and with her own room, especially because of the
“Indian, Buddhist and Native American flair” they had created, and
which Simone’s room also featured (including peacock feathers and a
Buddha tapestry on the wall and a three-part dreamcatcher hanging
from the ceiling).
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Simone’s younger half-brother was not living with the family during
the week anymore after moving into a supervised living facility following
conflicts in the family.
The financial situation of Ms. Stab and her family was rather strained
throughout the study. Her university entrance qualifications from her
country of origin were not officially accepted in Austria, and, as an immigrant from Eastern Europe with imperfect German, she faced difficulties
on the job market, forcing her to work part-time as unskilled labour and
sometimes be unemployed between jobs. An attempt to set up her own
business following training as a masseuse had not been successfully realised by the time the study ended. Her part-time employment as a waitress and masseuse did not alleviate the financial situation of the family
much. What was clear throughout the study was her unceasing will to
provide for her children and to make a good life within her limited possibilities. The children never lacked the basics, but extraordinary costs,
like car repairs, particularly challenged the family. Through all these challenges, Ms. Stab always kept a positive outlook on life, tried to appreciate what she had in life and to make the best of every situation without
complaining or blaming others. The only thing she kept hoping for was
a steady partner and step-father for her children. Unfortunately, she did
not appear to meet any suitable candidates, so that her relationships were
never successful.
As a single mother—Simone’s father had left her when the girl was
two years old—Ms. Stab was always struggling to make a living, which
meant that she often had to leave her children with others, or in daycare, a fact that she declared she deeply regretted, because she regarded
them as her absolute priority and felt she had not supported them sufficiently. However, Simone declared in her interviews that her mother had
indeed tried to support them in many other ways. Her relationship with
her was clearly very close and built on trust, with Simone saying explicitly that she had “the best mother”.
The contact with Simone’s father had continued to varying degrees.
Only after her father remarried did she experience some problems maintaining the contact, since her father’s new wife seemed to be jealous and
was trying to undermine his involvement with Simone. In the last phone
interview, Simone said that the contact between them has improved
again after her father divorced his wife.
Simone’s everyday life was rather busy. She had many hobbies and also
took part in club activities, especially around the fifth wave, like soccer,
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karate and volleyball, and she was learning to play the guitar. After
changing schools between the fifth and sixth interviews, there was not
much time left to pursue those hobbies or to meet with friends. During
the sixth wave, she was attending a polytechnic secondary school, allowing her to focus on sculpting, which she enjoyed. She was set on finishing school at university entrance level and going to college afterwards.
But before starting college she was planning on travelling, maybe as part
of a work-and-travel programme. It was obvious that Simone wanted to
do whatever she could to escape the restrictions of social disadvantage in
her own life. Her outlines for actions and her attempts to acquire the necessary competences were firmly directed towards this goal. She did not
want to get diverted, not even by friends or a boyfriend, despite the fact
that friendships were in general very important to her.
The family situation was overshadowed by problems with Ms. Stab’s
son during the last two waves. His computer game usage had escalated, and Ms. Stab felt that her son was lacking a father figure. On her
own, she was not able to help him get out of this situation, although
she tried hard to. There were also many disputes between Simone and
her brother, and in the end Ms. Stab decided to get help from outside.
Her son moved to a socio-educational living facility, where he was living during the week and in which he received counselling. The situation improved and the relationships between both mother and son and
brother and sister seemed to have recovered.
8.4.1.2 Media
Simone’s media equipment can be best described as modest and functional. She had always had access to basic devices, like a laptop or a phone,
but usually they were not the most modern or most expensive ones. For
example, her father bought her laptop during the fourth wave because she
needed it for school. She was still using it up to the end of the study,
when it was supposedly not suitable for her computer-aided classes, as it
was already outdated. When the study began, Simone favoured the television and related to characters like Mowgli from the Jungle Book or
Peter Parker from Spiderman, which mirrored her experiences of loss and
loneliness, with her father being absent and her mother having to work.
Money and upward social mobility were topics that interested her and
influenced her choice of media content, so that she favoured Hannah
Montana or various casting shows. Later, she developed more interest in
sitcoms or crime series, while still liking casting shows.
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Simone had never been much of a reader, unlike her mother, who
often talked about books on topics such as psychology, philosophy and
religion. Sometimes, Simone would look into magazines for teenagers,
but apart from that, reading was not important to her. In our sixth interview, she mentioned a book about the Dalai Lama; this apparently was
the first book to interest her.
From the fourth wave onwards, Simone’s most important media
device was the smartphone. Towards the end of the study, it became
even more important, as it helped her to stay in touch with her friends,
even though she did not have much time to meet them because of her
workload in the new school. It was also important for her as a way to
listen to music (from the time she gets up until she goes to bed, so she
said) and to take pictures. Photography is one of her hobbies, and the
phone helps her to share the pictures she takes on social media. The
smartphone became her constant companion.
She had been using social media intensively since 2014, especially
Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat. Her list of some 2000 friends on
Facebook was quite big at that time, and even after a “clearing out”,
there were still 1600 left by the end of the study. But she did not share
pictures on Facebook, only on Instagram, where she had stricter privacy
settings.
YouTube also became more relevant to her towards the end of the
study and supplanted other social media platforms. She listened to music
on the platform but also followed news and items from YouTubers.
Ms. Stab’s media use is, in fact, quite easy to assess. She used the
internet to manage her bank account and to upload documents—for
example, from the state employment agency—and she sometimes used
YouTube. Earlier in the study, she used online dating platforms for a
while, in the hope of finding a new partner, but ceased these activities
after a couple of unsatisfactory dating experiences (one of the respondents was, e.g., an alcoholic). However, it does seem that, apart from
books and the phone, the media have always played more of a subordinate role in her life. Growing up in Eastern Europe without electricity
and, hence, without the media probably meant she could more easily function without the latter. She was very critical towards the media,
although she is also aware of their services and did acknowledge making use of them herself. In the early years of the study, Ms. Stab had
felt the need to protect her children from the harsh reality shown on
the news, but later she changed her opinion. She had no tolerance for
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pornographic and especially violent media content, and often argued
with her son, who was obsessed with violent video games. Her critical
opinion was reinforced by her son’s situation towards the end of the
study, although she also said that it was necessary to stay up to date with
developments.
Although her children became more skilled with the use of media,
as she said in our fifth interview, Ms. Stab always tried to teach them
awareness of the inherent risks and dangers and tried to share her own
experiences with them. Simone was also able to learn from mistakes, as
with one particularly high phone bill. That problem was solved together
with her mother, and Simone was from then on alert to such dangers.
Whenever Ms. Stab encountered a topic or a situation that she felt not
competent enough to solve, she got help from someone more knowledgeable. Her attempts to raise her children to be critical and to question things was mirrored in Simone’s media use. She expressed her
scepticism over online content clearly and did not believe everything she
saw. She also knew how to get help with problems beyond her abilities.
8.4.1.3 Parenting and Socialisation Contexts
Ms. Stab had one clear goal in her parenting: she wanted to raise children with independent personalities capable of standing up for themselves. As far as Simone was concerned, Ms. Stab was satisfied with her
development, although she admitted to mistakes. With her son, she felt
less successful and attributed that, to some extent, to the detrimental lack
of a father figure. Despite the problems with him, Ms. Stab never gave
up on her son, and their relationship did seem to improve.
Simone mirrored the positive attitude of her mother and seemed very
independent, grown-up and wise for her age, something her mother
attributed to Simone having to take on responsibility for herself very
early in life, while her mother was absent at work. Our impression at
the end of the study indicated that Simone was well-equipped with the
important abilities for managing her own life. Ms. Stab was always keen
to teach her children her values, like honesty, solidarity, frugality and her
beliefs in God and altruism. Simone reflected this attitude in one of our
interviews, where she said that she did not have any particular wishes,
but that she was hoping for a better and more peaceful world, in which
it was possible “to pet lions” (2010). Ms. Stab’s parenting style was
marked by much mediation and attempts to teach her children necessary
skills as best as she could. One example is the way she always included
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Simone when she was dealing with online-banking, so that the girl could
see and learn how this works. Here, Ms. Stab combined amicability and
child-centred mediation practices (see Chapter 7).
Ms. Stab was highly critical of herself and of her own actions. She was
convinced that, like most parents, she also made mistakes while raising
her children, but we were persuaded that she always tried to do her best
and to do it in a loving way.
Our interviews with Simone and her mother were remarkable in
the context of the panel. Hardly any other interviews with parents
and children showed views corresponding as much as theirs did. Of
course, Simone became more independent as she grew older and did
not share everything with her mother anymore, but, all in all, it was
always clear that her mother remained her closest reference person, on
whom she knew she could always rely. Hence, she also drew her mother
in close proximity to her in her network map (Fig. 8.5). In our last
phone interview Simone said that she sees herself as “a solid and mature
person”.
Friends were always very important to Simone, and she had a group
of close friends, with one best friend whom she had known for years,
and she had a boyfriend for two years, However, contact with her friends
dropped off after Simone changed to a new school, which took up a lot
of her time and energy.
For Simone, her family was always the primary context of socialisation. Even with growing independence, and the growing importance of
friends, her family was for her the safe haven to which she could return
and on which she could rely.

Fig. 8.5 Network map by Simone Stab in 2016 (Tracing based on the original,
translated and anonymised by the authors)
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8.4.2   The Other Families of Type 3
8.4.2.1 The Aufbauer Family
This family was one of those severely challenged financially when the
study began. By the end, the situation had improved somewhat, but Ms.
Aufbauer, a very intelligent and seemingly well-read woman, had most of
the time been supported by social welfare and the childcare allowance.
She had four children, all from different fathers, and described herself as
a single mother by choice, having no interest in any man in her life. The
family situation could be described as turbulent, with a baby always needing care, so that the older children usually had to look after themselves.
In addition, the family displayed Ms. Aufbauer’s permanent urge
to change things. They moved a lot during the study, that itself being
also a way of receiving new housing benefits, once the one for the old
apartment had ended. Amelie, one of the daughters, even called herself a
“moving expert”, although the many school changes and the need to find
new friends seemed to burden her. By the end of the study, Ms. Aufbauer
appeared to have found some balance in her life, as the climate within the
family was good, and previous conflicts between the siblings as between
mother and children had mostly been resolved. This improvement was
due in part to the oldest daughter moving out of the apartment, thus
removing some of the tension, as the apartment had become too small
for so many people. The constant proximity to each other had triggered
conflicts between the grown-up, older daughter and the rest of the family.
Only Amelie was, apparently, somewhat disappointed when her sister, her
close friend and reference person, moved out and left her behind.
The relationship between Ms. Aufbauer and Amelie improved considerably after the mother supported her daughter during a difficult time
following a problematic relationship and break-up. Amelie had a partner
who tried to take possession of her and who wanted to control her. Her
mother stood by her and finally helped her to break free. Amelie is a very
pretty and very intelligent, confident young woman, but when it came
to men and relationships, she seemed to lose her confidence and became
insecure. She tried to master this problem through self-help books and
was thus able to independently strengthen her competences for actions and
set herself new outlines for actions.
The dire socio-economic situation of the family, and the limitations that Amelie experienced through it, left their marks. Amelie was
dreaming of a better future with financial independence. Her media-use
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mirrored her fantasies of consumption and her desire to acquire luxury goods. Various German reality shows addressing these topics were
among her particular favourites (e.g., a show called Shopping Queen,
where women get a certain amount of money to spend on an outfit)
and even served to develop fantasies about her own future: one example involved becoming a real estate agent. She also liked to pick content
that dealt with finding one’s own way and becoming famous. Together
with her mother, she liked to watch the well-known series, Sex and the
City, treating it as a mother-daughter viewing ritual. While this particular
practice may be classified as amicability (see Chapter 7), Ms. Aufbauer’s
dominant media practice was characterised by laissez-faire (see Chapter
7). For Amelie, the media always represented a constant in her otherwise
very unstable circumstances. Their importance for her over during the
study could well be described as tremendous.
In order to earn a lot of money later on, she was looking for wellpaid business sectors. At one point, she was—inspired by her favourite
television show—dreaming of becoming a real estate agent, especially
for Russian clients. Later, she was planning to pursue a career in business administration or to study economics, and during our last phone
interview, she was contemplating studying medicine. Their permanently
straitened circumstances always marked the whole family’s outlines for
actions, but they stood out in Amelie’s particular outlines for actions, with
her striving for financial security, strength and resilience.
8.4.2.2 The Boll Family
The story of the Boll family was one marked by various misfortunes,
from which the family was, however, always able to recover. When the
study began, Mrs. Boll had a husband and a large family of nine children, a tenth child had already moved out. They were living on a farm
and managed to get by on what the farm provided and through additional sources of income, like Mrs. Boll’s dog breeding business. The
farm was isolated in the countryside, meaning that Gregor and his
siblings did not have many social contacts, and the media were often
used to compensate, or to keep the children occupied. Despite this,
the media did not, for a long time, play a big role in the life of Gregor
and his siblings. Compared to other children in the sample, they spent
a lot of time outside, playing on the farm and playing with each other.
When they used television, the viewing was often actually initiated by
the parents.
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Overall, the family situation was fine, and the family members seemed
quite happy. Then Mrs. Boll was diagnosed with cancer, had to undergo
treatment. While in chemotherapy, she found out that her husband had
had an affair with the children’s elementary school teacher. She filed for
divorce, moved out of the house and later moved back to her old home
in Northern Germany, taking the younger children with her. Contact
between her and her ex-husband was basically non-existent by the end
of the study, and it is clear that she was never able to forgive him for his
behaviour, being deeply shocked by the events, as she believed they led a
happy life together.
Mrs. Boll had to get by on few financial resources, since alimony
payments were either infrequent or did not come at all. However, she
did not want to sue her ex-husband and found other ways to manage
everyday expenses. The region she had moved to was one with very low
prices for houses, so she was able to buy a cheap, old house with the help
of friends. After some time, she was also able to restart her dog breeding business, which provided an important source of income, so that,
together with her invalid’s pension and a pension from one of her previous employers, the situation was stable.
What remained of the large family bonded closely after the misfortunes, and it was clear throughout the last years of the study that
Mrs. Boll had managed to slowly expand the limited options for actions
for herself and her children, thus expanding their horizons. With
the exception of Gregor’s older sister, who displayed very problematic behaviour for some time after the move, all the children managed
to become independent and to find work near their mother, whom
they now in turn wanted to support. After a certain adjustment period,
Gregor seemed to settle into his new surroundings and had hardly any
contact with his father anymore. He took his mother’s side and could
not understand his father’s actions. The relationship to his older siblings
in Austria was very good, and they were very close and important persons of reference.
After he moved to Germany, the social media began to play an important role in Gregor’s life, since they provided a way to stay in touch with
friends and family from back home. Ever since the move, we could characterise Gregor’s motives for media usage as communication and participation in group communication (including his family, his school friends
and a group that always met in the local pub) (see Fig. 8.6). Finding
information and entertainment were other motives as well.
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Fig. 8.6 Network map by Gregor Boll in 2016 (Tracing based on the original,
translated and anonymised by the authors)

Gregor and his older twin brothers like using the media (e.g., computer games) together in the brothers’ apartment. By the end of the
study, it seemed that Gregor was using many more media devices and
services than before moving to Germany. His parents had no time to
monitor their children anyway, but evinced laissez-faire practices (see
Chapter 7). However, it never appeared that Gregor was using the media
entirely uncritically.
In this context, Gregor was able to develop his own perspectives and
to acquire the necessary competences for action. His outlines for actions
always included supporting his mother, something he did not see as
clashing with his wish for independence.
8.4.2.3 The Ebner Family
The Ebner family, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Ebner and their two children, suffered under limited socio-economic circumstances throughout
our entire study. Mr. Ebner was working on the small farm where he and
his family lived. At the beginning, the family was living in an old farm
house without heating and suffering consequent problems with mould.
They even led to the Ebner’s son developing asthma. Later, they were
able to move into a newer house next to the old one and viewed this
change as a tremendous improvement of their situation. Although the
location of the farm is somewhat remote, the family felt comfortable
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there. In contrast to the socio-economic, the socio-emotional situation
of the family and the climate within the family were very good during
the entire study. The parents’ relationship worked well, and they got
married after initially living together. The children had a good relationship with their parents especially in the case of Elisabeth, who was very
close to her mother. She said that her mother was her most important
person of reference and also her role model. Elisabeth and her brother
had a very close relationship right through the study, obviously being
extremely fond of each other and never really arguing about anything.
Although the parents had to work hard to make a living, it was important to them to engage in many family activities and to spend as much
time together as possible.
Compared to the other families when the study began, the Ebners
possessed only a very limited range of media devices. They constantly
acquired more and updated them as the study progressed, but they
mostly used the media for practical reasons. They did not have very
much importance for Elisabeth when she was younger, yet, from the
fifth wave onwards, she did claim that she would be “screwed” without media, especially without her smartphone, which crucially served
to stay in touch with friends and family, and to organise her everyday life. Until the fourth wave, Elisabeth was not very tech-/computer-savvy and needed her brother’s help to switch on the computer, but
from then onwards, her skills improved greatly: she could navigate the
internet and was even writing on a manga story in a fan forum online.
Communication about the media, and forms of mediation, happened
within the family throughout the study, while the parents did their best
to inform their children about possible dangers, or they discussed interesting content together. All in all, Elisabeth’s parents could be said to
have shown a sort of child-centred mediation (see Chapter 7).
Despite the limited options for actions, all members of the family were
able to direct their outlines for actions towards the family. As a result, the
climate of relationships within it was intact and very stable throughout
the years, providing a good basis for Elisabeth and her brother to cope
with their developmental tasks and to develop their own competences for
action. We consider that Mr. and Mrs. Ebner tried to be role models for
their children and to guide them as they grew up, while at the same time
leaving them their free space to explore their options. For the Ebners, an
open form of communication was clearly the key to their parenting strategy. As a result, we always observed that Elisabeth did very well in her
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life, with strong ties to her family, a solid circle of friends and training to
become a florist, a profession she had been dreaming about for a long
time. At the end of the study, Elisabeth seemed fairly capable of developing her own outlines for actions, as well as being well able to shape her
future life for herself.
8.4.2.4 The Kaiser Family
The Kaiser family consisted of Mrs. Kaiser—a single mother after the
divorce from her husband between the third and the fourth waves—her
son, Torsten, and his two younger brothers. She was working part-time
before she developed psychological problems during the sixth wave. She
had, in fact, already had a long period of hospital treatment during the
fifth wave. Mrs. Kaiser still lived in the owner-occupied flat that she and
her ex-husband had bought together and was, by and large, satisfied with
her living situation.
Her ex-husband remarried after their divorce and fathered a daughter.
In contrast to other families of this type, the contact between Mr. Kaiser
and his children, as well as his ex-wife, remained fairly good. Torsten
was especially close to him and loved his half-sister dearly. His important reference persons were his grandparents, who offered him much
support. Conflicts between Mrs. Kaiser and Torsten occurred during
the fifth wave, when Torsten was trying to gain more independence. His
mother always remained anxious to maintain a good relationship with
her kids, even when her mental health issues began. From the beginning of the study, through the divorce and until the end, the family was
always able to solve problems together very competently, and the family
ties remained strong. Yet Mrs. Kaiser and her younger children experienced Torsten’s moving out as a welcome relief, because the apartment
had become very crowded as the children grew older. Torsten was able
to get into job training, and because of limited space at home, he had
to live in a hostel during the week. This was something Torsten actually
experienced as a relief.
The family had always been very well-equipped with media, and
Torsten himself had been an avid media user for some time. His
mother, therefore, monitored her son relatively strictly, but not
methodically, whereas his father allowed him to play undeniably violent computer games. During the third and fourth waves, his mother
said that he would watch television or play video games all day long if
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allowed to. During the sixth wave, after moving out during the week
to stay at his employer’s hostel, he did not have to stick to his mother’s rules anymore and seemed to spend most of his leisure time with
media. At the same time, he occasionally misplaced his phone, not finding it for days. Yet he seemed critical in his media use, was interested
in media production, knew a lot about privacy settings on social media
and had only 23 friends on it, mostly close friends and family, when the
study ended.
Mrs. Kaiser tried to keep an open relationship with her children,
in the hope they would not keep secrets from her. These attempts
met some resistance, when Torsten started to play online video games
intensively and was spending his whole leisure time with game playing.
In order to minimise the potential risks to her son, she installed a filter software without informing him about it, meaning she had decided
to enforce a particular restriction (see Chapter 7). In general, the climate in the family remained very good, as Torsten, despite conflicts
with his mother, lovingly looked after his younger brothers and cared
about them. His mother supported him, and, as he grew out of puberty,
Torsten did seem to rely on her and to realise that his mother cared
about him.
Despite their limited options for actions, the Kaiser family was able to
cope with their everyday life and its various challenges in a very competent way through mutual support and communication.

8.5  The Families of Type 4
Families in Socio-Economic Circumstances No Longer Strained and with
Unproblematic Socio-Emotional Relationship Structures: The Competent
Social Climbers. (Grubert, Scheib, Pfortner, Dornbacher and Zarbl)

Type 4 consists mostly of families who had been living together in the
same constellation for some time during the study. These families can
be described as “social climbers” because they experienced a significant
improvement in their socio-economic situation for various reasons, like
marriage, new jobs, an additional income or a pay raise. Some of the
families already had a good and solid socio-emotional relationship structure at the beginning, while others experienced a considerable improvement, often as a result of better socio-economic circumstances. All the
families made a stable and solid impression by the end of the study and
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were able to cope with everyday life challenges quite competently. Once
having moved up socially, the families were eager to secure their position and to stabilise the situation for themselves. Since they did not want
to endanger their new status, their outlines for actions were focused on
maintaining the good climate among them, in order to also secure the
improved situation for their children.
The parents of the Type 4 families were characterised by a very
devoted attitude towards their children and their needs, as well as interacting respectfully with them. After they largely shed the burden of
financial troubles, these parents were able to focus their attention on
their children rather than on finances, health issues, broken relationships
or unattainable outlines for actions. Through their improved resources
(of money as well as time), these parents had more leeway in raising
their children in greater comfort and closer relationships. Parenting
strategies based on child-centred mediation rather than unmethodical
restriction gave the children freedom to develop their individual “EigenSinn” (selfwill). This became obvious in the outlines for actions and the
acquisition of competences for action, like more self-esteem and clearer
goals in pursuing their own professional career paths.
8.5.1   The Case of Erich Grubert and His Family
8.5.1.1 Situation and Climate of Relationships Within the Family
When the study began, Erich (17 years old in 2016) and his single
mother were living in a fairly deprived neighbourhood. Ms. Grubert
was reluctant to let her son play outside and avoided contact with other
residents and children. As a result, Erich spent most of his leisure time
inside their apartment and used the media to relieve his boredom. He
was slightly obese, hyperactive and could not concentrate on anything.
The situation of the family improved, however, when Ms. Grubert
was able to increase her working hours and, in addition, find a new partner during the second wave. A newly-formed family resulted and moved
to a bigger apartment in a nicer neighbourhood, remaining in this constellation until the end of the study.
These events marked a significant change in the life of the family. From then on, they experienced much more stability and were able
to gradually improve their overall situation, financially level as well as
regards relationships. The changes also affected Erich, whose small
social circle began to widen, as his mother no longer had reservations
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regarding the neighbours’ children. Over the years, Erich’s health also
improved, with any problems slowly subsiding.
Although Erich and his stepfather did not share many interests at
the beginning, and the stepfather’s ideas of masculinity and leisure time
activities were not always in line with Erich’s, the boy accepted him in his
father role. They had a fairly good relationship, sometimes even sharing
an interest in repairing motorcycles together. For these reasons, we proceed by referring to Ms. Grubert and her new partner as “parents”.
Throughout the study, there was hardly any doubt that Erich had a
close relationship with his mother. Her statements and his statements
usually matched, with the exception of smaller secrets, like his first girlfriend, which Erich kept from her as he grew older, apparently not yet
being willing to share them. But Erich never left any doubt about how
important his family was to him. Even as a teenager, he said that he
would take them with him to a desert island, while the importance of his
family is underlined in his network map, where his family is drawn very
close to him (see Fig. 8.7).
The financial situation of the family improved still further between
the fourth and fifth waves. Ms. Grubert’s partner, an IT technician,
got a new job with a new employer, which meant a higher income and
no more night shifts. This left him more leisure time to spend with

Fig. 8.7 Network map by Erich Grubert in 2016 (Tracing based on the
original, translated and anonymised by the authors)
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the family. Erich had also started job training to become a cook, which
he enjoyed a lot, not least because he was now earning his first salary.
He said that he enjoyed the concomitant freedom and independence. He
offered to contribute a part of his salary to pay the rent, but his mother
declined it.
This big step in Erich’s life also had an influence on his daily routine,
his leisure time activities, his circle of friends and especially also on his
media usage. He slowly replaced the previously important school friends
by friends he made at work. As Erich himself attested, the time he spent
together with his colleagues during and often after work too became
more important for him, so that only one long-time friend, whom he
had known since moving to the new neighbourhood, was still close to
him. Along with new friends, a new girlfriend also claimed his attention
and leisure time.
Working usually from noon until half-past-nine or ten in the evening
and having few free weekends limited the time available for the previously dominant video games. Similarly, activities together with the family also became fewer, as did Erich’s involvement with the boy scouts.
Instead, Erich now enjoyed the occasional night out with colleagues or
his girlfriend.
The only negative development Erich experienced during the last
years of the study was the complete loss of contact with his biological
father. Contact had never been good, but he did hear from his father, at
least from time to time. To compensate, Erich found support from his
stepfather and the latter’s parents.
With a stable relationship network and a lot of mutual trust within the
family, the Gruberts were always able to cope with problems and challenges competently. During the last year of school, Erich was struggling
with the demands and the stress, which sometimes clouded relations, but
he and his parents were usually able to resolve these issues together. By
the end of the study, Erich has directed his outlines for actions towards
finishing his job training and entering another programme to become
a butcher, which would enhance his later job opportunities and his
income.
The parents were content with their overall situation, especially since
Erich’s job contributed to a better climate in the family and an even
closer relationship between them, after the stresses of school were over.
They were considering a house in the suburbs, while Ms. Grubert was
acquiring some unspecified further education.
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8.5.1.2 Media
As of the second wave, the family was always well-equipped with media,
which can be attributed to the step-father’s profession as an IT technician. The devices usually reflected state-of-the-art technology, although
Erich’s mother was the least interested among them in the latest models
of smartphone or the like. Erich liked to update his media equipment,
especially after beginning to earn his own money, when he started to buy
additional devices. He was very proud of his favourite spot in his room,
where he had his own flat screen TV, various consoles and a selection of
video games.
The picture he took also shows Erich’s hookah (an instrument for
smoking flavoured tobacco, with origins in India that has become
increasingly popular among young people in Austria in the last years),
something that he was also very proud of. Brands were important to
Erich when buying equipment. His parents declared that he was very
selective and had a clear idea of what he wanted, where he wanted to
obtain it, and where he could get the best price.
Erich’s media-related interests did not change much throughout the
study, but the intensity of his which media use changed over the years.
During the first wave, his media usage was highly intensive due to a lack
of other leisure time activities, so that the media served as a means to
compensate for the limited social contacts with peers. Erich expressed an
early interest in content focusing on natural science and fantasy. Anime,
for example, remained a central interest of his throughout the study.
A decrease in Erich’s media usage, following the changes he underwent between the first and second waves, lowered its intensity for some
time, until video games gained importance between the fourth and
fifth waves. By that time, the media had begun to serve as a release for
school stress. They became a focal point during his youth and adolescence. During the third wave, Erich explained that his favourite object in
his room was his PlayStation 3. He later acquired a PlayStation 4 (PS4),
which was so important to him that he marked it with an exclamation
mark in his network map from the last wave (see Fig. 8.7).
Erich’s interest in video games gave him extensive knowledge of
gaming vocabulary and strategies and a liking for complex and intricate
games. He was familiar with cheats and managed to master the game,
Skyrim, within just two weeks. This particular game had previously caused
a conflict between Erich and his mother during the fourth wave, since
Ms. Grubert did not approve of the game and refused to buy it for her
son. Erich knew the game through one of his friends and, although he
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recognised that there was a lot of blood and violence in it, he claimed that
he only wanted to play it for the storyline. When our interviewer asked
whether he liked blood being everywhere, he responded: “No, actually
I only play it because of the story, it’s good quality, that’s why I play it. I
don’t care, if it was up to me, it could be without the bloodshed at all!”
Playing complex video games presented a challenge for Erich and
helped him experience self-efficacy. His mother assumed that he was
suffering from low self-esteem after being mobbed in school because of
his weight, so that being successful at video games restored some of his
self-esteem.
Apart from anime and video games, the internet, social media,
together with the smartphone as a device that bundles all these services, gained importance during the last two waves. Erich was mainly an
observer and hardly ever active on platforms like Facebook. Unlike other
children in the sample, he had only about 80 friends, but knew all of
them personally.
Once Erich started his job training, he had less time for media, so
the intensity of use reduced, and Erich’s parents claimed that he became
much more responsible with the media. He used his smartphone less in
the end, since it was forbidden at his workplace, which influenced his
media usage in another way as well: Erich began listening to the radio
a lot, as it was always on in the restaurant kitchen. It became his most
important source of information, especially during the refugee crisis in
2015/2016.
The Gruberts’ family activities also included using the media together
throughout the study. Usually the television had been the focus of their
media usage in common, as when watching crime series together. This
activity had declined due to Erich’s new daily routine, but the occasional
television evening together still took place.
Overall, media were very important to the Grubert family. Due to
the stepfather’s profession, the media also had a high practical value,
given that the family’s income was mostly based on working with them.
The media were constant companions and were used in many different
ways for entertainment and for convenience in sourcing information. As
Erich’s mother pointed out in the last interview, they could not imagine
life without them.
Information about, for example, sport events played a crucial
role. Particularly notable throughout the study was the family’s large
collection of books, in addition to the various electronic devices.
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Ms. Grubert collected various books about pets and animals in general, and used them as sources for advice on the family’s number of pets
throughout the years (cats, snakes, a dog, a hamster).
Nevertheless, the generally positive attitude towards the media did
not mean that all content was viewed uncritically by Erich’s parents. Ms.
Grubert did not care for violence and pornography, as in her refusal to
buy Skyrim for Erich, but she said that she later gave in because in her
opinion refusing would ultimately only make it more desirable to him.
8.5.1.3 Parenting and Role of Socialisation Contexts
The parenting strategies in the Grubert family were mostly based on a
form of child-centred mediation, especially with regard to media literacy.
The expert in the family was Erich’s stepfather, at least as far as the technological aspects of media usage went. He was the one with an eye to filter software, who took care to teach Erich an awareness of privacy issues.
Talking about media content or issues related to the potential risks of
media usage had been happening from the second wave on. As a result,
Erich appeared to be a fairly aware media user.
At the beginning of the study, Ms. Grubert told us that she strictly
controlled her son’s media usage, but the details of her actual practices
indicated that these actually tended to laissez-faire. She often emphasised
later on that she did not approve of punishment or restrictions as educational tools, but, if anything, she used praise as an incentive for the
“right” behaviour. She put a lot of trust into her son and in his ability to
tell right from wrong.
In Erich’s case, the crucial role of a family’s dynamics for the development of a child became very clear. His youth was marked by two fundamental changes, with far-reaching effects on his family’s situation and on
himself. The first big change was his mother’s new partner, who slowly
became accepted as a father figure. The relationship with his mother
endured, and thus Erich experienced a form of stability and support that
he was lacking when the study began. Although the interests of stepfather and stepson didn’t always match, Erich gained new and different
experiences and could also explore new possibilities for his leisure time.
The second big change occurred via Erich’s job training, which had an
impact on his daily routine, his social circle and also on his media usage.
As opposed to school, which Erich sometimes experienced as a chaotic
and restrictive socialisation context, his work provided opportunities for
new outlines for actions. The new school that he attended as part of his
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training was much more to his liking, and he got better grades, had a
good relationship with his teachers and actually enjoyed it overall.
Working together with people of different backgrounds and ethnicities
seemed to broaden his horizon, causing him to talk about issues of immigrants and the refugee crisis in a very reflected and less negative way. He
perceived the change of his social circle through the new school and the
workplace as a positive development, because he had suffered from bullying in his old school, where brands and clothing were a big issue.
Concurrently with the job training, Erich’s relationship with his parents had also changed. He still saw them as important reference bullying
persons, but at the same time he enjoyed his growing independence and
in turn, his parents respected their son’s maturing, not seeing themselves
as educators anymore. Ms. Grubert felt that the time of actual “parenting” was over, and that they were more supporters and encouragers.
8.5.2   The Other Families of Type 4
8.5.2.1 The Scheib Family
Much like the Grubert family, the Scheib family was in a very precarious
situation when the study began. Mrs. Scheib was a single mother with
two daughters, and the family lived in a very small, crowded apartment.
She and her daughters had to make ends meet with what she earned
from working 15 hours a week and received in alimony payments. Their
situation changed radically when Mrs. Scheib met her prospective husband between the first and second waves. They moved to a large city in
the south of Germany and into a bigger apartment in a very nice neighbourhood. As a consequence, Mrs. Scheib and her daughters experienced
a massive increase in their options for actions, especially since the opportunities for the children in the neat, affluent surroundings, together with
their better financial situation meant new possibilities for shaping their
leisure time activities.
Susanne, the older of the two siblings, at first struggled with the
move, because she had to leave all her friends from kindergarten behind.
Among other things, she tried to use the media to compensate, but she
was able to make new friends as well, which reduced the relevance of
the media. Throughout the study, Susanne and her sister were in touch
with their biological father back in Austria, and that also enabled her to
stay in touch with other relatives in her old home-town. The only person
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Susanne did not get along with was the father’s new girlfriend, whom he
had met before the sixth wave, but his daughter’s relationship with him
seemed not to suffer from this.
After these life-changing events, Susanne’s situation was marked by
stability, and her stepfather became an important person of reference for
her. Her mother remained a central reference person as well, with their
relationship seeming fairly balanced and trusting, but it was somewhat
shaken when Susanne apparently suffered a personal crisis shortly before
the sixth wave. She quit school, although previous interviews had always
shown her to be a good student with very good grades, who liked going
to school. Puberty and the developmental tasks linked to it apparently
put a strain on her, which was expressed in a sudden and strong wish
for independence. In the last interview, Susanne mentioned that her
views and her parents’ views had drifted apart by that time. She turned
to an intensive use of the media, and her mother reported about up to
seven hours of watching television a day. The media had gained much
relevance overall, with, in particular, her smartphone becoming a focal
point of her media use, especially for managing contacts and using social
media. Prior to this, Susanne always displayed a very moderate use of
the media, and they had played more of a subordinate role in her life
between the first and fourth waves. Mrs. Scheib presented herself as
rather critical of the media (and especially the mainstream media) and
saw risks, but she also emphasised the benefits of the media use at various
points. However, the family’s range of media devices was comparatively
small, especially when the study began.
When the study ended, Susanne was 18 years old and appeared to
have overcome her crisis. She caught up on her school education and
was aiming to earn her secondary school certificate and to continue to a
higher secondary vocational school. In the meantime, the television had
lost its relevance almost completely, while only the smartphone remained
important for managing social contacts. As an almost grown-up, Susanne
was now focusing more on her friends and considered them to be a very
important part of her life.
Susanne and her family have always been competent at dealing with
everyday life challenges—a central characteristic of the Type 4 families—
and so they were also able to resolve Susanne’s crisis and to help her find
her own way to future independence.
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8.5.2.2 The Pfortner Family
In contrast to the Scheib and Grubert families, the Pfortners’ economic
situation did not improve because of a new partner, but because of an
increase in the parents’ financial resources. This led to better options for
actions for the family, consisting of the son, Helmut, a daughter older
than him, Mrs. Pfortner and her husband, the father of both children.
The family had been living in a house adjacent to Mr. Pfortner’s workshop. On its own, the father’s business was not doing well enough to
support the family adequately, and between the second and third waves,
Mrs. Pfortner took up another part-time job outside of the family business. This led to an improvement in the overall situation. Slowly but
steadily, the business seems to have done slightly better as well, but
the income continued to fluctuate, so Mr. Pfortner was thinking about
expanding to make more money. By the end of the study, the family
was able to renovate and extend the upper storey of the house, with an
apartment for each of the children. The previously precarious and rather
insecure financial situation had improved a lot over the years, and had
actually disappeared by the end of the study. Helmut had suffered from
their strained circumstances at the beginning, but his situation also
improved along with the family’s fortunes. He was even able to catch up
on his school education, after being diagnosed with a limited degree of
ability at the beginning of the study and having to stay in kindergarten
for another year.
The socio-emotional circumstances in the family were mostly very
stable throughout the study. Helmut has always had a close relationship
with his father, who was hoping that his son would take over the family business at some point. Helmut was especially close to his mother in
a supportive and trusting relationship, which persisted as Helmut grew
older. He confided in her when he had problems, helped her out wherever he could and talked about what was going on in his life. The wider
family ties appeared very strong, with his relationship to the older sister
being very good, as was his contact with other relatives, like grandparents, and particularly with one aunt.
There was one conflict that shook the family during the fourth wave.
It involved a fight between the parents resulting from an incident with
alcohol (which was not further elaborated on). Helmut’s aunt was able
to mediate in this dispute, and after it was resolved, there was no more
mention of conflicts or alcohol-related problems, so it was presumably a
one-time incident.
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Despite his very close relationship with his whole family, Helmut
started to develop a more independent life towards the end of the study
and began to focus on his friends and his sporting activities—Helmut has
been an active wrestler for many years and is one of only few children in
the panel who participated in an organised sports club activity—so that
his training and competitions took up most of his leisure time. By the
end of the study, he also mentions a girlfriend, who equally required a lot
of attention.
Helmut was able to enter job training to become a machine-tool technician and was, thus, on track to follow in his father’s footsteps. Mrs.
Pfortner was very proud of her son’s development and emphasised how
mature, independent and autonomous her son had become.
Throughout the study, Helmut had always been a rather intensive
media user, especially at the beginning, when he used the television a
lot, but the focus of his media use shifted as he grew older. Especially
the smartphone became more and more relevant, mostly to communicate with peers. He started to choose the media content he was using
more deliberately as well and, because of his job training and his sporting
activities, he did not have much time left to use the media in his leisure
time. Mrs. Pfortner was very happy about this development, as she has
always been critical of his media use, although she considered the media
in general important.
The stability that his family provided was clearly reinforced by more
financial security, and, in turn, contributed to Helmut’s development.
The family had always been competent at dealing with every day-life
challenges and found ways to cope with problems together.
8.5.2.3 The Dornbacher Family
The situation of the Dornbacher family, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Dornbacher and their two daughters, had been greatly influenced by
changing employment in the course of the study. The family only displayed a few specific characteristics of a social disadvantage because
they were living in an owner-occupied apartment in the countryside
and expected to pay it off in a few years. However, the financial situation was difficult when Mr. Dornbacher was on parental leave and his
wife was working 15 hours a week in an office. The father changed jobs
frequently in the years following his paternity leave, and their situation
was sometimes more, sometimes less strained, as was the climate among
them. But throughout the years and all the developments, the parents
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always made sure that they supported their children by inculcating a feeling of support and security. The fourth wave saw a big change for the
family, when Mr. Dornbacher was able to get a fairly well-paid, full-time
job nearby and the financial situation became notably better.
The relationship between the parents and the children could be best
described as amicable, the father was a good interlocutor, especially for
his daughter, Gudrun, and they would often discuss books in general, as
well as philosophy. The harmonious situation also large to other relatives.
Gudrun and her sister were very close to their grandparents and their
various aunts and uncles. Parenting was mostly based on child-centred
mediation and had a strong focus on furthering the children, no matter
what the financial situation looked like.
The improved financial situation, and the better options for actions
related to it, became visible in Gudrun’s outlines for actions after the
fourth wave—she was able to visit a private Montessori secondary school
and was focusing on passing the admission test for the academy of music
to study the flute (recorder/English flute) and become a music teacher.
Music had been a hobby of hers for a long time, and her parents always
did their best to support her in this endeavour. Like many other children in the panel, Gudrun liked watching television—especially during a
period in the fourth panel wave when she had had trouble finding friends
and so had used media content for orientation and coming to terms with
topics that preoccupied her. Later, the smartphone became more important, but Gudrun had been an avid reader as well and actively wrote stories herself, even publishing some of them online. Her passion for books
was also something that stood out in the panel and was something that
her parents had passed on to her, being avid readers themselves. Her creativity and her ability to express herself were mirrored in Gudrun’s network maps, which were always very elaborate. Her network map from
2014 shows how much thought she put into arranging the people who
were important to her in carefully designated circles around her, thus visualising the proximity (see Fig. 8.8).
The map displays many friends, both boys and girls, some of whom
had been her close friends for years (e.g., since primary school), as well as
her close relatives, with whom she shares her inner circle.
8.5.2.4 The Zarbl Family
Similar to the Scheib family, the Zarbl family experienced a social elevation when Mrs. Zarbl acquired a new partner and later married him. In
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Fig. 8.8 Network map by Gudrun Dornbacher in 2014 (Tracing based on the
original, translated and anonymised by the authors)

the first wave, the family still consisted of Mrs. Zarbl, her son, Norbert,
his younger brother and the biological father of the two boys. The climate in the family was very strained at that time due to the parents’
conflicted relationship. As a result, the relationship between Norbert
and his mother was problematic. Norbert was watching a lot of television, but rather aimlessly, while his parents often used television as a
“babysitter” to keep him occupied while they were struggling with their
stressful relationship and overall situation. Mrs. Zarbl and her partner
separated before the second wave, leaving Mrs. Zarbl short of money.
However, the family’s socio-emotional circumstances improved, with
regard to the ex-partner too, as the separation had taken a lot of pressure
off both parents. By the third wave, Mrs. Zarbl had a new partner, who
brought financial stability back into the family. Subsequently, Mrs. Zarbl
increased her working hours, which contributed to the further improvement of the socio-economic situation and its increasing stability. Norbert
and his biological father kept in touch throughout the study, although,
due to time constraints, contact reduced when Norbert started his job
training. His stepfather became an important reference person as well.
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Mrs. Zarbl’s new partner and husband brought two kids of his own into
the family, but they were already grown-up and independent and, thus,
did not move in along with him. We registered only minor conflicts,
one of which was, in fact, media related, when, during the fourth wave,
Norbert’s biological father and his stepfather differed about the action
movies Norbert was not allowed to watch at home, but which his father
allowed him to watch at his place. Mrs. Zarbl tried to control Norbert’s
media usage—to his annoyance—but she could not manage this consistently. Apart from that, Norbert’s relationship with his mother improved
tremendously during the study and became much more balanced. But
Norbert continued to be generally introverted, although, as he grew
older, he started to be more independent and spend more and more time
with his friends. Communication with his friends was a priority, which
is why his smartphone was so relevant to him. He also continued to
like various video games, like Call-of-Duty. Norbert had very elaborate
media equipment in his room, clearly designed to make the most of his
gaming experience, as a picture of his favourite spot for media use shows
that he took in 2014: A centrally arranged flat screen TV is framed with
a powerful sound system, different game consoles, receiver and a stereo
system are at Norbert’s disposal.
When the study ended, Norbert seemed fairly competent at managing his life and future perspectives, something that he learned from his
mother and his family, both parties proving to be fairly competent at
dealing with life challenges over the years of the study.

8.6  Conclusion
The typology presented in this chapter clearly demonstrates that children and their families operate within an individual framework, where
the family develops ways of coping or fails to cope. This chapter helps
to understand how many of the researched families, especially from Type
1 and Type 2, were often overstrained in multiple ways and experienced
different forms of deprivation on many levels. The families differ greatly
from each other as far as their options for action, their outlines for action
and their competences for action are concerned.
While the Type 1 families suffer from severe socio-economic problems, experienced as multiple deprivation—they are overall rather overwhelmed by their situation/unable to cope—the Type 2 families do not
experience socio-economic problems anymore or only to a very small
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extent compared to the beginning of the study in 2005, but their situation is very strained because of severe problems on the socio-emotional
level that did not resolve when the financial situation improved—especially with regard to the relationships between parents and children.
As a consequence, the Type 1 families are characterised by very limited
options for actions, especially on the parents’ part, since the socio-economic resources are very scarce and the worry about making ends meet
overshadows the families’ everyday life. Many of the parents and children belonging to this type began to develop health issues during the
study, and these dominated the everyday life and the relationship structures within the families, burdening and problematising their doing family even more. In the light of the limited options for action, the outlines
for action often appear limited as well, and everyday challenges—like
supporting the family, buying clothes, parenting and so on—meet with
a lack of competences for action. This constellation leads to a feeling of
overextension; some even fail altogether at coping with their everyday
challenges. All the children who experienced this particular constellation suffer from the conditions in the family and experience hardly
any support, or none at all, in fulfilling their own developmental tasks.
Depending on their cognitive abilities and their self-will, they were,
like Timo Landinger, either not able to develop their own outlines for
action and to build competences for action, or only to a limited extent, as
Manfred Oblinger was doing by the time the study ended. What stands
out about the Type 1 families is how they differ from those of Type 3
and Type 4 in a fundamental sense: having no security network among
relatives or friends.
Among the adolescents, it was mainly the boys who had problems
keeping up with peers in terms of their individual development, so that
they often turned into mavericks at their schools. Either they had no
friends or very few to share their interests. Their friendships were primarily based around their online games. Considering the fact that, as we
pointed out in Chapter 3, there is a correlation between the relationships
among family members, the ways in which family members interact with
each other, and the children’s ability to form relationships later in life,
romantic as well as with peers, it is not surprising that the adolescents
of Type 1 had not formed romantic relationships during the time of the
study.
The situation of the Type 2 families is, as was already described,
different in its interplay of options for action, outlines for action and
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competences for action, as applied to the individual family members. The
options for action improved over the time of the study for all the families of this type—mostly single mothers at the beginning—through marriage, but also through inheritances. These families experienced increased
financial resources, but their problematic socio-emotional relationship
structures remained unimproved and they continued to have problems
and struggle with overextension within the nuclear family right up to the
end of the study. The mothers of this type were often disinterested in
their children and left them mostly to fend for themselves, something
also mirrored in their parenting strategies and media education.
When they were no longer single, some mothers directed their outlines for action fully towards their new partners and new children and
used their competences for actions to tackle challenges that they met
there, whereas the “old” children became less relevant, to the disadvantage of the latter. Usually, they received hardly any support from their
family with their own developmental tasks and did not feel at home in
their own families. Benedikt Holzner is a very special case in this context, as we showed, since he was able to overcome the traumatic experiences from his early childhood and his mother’s disinterest and neglect
through moving into an assisted-living facility, where he was able to
develop resilience and independence.
The Type 3 families show entirely different characteristics again. They
are faced with socio-economic problems, but their socio-emotional situation is quite stable and their relationships among family members are
fairly strong, which helps them to better cope with challenging everyday situations. These families experienced deprivation on the socio-
economic level from beginning right up to the end of the study, limiting
their options for action massively (similar to the Type 1 families); but,
in contrast to those from Type 1, the parents (mostly single mothers),
directed a great deal of their energy, their outlines for action and their
competence s for action towards securing a harmonious family life, as is
obvious from their approach to parenting They practised mediation,
communication and trust, even though they could not always manage
this consistently. These parents supported their children in dealing with
their developmental tasks as best as they could under the given circumstances and within the restrictions of the socio-economic situation, so
that the children appeared fairly competent at mastering their own lives
by the time the study ended.
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Lastly, we presented the Type 4 families, who can be characterised as
“the social climbers”, since they experienced an improving socio-economic
situation throughout the study and did not show any problems on the
socio-emotional level (anymore) either. The improvement happened
through new and/or better jobs or more work hours and new partnerships. Their options for action improved along with the increasing financial
resources. These families were mostly fairly stable at the beginning, but
the socio-economic improvement further contributed to stabilising them.
Their children profit from the increasing resources and the growing stability, since they experience a lot of support from their parents, whose outlines
for action are clearly directed towards the children, helping them in their
development and enabling them to develop their own outlines for action
and acquire the necessary competences to realise them. It is evident that the
children profit from this support network in their socialisation. The doing
family and the parenting in these families is again marked by child-centred
mediation and a much less laissez-faire approach or an unmethodical,
restrictive one, as compared to the families of Types 1 and 2.
Based on the presented results, it can be established that the
socio-economic frame does shape everyday life of the families, but the
socio-emotional circumstances in the nuclear relationship structures are
decisive when it comes to coping with everyday challenges.
The individual interplay of options for action, outlines for action and
competences for action of the parents in particular, but also of the children
as they grow older, form the foundation of the actual everyday life in a
family, as well as their doing family. It also shapes how successful the children were in dealing with and using media in the process of their socialisation. Although it is not possible to infer a typology of media usage,
it becomes clear against the background of the presented data, that
media usage and what is often deemed a “bad” form of media usage can
become symptomatic for other things going wrong in a child’s life. In
this context, an interesting finding is that the adolescents of Type 4, but
also of Type 3, value face-to-face-relationships as more than mediated
recreational time. They do indeed use computer games and are interested in other (media-related) activities, but these are not a basis determining their recreational time. Instead, it is the immediate contact with
friends that is by far more important to them.
With regard to media usage or patterns of media use, it became
clear that we could not identify type-specific patterns of media usage,
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especially not to the extent that such patterns would have been stable
across the types throughout the study. However, we could show that the
overextension and inability to cope that some families, especially Type
1 and Type 2 families, experience, expand into all areas of everyday life,
especially in the ways family members treat each other, interact with each
other, in how parents are willing and able to pay attention to the needs
of their children and to help them come to terms with their lives. This
circumstance even expands to and influences the ways in which children
broadly use the media, how they handle media technology and how
media literacy is mediated within the family. Some of the families, who
experienced an improvement of their situation (economically or emotionally, or both), often mirror this in their stronger orientation towards
their children and a more devoted attitude towards parenting, which
again is also mirrored in their mediation strategies regarding media literacy, as we were able to show in Chapter 7.
In conclusion, we can say that the typology presented in this chapter
draws attention to how the dynamics, both with and without the media,
of family life and socialisation develop. The typology can be understood
as a step—and one underpinned empirically by our research—towards a
better understanding of how to systematically help families find (better)
ways of coping and, regarding the use of media, develop specific media
literacy concepts in order to enable a participatory response in children.

Notes
1. The original data is in German, all direct quotes that are used in this chapter
were translated into English by the authors. In order to make the text more
reader-friendly we did not include such a reference for the individual quotes.
2. Large families are defined as families with three or more children (Statistik
Austria, 2017, p. 3); since larger families are particularly at risk of poverty,
we were specifically looking for families with more than three children.
3. In order to illustrate the children’s network map in an international context we decided to create a new version that keeps the style of writing, the
visual elements. The terms that have been mentioned were translated and
positioned at the same place as in the original map. Spelling mistakes in the
original version are indicated by analogue mistakes.
4. Due to copyright reasons the pictures taken by the adolescents cannot be
printed. They include visible third-party content like, for example, brands,
logos and game visuals. Therefore, the text offers a description to better
understand the settings instead of showing the pictures.
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CHAPTER 9

Discussion and Conclusion

9.1  The Objectives of This Longitudinal Study
This book presents our longitudinal study, as conducted in Austria over
nearly twelve years, from 2005 until 2017. Our core question focused on
the role of media within the socialisation of children, who subsequently
became adolescents and grew up in families exhibiting various degrees
of social disadvantage. The study followed them from five, or respectively six, years of age up to the last stage of adolescence, and into young
adulthood.
Even in a comparatively rich country such as Austria (see Chapter 2),
the living conditions of socially disadvantaged young people are particularly demanding. They are often strongly affected by a lack of health (see
Kuntz, Waldhauer, Zeiher, Finger, & Lampert, 2018) and by a limited
access to education services and, linked to this, with a low level of participation in society. These challenges are intensified by the progressive
transformation of the means of communication. As changing media environments are deeply integrated in a constantly changing society, where
they act as a trigger for various processes of social change (see Carpentier,
Schrøder, & Hallett, 2014; Hepp & Hasebrink, 2014; Lundby, 2014),
transformative processes become highly relevant in individuals’ everyday
lives—and, therefore, for socialisation processes as well. To define the
role of the media in the overall context of complex and diverse socialisation processes, a theoretically and methodologically coherent concept
© The Author(s) 2019
I. Paus-Hasebrink et al., Social Inequality, Childhood and the Media,
Transforming Communications – Studies in Cross-Media Research,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02653-0_9
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is needed. It helps to understand the individual perspective of human
beings, as well as the overall aspects of their conduct of everyday life contexts. Despite several heterogeneous approaches from different scientific
disciplines, be that sociology, psychology or other disciplines, there is a
consensus among modern socialisation researchers, which spotlights the
individual perspectives of different actors as the essential aspect of this
academic field. Socialisation researchers now link both psychological
and sociological elements and conceptualise socialisation as a “bidirectional process” (Smetana, Robinson, & Rote, 2015, p. 60) and, in this
sense, as an “interactive process” (Hurrelmann & Bauer, 2015, p. 146),
which is created, influenced and modified by the individual (Hurrelmann
& Bauer, 2015; see Hurrelmann, Grundmann, & Walper, 2008, p. 17;
for an overview about development of socialisation theories, see Prout,
2008; see Chapter 3). But we still know little about how these processes proceed within the development of an individual’s socialisation.
This is, above all, the case, because children are actually growing up in
interlinked contexts, which are, for their part, saturated by the media.
Proceeding from Ien Ang’s understanding of contextualism, it seemed to
us necessary to identify the relevant contexts shaping the structure of a
child’s everyday life (Ang, 2006, p. 69). This step was indispensable, in
order to show how the interaction takes place in the process of young
people’s socialisation and to illustrate how the transfer from social contexts into personal characteristics, and vice versa, takes place.
For our longitudinal study on the role of media within the socialisation of socially disadvantaged adolescents in Austria, we developed a
praxeological and integrative approach to (media) socialisation research,
which aims to clarify the practical meaning of the individual (media)
practices for children and their parents within a family context. This concept espouses a research design both theoretically and methodologically
apposite and coherent, one capable of shedding light on the role of the
media within the overall context of complex and manifold socialisation
processes.
We explore how and why children and adolescents within socially
disadvantaged families use different media services for guidance in their
everyday lives and to help them to deal with their developmental tasks
within their relevant contexts of growing up. To this end, it is necessary
to examine not only the adolescents themselves but also their respective
lives within their respective families, peer groups and other socialisation
contexts, for example, in their schools. It is precisely in these contexts
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that they gain experience, including how to deal with different media
contents and media devices. Against this background, then, young
people build their specific media repertoires. Our study investigates these
factors, so that we also consider it a contribution to the entire field of
family research.
The core of the study lies in the question as to how children and
adolescents and their parents, or respectively relatives, like stepfathers
or partners of the mothers, deal with media within their socially disadvantaged families and how they use these media services to cope with
the challenges of their everyday lives. A longitudinal study is ideal for
examining these parameters because long-term communication processes proceed in various ways and change fundamentally in structure
and function over time. A qualitative approach seems particularly suitable and enables a focus on the complex processes of building individual
orientation which is shaped by conditions for the conduct of everyday
life that are socially unequal and structurally distributed (Weiß, 1997,
p. 246; see Chapter 3). Such an approach enables to grasp the individual
understanding of their specific milieus, but also to pay attention to the
common understanding about the ways of living together within their
specific milieu (see Weiß, 1997, p. 259). In order to meet these requirements adequately, we focused on our carefully chosen sample and we
decided to forego the implementation of a second panel with families
who are not socially disadvantaged as a comparison group. At this point,
our aim was to accompany our families for such a long time as possible in
order to analyse the processes of growing up, the complexity of socialisation, the related dynamics and the cross-linked interplay of relevant social
contexts at the best. This concept made it possible to record even the
small but subtle differences and to describe the distinctions between the
individual families in respect to the process of socialisation and growing
up in miscellaneous socially disadvantaged surroundings.
Our study’s core is a qualitative longitudinal survey accompanying
the children within their families, from kindergarten until adolescence
and emerging adulthood (by the end of the study, the adolescents were
16–18 years old). Additionally, we conducted a literature analysis for
twelve years, concentrating on national and international research within
the scope of this project (see Chapter 2). On the one hand, it framed
the project, as our analysis and discussion had, perforce, to deal not only
with other qualitative studies but also with quantitative studies, in order
to better frame our results against the backdrop of broader findings. On
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the other hand, we conducted the literature review not only for internal purposes, but also for the public consumption. To this end, we
made the results of the literature review publicly available as a separate
publication on our project website (https://www.uni-salzburg.at/
mediensozialisation). We developed our theoretical framework further
by paying attention to special aspects, like the phase of adolescence as
one with particular challenges (see Chapters 3 and 6). This is central to
our book, because of processes inherent in it, like “sense making” and
“self-making” (Arnett, 1995; see also Arnett, 2007).

9.2  The Theoretical Framework
At the heart of the praxeological perspective on socialisation processes
lies the question about the subjective meaning of the (media) practices
displayed by individuals and groups in their Lebenswelt (lifeworld) (see
Chapter 3). Our focus is on individuals within their everyday lives, in
their specific social space actually or symbolically available to them and
where they deploy their various forms of “capital” (see Bourdieu, 1986)
to make sense of their everyday lives. In this process, media services of
all kinds play a substantial role. In private or professional everyday lives,
specific social connections determine individuals’ range of options to
develop their identities, to gain competences for action and then to act in
differing everyday situations.
We observed individuals’ orientation patterns and—partly mediabased—sense-making practices, but we did not consider their media
usage either from a “subjective” or from an “objective” perspective.
Much rather, our study follows Bourdieu’s concept of “practical sense”,
his “praxeology” as developed in “Theory of Practice” (1977). The
aim is to understand how the individual can act and does actually act
in his or her lifeworld. This lifeworld reaches out beyond the individual. Hence further social contexts relating to the social milieu have to
be investigated as well, as it is in them that the individual’s ambitions
and resources become active and specific patterns of action are “in place”
and socially adequate (see Weiß, 2000, p. 47, translated by the authors).
While aspiring to make their life meaningful, individuals tend to use
media throughout their lives. It is especially against the background of
ongoing mediatization processes that the media become signally important. Using a praxeological perspective, socialisation processes, and
the role of the media within them, can be examined. Furthermore, we
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can demonstrate which media services are relevant among an individual’s media repertoires and at which stages, during a life-long process of
socialisation, these specific services become important for coping with
everyday life.
Nevertheless, we need to consider additional facts concerning media
usage: on the one hand, the media usage of individuals is determined by
the basic structure governing their response to challenges in life. But on
the other hand, media usage depends on the specific ways media contents are offered, meaning that only services actually accessible can be
used.
We can identify practices of everyday life in terms of the practical,
respectively everyday-practical, sense of purpose of every family member,
and such findings are of particular importance in praxeologically conceptualised (media) socialisation research. On the one hand, we observe
how these practices are developed by the children and adolescents and
their siblings, but on the other hand, we also observe how they were
developed by the parents too. The following analytical concept enables
us to reconstruct the further development in the practices of all of our
subjects. It is based on three analytic concepts (see Chapter 3):
• Options for action are, on the one hand, related to an individual’s specific socio-structural conditions and, on the other, to the
socio-structural aspects of society as a whole and to its political,
economic, cultural and media contexts. Options for action designate the objective characteristics of an individual’s social conditions,
which are shaped by the rules of the social field(s) in which he/she
operates. Options for action represent an ordered array of possible
(and impossible) actions.
• Outlines for action are related to subjective perceptions of social
conditions and represent the ways in which the subject transforms
the characteristics of his/her situation, viewed objectively, into a
subjective guide for action. These outlines reflect what makes sense
to the subject and indicate the viewpoints from which he/she structures his/her perceptions and interpretations of the world. Thus,
all of the families’ goals and plans, or those of the individuals, are
closely tied to a subjective perception of the social milieu.
• Competences for action are related to the resources at the individual’s
disposal to accomplish the above outlines for action. As Bourdieu
maintains, these competences characterise the material, cultural and
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social resources available to an individual and serve as cognitive or
motivational prerequisites for his/her actions, including the use of
the media. These competences are reflected in the realisation of the
individual’s outlines for action.
Based on the options for action, outlines for action and competences for
action, it is theoretically and empirically possible to understand the connection between a social milieu and the subjective structure of making
sense of one’s own life. Our approach to young people’s socialisation, as
presented in this book, provides answers through a combined analysis of
both the subjective and structural components of practice. It focuses on
the lifeworld of a child, and of the subsequent adolescent, within their
family, where they conduct their everyday life and where, starting in
early childhood, media activity is given its meaning. This approach helps
in examining the everyday structures of a child’s or adolescent’s life, as
shaped by the family’s social situation, in order to describe the “arrangements” for everyday life and the process of doing family. It is through
these arrangements that practices, including media practices, are formed
and media actions gain structure and meaning. This approach makes it
possible to reconstruct the transfer process, namely, how socio-structural conditions transfer onto an individual’s subjective perception and
(media-related) actions and how this perception leads to an independent orientation towards the world. Following this approach, it is possible not only to look superficially at how children and adolescents deal
with media, but also to investigate how they subjectively make sense
of the media as a source for coping with their developmental tasks.
This acquires special attention to the structures of their everyday life,
namely their socio-economic aspects as access to certain media, but also
the general availability of media contents in the specific area of living.
Against this background, media usage can be read as a practice within
a socially constructed everyday life and, hence, as a form of observable
practical ability.

9.3  On the Longitudinal Study and Its Process
Our study on the role of the media within the socialisation of socially
disadvantaged adolescents in Austria started in 2005 and accompanied
the growing-up of selected children, respectively teenagers, within their
families until the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017. To grasp
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complex processes like this analytically, and in order to operationalise
them empirically, it is necessary to develop a rich design (see Chapter 4)
that covers different levels of socialisation associated with the micro-,
meso- and macro-processes of growing up. Thus, individual biographical
changes and changes within the socialisation contexts display forms of
social coherence. The families, which are significantly important for the
socialisation of the adolescents, form a salient example.
We based the longitudinal study’s methodology, therefore, on triangulation (Patton, 2002, p. 563; Paus-Hasebrink, Prochazka, & Sinner,
2013, p. 23), enabling it to analyse and describe the interaction between
development-psychological processes of growing up—children coping with their developmental tasks, as well as parents coping with their
life tasks—and socio-economical (for example, unemployment or a new
job, a better or worse financial situation) or socio-emotional factors of
a family (for example, divorce of the parents, severe misfortunes within
the family). Furthermore, specific wishes and interests come to light and
demonstrate how socialisation is accomplished and how media are relevant during this process.
At the macro-level, there are socio-structural factors, like the income
and the educational qualifications of the parents which determine their
social milieu. In other words, the way of life of a family is crucially
shaped by its social status. The following aspects stand out: the constantly changing, interdependently existing and, in an general sense,
relevant socio-structural factors of the country, such as its political, economic and cultural contexts, its media system, including a vast amount
of technical and, therefore, societal change in media infrastructure, the
structure of the educational system, the overall economic situation of the
country, the labour market, matters linked to family issues (for example,
maternity leave and family support), together with the laws governing
them, and the availability of kindergartens and schools, as well as recreational facilities for children, adolescents and families. These factors have a
definite impact on the life of the families and, therefore, frame their way
of life. Socio-structural conditions define the field in which children and
their parents and siblings live and where a child moves around and learns
to deal with its relevant developmental tasks and life challenges. These
conditions determine the specific and milieu-dependent situation a child
grows up in. They affect socialisation in a crucial way because they form
testing grounds for individual identity. But quite often these conditions
fundamentally restrict the given spaces.
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Within the meso-level, the question arises about the social resources a
family can deploy to ensure socio-structural support. On this level, certain relationship structures between parents and their children and siblings, but also between relatives like grandparents, aunts and uncles, are
responsible for the basic family climate. In this context, it is also important to determine the parental life tasks (what is important for mothers and fathers? Do they live within a family, or are they separated and,
for example, in a new romantic relationship?) as well as the life tasks of
the siblings. So, it becomes vital to examine the educational resources
of the parents and, therefore, the way, they and the siblings deal with
media services. The amount of media equipment as hardware, the place
where it is available and in which (social) contexts it can be used, are also
important variables. As a part of a social network, the parents’ friends,
neighbours and, with increasing age, their own friends and peers gain
more and more importance for the children. These outcomes are similar
to the previous findings from studies conducted during the childhood
and youth of subjects (Paus-Hasebrink & Bichler, 2008; Paus-Hasebrink
& Kulterer, 2014). Children are companions for each other (see
Krappmann, 1991, p. 362) and during their socialisation, with whom
they are interacting is crucially important. They do share particular interests with friends, and they may be supported and recognised within a
peer group, but also rejected. These conditions have a significant impact
on the way children organise their everyday lives, how they develop their
social relationships and thereby become self-confident. A specific lifestyle
within a family and the social network among siblings and with parents
form the basis for children’s dealing with the media.
The micro-level connotes the child itself. Here, the main focus of the
overall research project covers aspects like age and gender, hence the
specific developmental tasks and the specific media usage concomitant
with them. The relevant factors on the micro-level also affect the mesolevel, like the family’s way of living together. One aspect should not be
underestimated in its effect on the overall climate in the family, namely
a child’s capacity for dealing with those developmental tasks arising, for
example, from a change of school or from being a part of relevant social
contexts (for example, being accepted within their peer group or in different social groups in general). However, the lifestyle of the family has
a greater impact when children are growing up, and they—to differing
degrees depending on age and development—do reciprocally shape the
way of living within their family, while, on the other hand, also being
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extensively dependent on their social environment. The specific way
of living within the family frames the way a child grows up and deals
with the media, indicating, in turn, the role the media play in the child’s
socialisation.
Our study comprised six waves of interviews (2005, 2007, 2010,
2012, 2014, 2016 and additionally a final telephone call back survey at
the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017). We traced media socialisation processes, and especially the individual changes in adolescents’
socialisation, as this was affected by a dynamically changing media environment significant for both individuals and society. Over the nearly
twelve years, we, therefore, covered every important stage from kindergarten to late adolescence in the lives of the children and adolescents.
To apply our central concepts options for action, outlines for action
and the closely related competences for action, we developed the following research approaches. We defined the options for action of a family,
and particularly of our subject, the child growing up within this family,
and we identified the socio-structural factors for social disadvantage,
adopting the layer model of social inequality (see Hradil, 1999; Hradil
& Masson, 2008). A standardised questionnaire was used in every wave
of the survey, in order to gather basic information about the options for
action (income, educational level, housing situation and so on). With
help of observation protocols, the interviewers registered information
about the families’ homes and neighbourhoods, as well as about the
media equipment available. These observations also helped to describe
the configuration of family life, the doing family (see Jurczyk, Lange, &
Thiessen, 2014; Morgan, 2011). They functioned as a link to the examination of the outlines for action, such as the adolescents’ goals and plans
and those of the parents, all of which are closely related to the individuals’ perceptions of the social milieu. The basis for this research step was
in the interviews with the chosen children, and with the adolescents subsequently, and with one or both of their parents or guardians. The interviews also helped to record the perceived competences for action of the
young people and their parents, as they formed their own concepts, and
then traced what the adolescents thought of their parents, and vice versa.
The guided in-depth interviews were the core of this study. To cope
with the nature of a mediatised society and with the adolescents’ new
stage in life, we modified and enhanced our methodological approach
during the fifth (2014) and sixth (2016) waves of the survey. The theoretical foundation was redrawn, so that new research results were
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forthcoming. Following the methodical approach of thinking aloud
(Bilandzic, 2005, pp. 362–364; 2017, pp. 407–408) we sought discussion of the adolescents’ social networks profiles as a response to the
much greater importance of social network sites. To investigate the
increasingly differentiated relationships in the adolescents’ everyday life,
we had them draw “network maps” (Hepp & Düvel, 2010, p. 271) to
visualise their media and information repertoires. The third methodological approach addressed the overall trend towards personal media
equipment in our subjects’ own bedrooms. Inspired by the concept of
“bedroom culture” (see Bovill & Livingstone, 2001, p. 3), we took photographs, together with the adolescents, to show their rooms and their
favourite places for media use. These photographs allowed insights in the
specific construction of the young peoples’ personal living environments,
which are the central spaces for developing an individual identity and, as
such, acutely influenced by media services and contents.
The collected material was regularly evaluated after every wave using
a sensitively aligned repertoire of different methodologies to analyse
the data while consistently comparing them with the past outcomes of
the study. In all cases, the evaluation and interpretation were guided by
the three theoretical concepts: the options for action, outlines of action
and competences for action of the adolescents and their parents. A survey of these concepts allowed especially meaningful indicators to emerge
from during the last step of the evaluation, which can be summed up by
three dimensions: socio-economic conditions, socio-emotional relationship structures (doing family) and strategies of the family to cope with
everyday life. These three dimensions enabled us to construct a typology
for denoting the differences between our individual families.

9.4  The Scope of This Study
Highly ambitious and informative longitudinal studies are rare in communication research. Special economic and organisational challenges
have to be managed, while the survey and its evaluation are both elaborate undertakings, because of the great amount of data collected. The
extended duration and procedure of the research necessitate particular forms of reflexivity and explication. The theoretical-methodological
viewpoint has to be integrated into a transparent and comprehensible
research frame to achieve high-quality results when considering structures of meaning like the (re)construction of media practices. Both the
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quantitative research paradigm, as well as the qualitative, indicate that
the value of a study depends not only on the method of collecting data.
Qualitative analyses need intersubjective traceability together with coherent data evaluation (see Chapter 4). The interactive theoretical and
methodological design of this study—both parts were updated as the
children were growing up to adolescence and their everyday lives were
becoming more and more mediatised—offers a reliable basis for a transparent way of examining the research topic.
We aimed to pursue the structures of meaning and, therefore, the
subjective distribution in the ways the children and their parents constructed them. This was linked with the goal of detecting coherences and
registering the complex interplay of the various factors shaping the life
of the socially disadvantaged families, thus tracing the children’s overall development and their socialisation. Many aspects of this study may
well link to the international research on socially disadvantaged families
and their ways of dealing with media services, but we have not concentrated on identifying “typical” patterns for the process of growing up in
socially disadvantaged families and comparing them with non-disadvantaged families. Any such question requires, of course, a different research
design. What we regard as committed social research makes it important
to direct attention towards the actual needs of socially disadvantaged
adolescents. Furthermore, our study shows how socialisation is understood as a process and to find out which aspects interact in what ways
during young people’s socialisation as they grow up.

9.5  The Particular Challenges
of a Longitudinal Study
To understand the role the media play during children’s development as
individuals, means understanding how their social contexts are designed.
Most important here are their social contexts, like family and the children’ management of everyday life. Gaining any insight requires a longitudinal perspective, because it is only possible in this way to experience
how media usage and preferred ways of shaping everyday life are linked.
In this case, social research is intended as family research, but with specific reference to the child and its individual conditions and issues.
Hence, a qualitative approach is necessary to derive any more profoundly
coherent results from the research topic.
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The collection and evaluation of qualitative longitudinal data inevitably become a major challenge for researchers. Making the qualitative data from a panel of subjects over twelve years as intersubjectively
traceable as possible for its readers requires a triangulation-based, mutually monitoring and permanently updated methodological design. But
this was not the only challenge to be overcome, given that the research
team had to confront several internal and external problems. The simple recruiting and maintaining of the panel was quite an extensive effort.
A distinct tenacity was required to contact the adolescents and families
every two years and to convince them to remain part of the panel—telephone numbers and email addresses were changed, correspondence was
often ignored. Several relocations and changes within family-constellations brought further problems. And in addition, the team of researchers
brought its own challenges, where the duration of the project involved
various personnel turnovers by dint of, for example, limited-term
appointments, changes in personal circumstance and student assistants
graduating. Hence, the people involved had changing subjective perspectives and individual ways of working. All of this had consequences for the
strategies during the evaluation process and the comparability of results,
which is indisputably the central quality factor for a longitudinal study!
In this respect, it required considerable efforts to maintain a traceable
and transparent, well-documented and comprehensible work and thus
meet the needs of empirical social research.
Within the longitudinal study on socially disadvantaged adolescents,
different measures were deployed. With the aid of a certain degree of
standardisation, even in the qualitative research, the high level of comparability was secured. Coding schemes were changed quite sensitively,
thematically structured matrices with given categories. We took care to
maintain the meticulous and multiply-secured documentation of these
procedures. Any standards, like rules of transcription and anonymisation, as well as the description of the codes, were strictly documented, so
that our approach is continuously traceable over several years. A highly
important step to support these standards involved workshops on interviewing and coding conducted by experienced researchers, who were
familiar with the all the facts established by the research as well as the
atmosphere within the families. These workshops were repeated immediately before every wave and included every aspect of the research project.
Interim reports and summaries were sent to the sponsor of the study, the
Jubiläumsfonds der Oesterreichischen Nationalbank [Anniversary Fund
of the Austrian National Bank], but work on several books and chapters
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proceeded concurrently and was also helpful in maintaining continuity
and serving as a basis for further waves.
To continue a longitudinal study over several years means always having
to be prepared for new challenges within the research process, requiring
solutions aimed at resolving basic research questions—in retrospect, that
is one fundamental finding. Every new wave of the survey, and occasionally even the evaluation, is a balancing act between continuity and change.
Besides that, it is important during such a long research project to constantly bear in mind the ethical question regarding the teams’ responsibility
towards the families of the panel. These questions became still more important when interventions in family structures seemed to be necessary, due to
responsibility reasons as engaged social scientists. These particular matters
require a careful, sensitive and responsible treatment and resolution—in
some circumstances with the help of qualified psychologists who showed
the research team options and possibilities for affected families/family members (of course this happened anonymously and information was forwarded
to the people affected as a suggestion for help). The aspect of intervention
during the process of conducting qualitative research does not happen frequently and it is hardly ever documented in publications. Notwithstanding,
we are convinced that engaged social scientists are ethically bound to intervene in a well-considered way if necessary. In accordance with the aim of
traceability and for reasons of transparency such actions are obligated to be
documented. Although interventions are infrequent, this aspect of social
science is being examined in the literature. A best practice research guide
from the EU Kids Online-Network (see Lobe, Livingstone, Ólafsson, &
Simões, 2008, p. 57) raises questions concerning children at risk, problematic situations during the process of research and possible ways of acting;
Furthermore, the respective section includes experience reports of David
Finkelhor, Sonia Livingstone and Ingrid Paus-Hasebrink who describe practical examples from their research and give advice on how to manage such
difficult and complex situations in real-world.

9.6  The Media and Socio-Pedagogical
and Political Consequences
The development of everyday competences for dealing appropriately
with the media counts today as an important and socio-politically necessary goal for children and their parents. In order to familiarise adolescents with responsible, but also independent, ways of dealing with the
media, it is essential to widen their analytical perspectives. Research does
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not simply examine children and their media-pedagogic practices in kindergartens, schools and youth facilities, but responds to parents and their
media practices as well. Here, the outcomes of this longitudinal study
show conclusively that socially disadvantaged parents often lack appropriate competences. This result corresponds with other findings showing how less educated parents apply more restrictive ways of mediation
(for example, Livingstone, Mascheroni, Dreier, Chaudron, & Lagae,
2015; Paus-Hasebrink, Bauwens, Dürager, & Ponte, 2013; Rothbaum,
Martland, & Beswick Jannsen, 2008; Vekiri, 2010). It follows, then,
that supportive and educational concepts are needed to reach parents
with less formal education or respectively, suffering social disadvantage, with a view to encouraging and guiding them in matters of media
education (see Aufenanger, 2004; Lampert, 2013; Wagner, Gebel, &
Lampert, 2013; see also Baudouin et al. 2015; Dinh, Farrugia, O’Neill,
Vandoninck, & Velicu, 2016; O’Neill, Staksrud, & Mclaughlin, 2013;
Paus-Hasebrink, Ponte, Dürager, & Bauwens, 2012).
It is crucial that children and adolescents enjoy attention and guidance from their parents, so that they gain the ability to deal with
everyday life, as well as to deal with media competently. Even as c hildren
mature, they require much support from their parents on how to use
the media, and especially the internet. As the outcomes of the panEuropean and representative EU Kids Online-Survey show, children are
not only on the internet or using smartphones at a younger age, but with
increasing age, their ranging on the internet expands and they start to
explore the stock of media services provided there, as well as becoming
exposed to the potential risks of unpleasant and burdensome experiences
(www.eukidsonline.net).
Hence, it is not only the ability to meaningfully deal with TV that
is necessary, but a special “internet competence” is required (see
Livingstone & Helsper, 2008). This competence describes the skills of
operating the equipment, as well as different applications (for example,
filter software) and using services appropriately, given their functions
and risks. As an integrative part of media competence, internet competence fundamentally requires the willingness of the parents to deal
with the specific media concerns of their children. These concerns are
directly linked to the children’s unique ways of perception and processing that correlate to their ages, genders and the highly individual interests. Further EU Kids Online-outcomes show that it is especially those
children with a stable parent–child relationship shaped by closeness, trust
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and mutual appreciation who benefit from the internet’s possibilities.
In these families, the parents guide their children in everyday life, show
interest in the children’s issues and avoid restrictive educational measures. This longitudinal study regarding the media usage spanning the
years from kindergarten to the end of adolescence shows how important
an appropriate family context is, together with doing family, as applied to
the media usage during the socialisation of the children and adolescents.
However, not all families are the same. Supportive concepts should
rather focus on differentiating and shaping (media-)educational concepts
for parents, basing these on every family’s individual way of living and,
therefore, on the specific patterns of media usage. As the outcomes of
this longitudinal study show, families who suffer from a poor socio-economical and/or socio-emotional background particularly need vastly
more support than concepts and projects offering media-pedagogic
assistance can provide by themselves. One worthwhile approach to the
competences needed in adolescents’ media usage is peer-education. It is
a low-threshold form of communication, which can be combined with a
comparatively large range of options from other compensatory and care
services (see Neumann-Braun & Kleinschnittger, 2012) and does seem
particularly helpful with school-age children.
Krämer points out that “the parental impact happens rather through
the actual mediation of practices by the parents and casually occurring the respective child” than through “essential media education”
(Krämer, 2013, p. 431, translated by the authors). This insight claims
that media-pedagogical help, on its own, has limited effect. Based on the
family’s individual situation, concepts are needed to direct the parents’
behaviour towards their children, as well as—and this is the most important thing—reinforcing parental competences, so parents do not feel
overtaxed as role models for their children. Our families suffering multiple deprivation (Type 1, see Chapter 8) are all extensively overwhelmed
by difficult socio-economic situations and problematic socio-emotional
relationship structures, often flanked by the parents’ or children’s severe
health problems. These families—and this might be the painful consequence—could be supported, but only with appropriate measures.
They need socio-pedagogic help based on a socio-political foundation,
not only well-meant media-pedagogical concepts, as well as consistent
and sustainable action from a network of relevant stakeholders.
Educational concepts for the whole family are needed as well as a sustainable socio-economic basis (for example, dignified occupations). Given
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how the everyday life of these families was often strained and burdened.
Television and the internet, or respectively the overall media usage was
less a factor relevant to the problems within the families. Instead, their
extensive and undifferentiated media usage has, in fact, to be seen as a
consequence of their stressful living conditions. Offering appropriate
media practices has to be embedded in comprehensive socio-pedagogical
support. Such an approach may help to build bridges towards, for example, internships or, further, to apprenticeships: Several boys within the
panel managed to gain extensive technical knowledge, because of their
media usage and especially their gaming practices. This was the basis for
their desire to work in IT and, in addition, to eventually enter on a suitable apprenticeship (see also Eurostat, 2017). The support concepts we
advance have to be aligned and supported by different institutions—from
kindergarten to school, as well as from extra-mural institutions like education and advanced education facilities and social assistance offices or
child protection services. In this way, young people would not have to
depend on simple lucky chances in life.
Socio-pedagogic support available over the long-term and intensively
and individually tailored is sometimes needed for notably vulnerable families. This support has to assess the individual circumstances and needs,
as well as cater to the perspective of every member of the family. As this
longitudinal study indisputably shows, even children who suffered traumatic experiences in relationally disturbed families were able to get the
chance to develop competences for action for a self-determined life, if adequate socio-pedagogic help was provided at the right time, specifically by
child- or youth-facilities. Such possibilities for support are able to change
the children’s’ lives for the better. Hence, this longitudinal study has to
be understood as a vindication of such socio-pedagogic facilities, because
where children were consistently supervised over a length of time, the
facility demonstrably helped them in manifold ways. The example of one
boy in the sample (see, for this example, the case of Benedikt Holzner,
Chapter 8) shows starkly the positive impact thus made possible on the
life of such a child. Likewise, other adolescents in the sample were able
to find a personal stability and to explore their personal spaces with similar external assistance. Unfortunately, we have to stress how, in two cases
(see the Landinger family and the Fein family, Chapter 8), the parents
wanted to stop the professional supervision, in order have their children back at home the whole week—both times negative consequences
ensued, most damagingly for the children. In contrast, for the families
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which were able to become stable, appropriate help would also have
helped greatly. We can claim that the children would not then have suffered a developmental delay that first has to be made good. However, it
is true their prevailing circumstances were burdens for the families and
they were forced to deal with them. In consequence, some children indicated signs of deep uncertainty and helplessness, like, for example, two
boys who, over several years, had problems with bedwetting. In another
family, the daughter was able to become independent, through her good
and trusting relationship with her mother. However, without the paternal care from a male, her brother displayed great problems. He started
obsessively playing violent computer games and could only recover when
he entered a socio-pedagogic facility.
During the last phase of the project, the young people moving
towards apprenticeships or jobs was a highly important development.
Most of the children did not seek higher education. Adolescents growing
up in very burdened circumstances (like those in Type 1, see Chapter 8)
need particular support in experiencing their individual inclinations and
specific competences, with a view to finding an appropriate apprenticeship. Therefore, better measures are needed: a smoother transition
from school to apprenticeships and trade schools has to be ensured.
In addition, employment training facilities are needed for adolescents
who develop cognitively and/or psychically more slowly and are not
yet able to gain their desired job (see also the following suggestions in
Hurrelmann & Quenzel, 2016). Hurrelmann and Quenzel stress the
necessity of a comprehensive youth policy that aims to support activation of individual strengths and the advancement of individual skills and
competences. They advocate a combined youth policy that includes education and family policy, as well as for recreational time and participative activity (Hurrelmann & Quenzel, 2016; see also Atkinson, Guio,
& Marlier; Packer, 2017, pp. 510–511; Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma,
Robison, & Weigel, 2006; Rideout & Katz, 2016; UNICEF, 2016,
pp. 21–22).
As our longitudinal study makes very clear, even a child with
traumatic experiences within relationally disturbed families may have the
chance to develop competences for action if there is timely help from a
socio-pedagogical support network. In this way, we can minimise the
danger of reproducing the structures of social inequality in social practices (see UNICEF, 2016, p. 2; Wischmann, 2010, p. 79). To achieve
sustainable changes, it is vital to improve the socio-economic and, with
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that, also the socio-emotional circumstances of socially disadvantaged
families and their children. The children have to gain the latitude to
develop their Eigensinn (self-will). That requires the overall social and
political will and effort to recognise the situation in life of socially disadvantaged families, and hence the problems burdening them, so that
we can find ways to enable children thus affected to participate fully in
society.
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Living and Housing Situation of the Family
Name of the family: _________________________________________
1. Gender:
female
male
2. Position in the family:
mother
stepmother
father
stepfather
3. Marital status:
married
cohabitation/relationship
Is your husband/wife/partner the biological father/mother of your child?
yes
no
single
divorced
widowed

Family structure
4. How many people are permanently living in your household?
_______________________
5. Apart from yourself, who else is living in this apartment/house?
my partner
my children
my mother
my father
my mother-in-law
my father-in-law
other relatives or friends
other: ______________________________________________
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6. How many children do you have?
one
two
three
four
five
more than five
7. Please indicate which of your children are boys and which are girls
Girls: ______________________________________
Boys: ________________________________________
8. How many children are currently living with you in this household?
one
two
three
four
five
more than five
9. Date of birth of the mother (month/year): ___________________
10. Date of birth of the biological father (month/year): ___________________
11. Date of birth of new partner (month/year)
12. Date of birth of the interviewed child (month/year)
______________________________________________________________________
13. Date of birth of other child/children (name/month/year)
_______________________________________________________________________
14. Your nationality? _________________________________________
15. Your religious affiliation? __________________________________________

Occupation
16. Which occupation do you currently have?
in training/re-education
working full-time (more than 35 hours/week)
working part-time (between 10 and 35 hours/week)
marginally employed (less than 15 hours/week)
maternity/paternity leave
currently unemployed
retired
not pursuing any occupational activities
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17. What form of education have you completed?
primary school
high school
apprenticeship
professional school without secondary school leaving examination
secondary school
institution of higher education (e.g. university)
18. What professional occupation do you have?
I have never worked.
student
worker
skilled labour
farmer
freelancer
self-employed
employee
civil servant
other: ________________________________________
Please describe your occupation in more detail – in case you are unemployed –
which occupation have you had before?
____________________________________________________________________
If you are single, please continue with question 22!
19. Which occupation does your partner have?
in training/re-education
working full-time (more than 35 hours/week)
working part-time (between 10 and 35 hours/week)
marginally employed (less than15hours/week)
maternity/paternity leave
currently unemployed
retired
not pursuing any occupational activities
20. What form of education has your partner completed?
primary school
high school
apprenticeship
professional school without secondary school leaving examination
secondary school
institution of higher education (e.g. university)
21. Which professional occupation does your partner have?
S/he has never worked.
student
worker
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skilled labour
farmer
freelancer
self-employed
employee
civil servant
other: ________________________________________
22. If you consider all of the earnings within the household, how high is your monthly
net income?
up to 1,000 Euro
1,001 – 1,300 Euro
1,301 – 1,600 Euro
1,601 – 1,900 Euro
1,901 – 2,200 Euro
2,201 – 2,500 Euro
2,501 – 2,800 Euro
2,801 – 3,100 Euro
more than 3,100 Euro
23. Do you receive any social welfare benefits?
Yes, _________________________________________________________
No
24. Do you have any other forms of additional income (e.g. from renting, from an
inheritance, etc.?
Yes, ____________________________________________________________
No
25. Do you have any other assets (freehold flat, savings, stocks etc.)? Please indicate which
ones:
Yes, ____________________________________________________________
No
26. How much pocket money does the interviewed child get? ________________
27. Does the interviewed child have any other sources of income (work, grandparents, gifts
etc.)?
__________________________________________________________________
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Housing situation
28. Where do you live?
city
vicinity of the city
country side
29. Do you…?
subled
rent
live in an owner-occupied flat
live in your own house
other: ______________________________________________
30. How big is the flat/the house (in squaremeters)? ______________________________
31. Does your child/does each child have their own room? Zimmer?
Yes
No
32a. Have you moved since we last visited?
Yes
No
32b. If yes, how often and when? _____________________________________
33. Are you planning to move any time soon?
Yes, to ________________________________________
No
34. Finally we’d like to ask you to update your contact details
Address:________________________________________________
Phone/Mobile:___________________________________________
E-Mail:__________________________________________________
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Observation Protocol
Observation Criteria for Researchers in the Field
Family: ……………………………………….
Date: ………………………………………
Criteria

Observation/Notes

How clean is the flat/house?
How tidy is the flat/house?
What condition is the furniture in?
What media equipment is visible?
Are there any pets?
What do the family’s clothes look like?
How do the family members appear and behave?
Other observations

Interview Guidelines
Interview Guidelines for Interviews with the Parent(s)
Main thematic areas of the interview guideline and example
questions
(1) 
Social living conditions of the family/everyday world of the family/
participation of children and parents in different social areas/recreational activities of parents and children, changes in living conditions
(as compared to previous interviews): In what social situation are the
children living? How is the familial everyday life structured and
how does the family climate of the children seem? Are the children
integrated in society because of their own activities or the activities
of their parents? What do the living conditions of the family in contrast to earlier waves of the survey look like?
Examples questions:
• Are you satisfied with your current housing situation? Is there anything you would like to change/improve?
• How does your child spend his/her leisure time?
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• Do you know your child’s friends? What do you know about them?
Do you like them?
• What are your plans for the future?
(2) 
Attitude towards media/media usage of the parents, the child and siblings/media usage within the family: How important are different
media services and contents for the parents? What status/importance do individual media devices and services have within the family (parents and siblings)? Is there any kind of collective, familial
media usage and if yes, what does it look like? Who is the “media
expert” within the family?
Example questions:
• What do you think about media like TV, radio and newspaper in
general? What about the computer and the internet? How important or unimportant are these media for you?
• How important are media in your everyday life? Are there any
media you can relinquish? If yes, which ones?
• How important are media in the everyday life of your family and of
each family member?
• Which media (devices) do you own?
(3) 
Media repertoire: possession of media devices in the family (child,
parents, siblings)/media usage of the children/significance of media
for the children/role and function of media for the children/media
education and regulation: What does the media repertoire of the
family, of the parents themselves and the children look like? Which
media are available to the children? How important are media in
the children’s everyday lives? How, when, with whom, where and
why do the children use these media? How do the children deal
with media? Do the parents pursue a specific way of media education? Are there any restrictions by the parents regarding the media
usage of their children?
Example questions:
• Do you know which media your child uses, how s/he uses them
and when? Is this important to you to know this?
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• Which media does your child use for which purpose? Are media
used in the context of school?
– Which media are used most frequently?
– How often and how long is your child using these media
services?
• Which devices/services/content is your child using regularly? (e.g.
TV shows)
• Does your child tell you what he or she is doing with different
media devices/services?
(4) 
Type and adoption of values and behavioural manners of the children/role, function and credibility of the family regarding the
mediation of knowledge and values/role, function and credibility
of other socialisation contexts (media, kindergarten, school, peer
groups, friends) regarding the mediation of knowledge and values (and changes as opposed to previous interviews): How do children learn about specific values behavioural codices? Who do
they learn them from? Do the children have certain role models or idols? Which role does the family play as a mediator of
values and behavioural standards? Which role do other socialisation contexts like media, school and peer groups/friends play
regarding the mediation of values and behavioural standards?
Which changes can be observed since the last interview? (For
the last interviews: what role does ongoing puberty play in this
context?)
Example questions:
• How would you describe your own relationship with your child?
• How do you feel about gratification and punishment as educational
instruments?
– Which gratifications/punishments do you use?
• Does your child ask you for advice? In which matters?
• Is there anything that your child can learn from/through media
(usage)?
• What can your child learn from you?
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Interview Guidelines for Interviews with the Child
Main thematic areas of the interview guideline and example
questions
(1) 
Social living situation of the children/everyday wold of the family/
participation in different social areas/children’s recreational activities: In what social situation are the children living? How is the
everyday life of the family structured and what does the family
climate look like from the childrens’ perspective? Are the children
integrated in society because of their own activities or the activities
of their parents? How do children shape their leisure time?
Example questions:
• Do you like your room? Is there anything you would like to change
about it?
• Tell us something about your everyday life. What does a typical day
look like for you? What are you doing, what happens throughout
the day?
• How much leisure time do you have and what are you usually doing
during this time? Are you member of a sports club (soccer, gymnastics, etc.). Which other activities do you pursue?
• Who can you talk to when you have problems?
(2) 
Media repertoire/possession of media/media usage and practices/significance of media/role and function of media: What does the media
repertoire of the children look like, what is it made up of? Which
media are available (within the family)? Which media do they own
themselves? Which media are used by children? How important are
different media devices/services in the everyday life of the children?
How, when, with whom, where and why do they use these media?
How do children deal with media?
Example questions:
• Which devices do you have at home (TV, radio, computer—with or
without internet access—CD player, DVD recorder, Smartphone,
Tablet, etc.)?
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• Which books, newspapers and magazines do you have at home?
Which do you own yourself, which belong to your parents?
• Which devices do you own yourself (Radio, TV, computer, games
console, mobile phone, etc.). Is there anything with regard to
media devices that you wish for, because you don’t have it at the
moment?
• Which media services and what content do you currently use?
Which media do you like best? What do you prefer to read, to listen
to, to browse? What do you like about it? How long do you usually
use it?
(3) 
Attitude towards media/media usage of the parents, the child and
siblings/media usage within the family/media education and regulation: How important are different media for the members of the
family? Does the family use media together, what does this look
like? What does the individual media usage within the family (parents and siblings) look like from the children’s perspective? Who is
the “media expert” within the family as perceived by the child? Do
parents pursue a specific approach towards media education? Are
there any restrictions by the parents regarding the media practices
of their children?
Example questions:
• Are you talking to your parents about things you have seen on TV,
heard on the radio, played on the computer or seen on the internet
on a regular basis?
– Do your parents discuss media in general with you?
– Or do they discuss things you have seen on the media spontaneously? What are the issues you are talking about?
• Do your parents sometimes prohibit you to listen to the radio, to
watch TV, to play on the computer or to browse the internet?
– Are you allowed to watch TV, play games, browse and listen to
the radio as extensively as you like?
– Are there any specific rules for using the TV, the computer, the
mobile phone, the internet?
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– Are you allowed to watch all the shows you like? Which programmes are you not allowed to watch?
– Are there computer games you’re not allowed to play?
– Has there ever been a conflicted because of the TV, the radio, the
computer, a magazine, etc.? What happens during such conflicts?
Do you and your parents tolerate each other later again?
– Do your parents explain to you why they prohibit certain
things?
– Do you understand and accept these rules and regulations?
(4) 
Type and adoption of values and behavioural manners of the children/role, function and credibility of the family regarding the mediation of knowledge and values/role, function and credibility of other
socialisation contexts (media, kindergarten, school, peer groups,
friends) regarding the mediation of knowledge and values: Who do
the children learn about values and manners from? Do the children have certain role models or idols? Which role does the family play as a mediator of values and behavioural standards? Which
role do other socialisation contexts play like media, school and peer
groups/friends play regarding the mediation of values and behavioural standards?
Example questions:
• Do you have any role models/idols? Who are your role models/
idols? Earlier they were X and Y, who are they today?
– Why is that? What do you like about them?
• Do you have a good relationship with your parents/siblings? What
do you like about your parents/siblings? What don’t you like about
your parents/siblings?
• What happens if you do something that you are not allowed to do?
– Are you occasionally punished at home? What is this punishment? Who punishes you? Does he or she explain why you
are being punished or why you are not allowed to do certain
things?
• You are stranded on a desert island and could only safe three things
to bring with you, which things would that be?
• Who do you turn to for advice (on different matters)?
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Complementary Methods of Data Collection
Guideline for Thinking Aloud-Method About Favourite
Social Media Tools
Following the thinking aloud method (see Chapter 4) the researchers
investigated the adolescent’s individual social media profiles together
with them at a convenient time during the interview. The children
should voluntarily show and comment on what they do on social media
so as to allow the interviewers to better understand the adolescent’s
practices.
They were asked to show their profiles and settings (for example, privacy settings, friends list, photos, groups, single chats, followed pages
and channels and so on) and to talk about how they make use of the
applications and features. The guideline for this method contained only
a few questions and topics and more instructions for the interviewers as
to what they should pay attention to. The purpose was to reveal how
competent and knowledgeable the adolescents were about the social networking tools.
Example: When looking at the Facebook profile
• Landing page is shown and explained, make sure to pay attention
to:
– Which messages are displayed/How many notifications are there?
– Which advertisements are shown?
– Which suggestions for the child are given by the Facebook
algorithms?
• Number of friends within the friends list
– Big/mall circle of friends? Are all friends known personally? How
does the child deal with friendship requests?
• In which groups is the child a member?
– Only as a passive or also as an active member? Is the child aware
of all groups he or she joined?
• Likes
– Which persons and sites are liked by the child?
– Which genres are included (movies, TV, books, persons, etc.)?
– Self-presentation because of likes? [Ask specifically].
• Games used
– Still as an active gamer or retired?
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• Privacy Settings
– Is the child’s entire name shown? [Ask for explanation and
reasons]
– Which profile picture and cover picture are shown on the profile?
Is the child pictured? [Let explain, why the respective pictures are
chosen.]
– Which photographs and photo albums are available online?
– Who can see the child’s photographs and postings? Are there any
restrictions initiated by the child?
– Is the child’s profile easy to find—which settings?
– Ask the child to explain how privacy settings can be adapted –>
Knowledge about the function within the application? Is the child
aware of the possibilities?
• How does the child use chat and message functions?
– Regularly or just occasionally? Who are the chat partners?
[Please note: The child primarily explains what he or she is usually doing
on social network sites and what central functions he or she is using.]
Example: Looking at WhatsApp
Child starts WhatsApp:
• Design and Wallpaper
– Is the screen personalised and is the child aware of the possibility
to personalise the application’s design?
• Name
– Does the child use a nickname?
• Profile picture, headline, status
– Is there a profile picture? [Explanation of what the picture is supposed to show.]
– Is there an individual status, what does it mean for the child? Are
the suggested sentences like “Hey there, I am using WhatsApp”
used?
– How is the status configured?
– Are these things changed and adapted regularly?
• Visibility
– Activated/deactivated?
– Last online?
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• Does the child chat with one person or rather with groups more
frequently? Which groups are open to the child and with whom is
the child communicating directly; who is the child’s favourite person to chat with?
• Are there more text messages or rather pictures and (audio) files
being sent?
[Please note: Again, the primary question is, which are the most important functions of this service and how they were used by the children.]

Coding Schemes for Interviews
Coding Scheme for the Evaluation of the Interviews with the Parents
Living conditions
Perceived changes
Attitude towards the refugee issue
Mother
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Thematisation of this issue
Information about this issue
Communication about this issue
Father/life companion of the mother
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Thematisation of this issue
Information about this issue
Communication about this issue
Child
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
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Sibling
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Visions and plans for the future
Of the child
For the family
For the child
Own plans and visions
Daily routine
Mother
Father
Child
Siblings
Valuation of the
Housing situation
Residential area
Family climate
Other
Problems/dispute
Relationship between mother and father
Relationship between mother and her new life companion
Relationship between siblings
Relationship between mother and child
Relationship between father and child
Relationship between new life companion and child
Relationship between father and his new life companion
Relationship between all family members
Leisure activities of the family members
Activities together
Mother’s activities
Father’s activities
Sibling’s activities
Leisure activities of the child
Alone
With siblings
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At school
In a (sports)club
With friends
Elsewhere
Friends/peers of the child
Romantic relationships/being in love
Knowledge about friends
Support
Elsewhere
(Pocket) money
Child’s access to money
Child’s dealings with money
Child’s wishes
Media ownership, media practices and usage of the family
Media competence
Mother’s
Father’s
Child’s
Sibling’s
Of further family members and caregivers
Perceived changes
Attitude towards media in general
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Significance of media for the family in general
For the mother
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
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Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
For the father
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
For the child
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
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Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
For the siblings
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
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(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Media ownership
Family’s
Child’s
Media devices
Media services
Merchandising
Used media/media services
Mother
TV/TV programme/TV show
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassette/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other (for example comics)
Father
TV/TV programme/TV show
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassette/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other (for example comics)
Child
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TV/TV programme/TV show
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassette/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other (for example comics)
Siblings
TV/TV programme/TV show
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassette/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other (for example comics)
Whole family
TV/TV programme/TV show
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassette/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other (for example comics)
Duration of usage
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Mother
Father
Child
Siblings
Day-time/night-time of usage
Mother
Father
Child
Siblings
Places of usage
Mother
Father
Child
Siblings
Motives of usage
Mother’s
Father’s
Sibling’s
Child’s
Parental evaluation of the link between surrounding world and media
practices
Significance of media during the childhood of the parents
Used media
Mentioned characters/persons
Significance of media
Conflicts because of media practices
Parental media education
Regulations
No regulations
Conflicts
Argument about children’s media practices
Mediation of media competences
Not interested/indifferent
Communication about media within the family
Valuation of media/media services for children
Mentioned media
Positive
Negative
Neutral
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Not interested/indifferent
Mentioned media services
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Socialisation contexts
Personality of the child
D evelopmental characteristics (cognitive/social/emotional
affective/physical)
Mentioned role models by the child
Mentioned caregivers by the child
Ways of Education
Reward
Punishment
Neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Significance for development
Family
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
School
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Profession
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Apprenticeship
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
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Media
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Peers
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Surroundings
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Not interested/indifferent
Coding Scheme for the Evaluation of the Interviews with the Children
Living conditions
Perceived changes
Visions and plans for the future
Desired career
Daily routine
Attitude towards the refugee issue
Mother
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Father
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Child
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
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Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Sibling
Communication about this issue
Information about this issue
Thematisation of this issue
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Valuation of the housing situation
Room
Flat/House
Residential area
Family climate
reference person for problems
Problems/dispute
Relationship between all family members
Relationship between siblings
Relationship between mother and child
Relationship between mother and her new life companion
Relationship between mother and father
Relationship between new life companion and child
Relationship between father and child
Relationship between father and his new life companion
Leisure activities of the child
Alone
With family
With the whole family
With parents
With siblings
In school
In a (sports)club
With friends
Elsewhere
Leisure activities of the family members
Mother’s
Father’s
Sibling’s
Other
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School
Status and role within the class/Relationship with class mates
Relationship with teachers
Favourite subject/Achievements in school
Attitude towards school
Occupation
Other
Unemployed
Unlearned activities
Apprenticeship
Friends/Peers
Romantic relationships/being in love
Number of friends/peers
Gender
Age
Familiar through
Best friend
(Pocket) Money
Child’s access to money
Child’s dealings with money
Child’s wishes
Media ownership, media practices and usage of the family
Perceived changes
Media ownership
Already owning
Wishes in the future
Financing of Media ownership
Parents
Child
Other
Used media/media services
TV/TV programme/TV series
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
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Social Relationship
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Tele-purchase
Other
Exceptional experiences
Video/DVD
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Radio/Audio cassettes/CDs/MP3s
Valuation
Positive
Negative
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Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Personal Computer/Laptop
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Computer games
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Handheld consoles
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Steady consoles
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
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(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Personal Computer/Laptop games
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Internet
E-Mail
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
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Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Chats
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Forums/Boards
Valuation
Positive
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Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Own homepage
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
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Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Online games
Browser games
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Multiplayer games
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
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Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Shopping
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
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Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Online research/searching for information
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Network platforms
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed functions
Communication
Participation
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Entertainment/pastime
Mood creation
Creation of own worlds
Making and maintaining social relationships
Daily routines
Information
Opinion making
Building and consolidating social status
Other
Motives of active production
Being discovered
Curiosity/gaining new experiences
Love of experimentation
Self-presentation
Being perceived as an expert
Expression of opinion
Evaluation through others
Subculture/scene
Building and consolidating social status
other
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed Risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
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Exceptional experiences
Miscellaneous Social Media Services
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Mobile phone
Phone calls
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
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Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
other
Exceptional experiences
Instant Messaging und SMS
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social Relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
other
Exceptional experiences
Mobile internet usage
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
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Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintance
Online shopping
other
Exceptional experiences
Photographs
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Videos/movies
Valuation
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Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional Experiences
Games
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Online shopping
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Other
Exceptional experiences
Music
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional experiences
Free SMS services
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
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Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Apps (free and fee-based)
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional Experiences
Miscellaneous
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
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Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
Online mobbing
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Meeting online acquaintances
Online shopping
Other
Exceptional Experiences
Books
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Magazines
Valuation
Positive
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Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Newspaper
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
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Other
Exceptional experiences
Miscellaneous
Valuation
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Ascribed chances
Creativity
Identity
Social relationships
Learning
Participation
Ascribed risks
Plagiarism
Trust in information
Deception
Advertising
Exposure of personal information
Pornographic content
Violent content
(Unexpected) sexual messages
Other
Exceptional experiences
Mentioned figures
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Mentioned persons (stars and so on)
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Exceptional experiences
Identification/para-social interaction in general
To be like them
To act like them
Solidarisation
Wish for interaction
Other
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Way of usage
With friends
Alone
With parents
With siblings
With others
Under ward of caregivers
Concentration on the medium
Secondary reception
Duration of usage
TV
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassettes/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other
Places of usage
TV
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassettes/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other
Times of usage
TV
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassettes/CDs/MP3s
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Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other
Motives of usage
TV
Video/DVD
Radio/Audio cassettes/CDs/MP3s
Personal Computer/Laptop
Computer games
Internet
Social Web
Mobile phone
Books
Magazines
Newspaper
Other
Link to the lifeworld
Media ownership, media practices and usage of the family
Media ownership
Used media
Mother
Father
Siblings
Whole family
Times of usage
Duration of usage
Communication via media
Parental media education
Media regulation
Temporal restriction
Restriction on content
Other
No regulations
Conflicts
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Role, function and credibility of socialisation contexts
Mentioned role models
Meaning of
Family
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Peers
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Media/media figures
Valuation positive
Valuation negative
Valuation neutral
Other
Experienced educational measures
By parents
By teachers/school
With friends
Other
Knowledge transfer via
Parents
Siblings
Friends
Teachers/school
Media
Competences of
Parents
Siblings
Friends
Teachers/school
Media
Competences of the child
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